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ABSTRACT 
 Up until recent technological developments in neuroscience and advancements in 
brain imagery techniques, educators and scientists had little insight into what was 
occurring in the minds of learners. These developments in the field of neuroscience have 
led to increased knowledge about how the brain develops and learns in childhood. 
Understanding how music is processed in the brains of young children may provide 
educators with insights about how to teach more efficiently and effectively, with the 
potential to either support or refute current classroom practices. Many music educators 
appear eager to bring strategies with a grounding in neuroscience to their classrooms. It is 
important then, to understand not only the limits of neuroscientific data and its 
applicability to classroom settings, but also the degree to which current music teaching 
practices either correspond or run contrary to current understandings in neuroscience.  
 The purpose of this study is to explore the use of neuroscience recommendations 
by teachers in elementary general music classrooms; that is, whether current classroom 
practices correspond with the latest understandings of the developing brain as well as 
how and to what degree these recommendations for music teaching based on 
neuroscience are reflected in elementary general music pedagogy.  
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PART I: INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
“The child’s world grows constantly clearer and larger, but at the price of an equally 
constant diminution of the realm of the possible … For what is learning?                             
It is a modification of the self, a progressive alteration and  
extension of the self in relation to the world” 
– Jon-Roar Børkvold (1989, p. 123–126). 
 
 
 How do people learn? How do words, symbols, or sounds transform from 
nonsensical noises or scribbles on a page to conveying meaning? How do once-difficult 
tasks begin to seem effortless, or even natural? How is information or knowledge 
gathered, retained, and then retrieved when needed? And why is some information 
instantly forgotten while other information is remembered for a lifetime?  
Such a line of questioning could lead down any number of paths, from the clinical 
to the philosophical. For me, it led to the classroom. Even at an early age, I was curious 
about learning. I remember telling my mother that I wanted to be a teacher, but that I was 
nervous because teaching—especially the idea of teaching concepts that I perceived as 
complex, such as reading—seemed almost magical to me. Surely, the ability to teach 
someone how to do something brand new must be a kind-of otherworldly gift! 
Throughout my own education and career, understanding this mystery has been a guiding 
force for not only improving my teaching, but also as a way of understanding myself, 




Coming out of my undergraduate years as a music education major, I had little 
experience with common elementary general music pedagogies. Yet, I have since come 
to think of this as more of a blessing than a curse. Immediately following graduation, for 
large part of my first few years teaching, I ran on a combination of instinct, observation, 
and a toolbox of ideas that I gathered either from my undergraduate work or that I had 
gleaned from workshops and my own experience. Subsequently, I found myself quilting 
together a patchwork of ideas, concepts, and procedures from different methodologies in 
my classroom; I was able to discover what worked for me and my students without being 
strictly beholden or blindly loyal to one way of teaching.  
I had, in a way, returned to my original quest to understand the teaching-learning 
process. Although I have since gained a greater understanding of pedagogy, curriculum 
design, and music education philosophies, the same question persists: whether I—or any 
teacher, for that matter—will ever truly understand how or why certain practices work to 
relay information and skills to children, while others do not. It is this very question that I 
believe has driven my interest and fascination with the brain, the field of educational 
neuroscience, and the emerging discipline of neurodidactics (also sometimes referred to 
as neuropedagogy or neuroeducation) and its potential applications within music 
education. 
Research Problem 
 Studies indicate that the mode of learning—which is strongly influenced by 
teaching methodologies and theories of learning—affects functional brain activities and 




O’Neill and Senyshyn (2011) contend that it is difficult for any single theory to provide a 
complete explanation of music learning because of the interactional nature of factors that 
influence learning. This challenge may be especially salient in elementary general music 
which “does not assume a particular philosophy of teaching and lacks a cohesive 
philosophical underpinning” (Abril, 2016, p. 6). Since there is no universally accepted, 
overarching theory of music learning, music educators are often tasked with drawing 
upon multiple areas of research, knowledge, and experience in order to create the most 
effective music learning environments for their students. 
 Developmental psychology has offered substantial insight into children’s thinking 
at different ages over the last century, but relatively little in regard to how they learn 
(Gruhn & Raucher, 2002). However, the growing body of knowledge about learning, and 
the realization that the neural basis of cognition can be empirically studied, may provide 
some clues (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008; Gruhn & Raucher, 2002).  
 It is these gaps that the interdisciplinary field of neurodidactics may help to fill, 
by setting a foundation for viewing learning in accordance with the developing brain, and 
asking, “What makes a good learning environment appropriate to the conditions of the 
brain?” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 5). The philosophy behind neurodidactics calls for the 
advancement of pedagogy which should not be done ignorant of developments in 
neuroscience. “A basic step in understanding how to better educate children in music 
perception and production is to better understand how the brain responds to music” 
(Flohr & Miller, 1995). Knowledge of neuroscience may help educators better understand 




innovative approaches. Neurodidactics “… seeks to establish a brain-based learning 
strategy. Its goal is to adapt teaching and learning methods to children’s mental state 
instead of aligning children with the curriculum” (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008, p. 272). 
Recent technological developments in neuroscience and advancements in brain imagery 
techniques now allow for insight into what occurs in the brains of learners (Edwards & 
Hodges, 2008); and many music educators appear eager to bring strategies with a 
grounding in neuroscience to their classrooms (Hodges, 2010; Persellin, 2009, 2010).  
 The current study’s focus on elementary general music was chosen because of the 
unique place this course holds in school curricula, as it is “…designed to meet diverse 
musical learning goals in the areas of singing, playing, creating, connecting with, and 
responding to music” (Abril, 2016, p. 5). Elementary general music’s broad aims and 
often compulsory nature may provide a uniquely enlightening backdrop with which to 
examine teaching practices. Through this study, I sought to provide a window into 
elementary general music classrooms by determining whether classroom practices 
correspond with current literature on the developing brain and to what degree music 
educators utilize recommendations from neuroscience. 
Purpose Statement 
 The purpose of this study is to examine the use of neuroscience recommendations 
by teachers in elementary music classrooms. Using the outlined conceptual framework, I 






1. What is the perceived importance of recommendations from neuroscience 
amongst educators in elementary school music settings? 
2. To what degree are these recommendations reportedly used in elementary music 
classrooms? 
3. Does the grade level of students influence educators’ use of these 
recommendations? 
Rationale 
 Gaining an understanding of how music is processed in the brains of young 
children may provide educators with insights about how to teach more efficiently and 
effectively (Flohr & Hodges, 2002a). Moreover, Gruhn and Rauscher (2008) state that 
findings from brain research can help educators implement appropriate teaching methods 
that “…empower the brain to process musical information most efficiently, to facilitate 
musical representation building, and to keep the gathered knowledge accessible in long-
term memory…” (p. 275). If educators have knowledge about such teaching methods, 
“…then they can try to implement this knowledge into their actual practice” (Gruhn & 
Rauscher, 2008, p. 275). It is therefore important to understand not only the limits of 
neuroscientific data and its applicability to classroom settings, but also the degree to 
which current music teaching practices either correspond or run contrary to current 
understandings in neuroscience. 
  It would be of interest to educators, administrators, and teacher educators, as well 




currently reflect findings from brain research. “Educators, like all professionals, should 
be interested in knowing how basic research, including brain science, might contribute to 
improved professional practice” (Bruer, 2008, p 54). Other fields have already begun to 
be influenced by the progress of neuroscience, neuroimaging studies, and the knowledge 
they have to offer. “Just as applications are beginning to be made in music medicine … 
we may, in time, have specific pedagogical strategies solidly grounded by research in the 
cognitive neuroscience of music” (Hodges, 1997, p. 54).  
 Knowing if, or to what degree current practices reflect recommendations from 
neuroscience is a first step toward integrating neurodidactic strategies into the music 
classroom. Doing so may shed light on where music education is as a field, and on how 
current music education practices compare to findings in neuroscience. This, in turn, may 
help the above stakeholders understand how far there is to go toward using new 
knowledge about the developing brain in music classrooms. It may also empower music 
educators to adopt teaching practices adapted to the developing brains of children, instead 
of attempting to force children to adapt to established practices.  
 Additionally, it would be beneficial for those engaged in neuromusical and 
neuroeducation research to know the extent to which in-service music educators currently 
use recommendations derived from findings in neuroscience and music psychology. 
Máčajova (2013) foresees pedagogical input helping to verify neuroscientific findings, 
and “the creation of such pedagogical and methodological [programs] that will build on 
neuropedagogical research." (p. 4). Because music learning does not take place under 




offer the field of neuroscience an opportunity to view music processing from different 
perspectives. Studies in music education may offer neuroscience research an 
“appreciation for the fluidity, creative constructs, and context specificity of music” (Flohr 
& Hodges, 2002a, p. 30). This may, in turn, prompt further research into teachers’ use 
and perceptions of these recommendations, and into their effectiveness in different 
music-learning contexts (such as across different ages, formal or informal learning, 
demographics, populations and cultures), thereby offering the potential for further 
understanding of the dynamic, multifaceted process of music learning. It may very well 
be as Bamberger (1991) wrote, “The most interesting questions and puzzles concerning 
musical development often arise in the context of working with children in actual 
classroom settings” (p. 21).  
 Although conclusive causal relationships can be difficult to substantiate, teaching 
methods have been shown to have an impact on how the brain processes music 
(Altenmüller et al., 2000; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Neurodidactics may help educators 
ground their knowledge and practice “…on more solid and objective facts and look for 
the effect in an actual teaching and learning situation” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 7). Combining 
neuroscientific research and didactics, this emergent field seeks to construct a more 
comprehensive view of learners based on their cognitive development. “Brain 
neuroimaging methods may also contribute to the increase of reliability and objectivity of 
pedagogical research. Until today, teachers have a small number of standardized tools to 
diagnose the level of development or the effectiveness of teaching children” (Chojak, 




were previously based on experience, observation, instinct, or other forms of research, 
may come to be substantiated or refuted by data from neuroscience and neuromusical 
research. Such research may at some point lend credence to various curricular concepts, 
“[confirming] already established practices … indicate ineffective or incorrect practices, 
or … derive entirely new pedagogical strategies … solidly grounded by research in the 
cognitive neuroscience of music” (Hodges, 1997, p. 45).  
 While the current understanding of the brain and learning may be insufficient to 
advocate for any monumental change in music pedagogy, this line of inquiry continues to 
gain ground. Propelled by the interests of researchers and educators alike, “… the future 
of music education will undoubtedly be impacted in significant ways by the swift 
progress of neuromusical research” (Edwards & Hodges, 2008, p. 15). However, since 
most pre-service educators are unlikely to have prior knowledge about or exposure to 
neuroscientific findings (Dubinsky, Roehrig, & Varma, 2013) it is important for new 
research to reach music educators in order to help provide for them a more 
comprehensive view of the learner, thereby influencing future classroom instruction. 
“When instructors have an understanding of the cognitive development of their students, 
they may be able to plan their teaching strategies more effectively” (Persellin & Daniels, 
2014, p. 1). Moreover, discovering what works best with students will require the 
combined efforts of neuroscience and educators alike. “Guidance from neuroscience 
research and national associations, as well as teacher observations and assessment 
provide information about what works in the classroom” (Flohr, 2010, p. 15).  




the one hand and education on the other” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 5) and has the potential to not 
only contribute to the rich body of knowledge about music teaching already being 
utilized in classrooms, but also to empower teachers through new knowledge and 
guarding them against the “… unquestioning, uncritical acceptance of established ways 
of thinking about learning in music education theory, research, and practice” (O’Neill & 





CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Developments in the fields of neuroscience, music psychology, and music 
cognition may help provide teachers with a glimpse into the minds of learners. Until 
recently, science of the mind (psychology) and science of the brain (neuroscience) were 
studied and developed relatively independently. “Psychologists were interested in our 
mental functions and capacities–how we learn, remember, and think. Neuroscientists 
were interested in how the brain develops and functions” (Bruer, 2008, p. 52). It is in this 
way that the rapidly growing field of neuroscience has the potential to impact music 
education in significant ways (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Cognitive neuroscientists 
continue to investigate how the brain’s neural circuitry enables us to think and learn, 
seeking to understand how this “neural hardware” might be what runs the “mental 
software” that so intrigues psychologists. (Bruer, 2008).  
Findings from Neuroscience 
  Two distinct, yet complementary approaches are used to help explain cognitive 
development and learning. Neuroconstructivism, investigates how new experiences 
change the neural structures in children’s brains and how these structures become 
increasingly specialized in response to the environment. Neuroconstructivism “explains 
cognitive development in terms of the biological constraints on the neural activation 
networks that form mental representations” (Hargreaves & Lamont, 2017, p. 45). 
Connectionism, meanwhile offers a biological perspective on learning, describing how 
repeated actions and connections across neural networks and regions develop in response 




research and the field of music education is still being built, the following subsections 
outline current findings that may inform classroom practices.  
 
Innate Musical Potential  
 All human beings are born with the capacity to respond to music and possess 
innate potential for musicality. This capability develops throughout childhood and 
continues into adulthood. Research on fetal and infant responses to music confirms the 
existence of inherent neural networks that subserve musical processing (Edwards & 
Hodges, 2008). These networks function as sound detection and analysis mechanisms 
(Hodges, 1997) and, soon after birth, babies can both orient themselves towards new 
sounds as well as identify familiar sounds such as their mother's voice (Trehub & 
Trainor, 1993). The immediate responses of infants to music, and even fetal responses in 
the womb during the last three months before birth, provide compelling evidence for the 
existence of inherent neural mechanisms devoted to musical processing (Hodges, 1997). 
 As connections between infants and their surroundings develop, communication 
between caregivers and infants likewise develops. What is commonly referred to—
somewhat reductively—as baby talk or “motherese” is an intricate form of 
communication known as infant mimesis, which uses basic musical elements to convey 
meaning between caregiver and infant (Hodges, 1997; Flohr & Persellin, 2011). While 
infants may not understand the more complex meaning behind the words a caregiver may 
say, they begin to associate musical elements, such as pitch, timbre, dynamic inflections, 




of vocal inflections and subtle nuances used between mothers and their infants, and 
demonstrated that these intonational and rhythmic patterns are not only understood by the 
neonate, but that they will systematically respond in kind, using bodily movements, facial 
expressions and voice (Børkvold, 1989). “The infant soon learns a large number of 
meaningful sounds, long before any of them become recognizable words. The meaning 
lies in the music of the sounds–the nuances conveyed by changes in intonation, rhythm, 
tempo, and dynamics” (Børkvold, 1989, p. 14) Thus, the infants themselves begin to 
learn how to fundamentally manipulate these same elements in order to communicate 
with their caregivers.  
 Furthermore, infants not only respond to and approximately reciprocate singing 
by caregivers, but by six months of age they begin moving rhythmically to music as well. 
This musical sensitivity, influenced by the rhythmic movement experienced while 
listening, even extends to elements of musical structure, specifically changes in rhythmic 
structure, rhythmic groupings, and sequences (Trehub, 2012). “Early perception of 
metrical structure might arise through the presence of connections between movement 
and auditory areas of the nervous system in conjunction with everyday correlated 
multisensory experiences with sound and movement” (Hannon & Trainor, 2007, p. 470).  
 Infants also show similar sensitivity to melodic features such as transposition, 
melodic contour, intervallic relationships, and consonance/dissonance (Trehub, 2012). It 
is thought that this early sensitivity and preference for melodic features may form the 
bedrock for musical enculturation, and for understanding other musical conventions later 




believed to be learned implicitly through statistical learning at an early age via 
appropriate exposure, paralleling the way that native speech competence is acquired … a 
quick narrowing to the relevant cultural sounds [taking] place, both for music and speech 
sounds” (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012, p. 488). Infants—perhaps due to their lack of 
familiarity with culturally specific musical conventions and constraints—have even 
displayed a greater sensitivity to culturally atypical rhythmic and melodic musical 
features when compared to adults (Trehub & Weiss, 2017). “Before our perceptual 
systems and brains become committed to the music … of our culture, we can perceive 
novel sound structures with relative ease. As we gain expertise in one musical system … 
we experience greater difficulty with foreign [ones] … Young children benefit from their 
perceptual flexibility, which [facilitates] their learning of foreign musical systems and 
languages” (Trehub, 2012, p. 184). 
 Taken together, this suggests that musical behaviors and music processing begin 
to develop primarily because of the presence of neural mechanisms inherent to all 
humans from birth. In other words, because of innate neural networks, infants are able to 
learn and respond to music, speech, and other sounds without any need for systematic, 
formal instruction.  
Nature and Nurture 
 Both genetic and experiential factors contribute to musical development (Edwards 
& Hodges, 2008; Flohr & Hodges, 2002b; Hodges, 2019). From the moment of birth, the 
development of our brains is piloted by inherited genetic information, the course of which 




inherently musical does not mean that all have the potential to become outstanding 
performers. Rather, it means that we all have the wherewithal to respond to the music of 
the surrounding culture” (Hodges, 1997, p. 7). Throughout our lives, synaptic 
connections in the brain undergo a continuous cycle of growth, consolidation, and 
diminution. Connections are either strengthened with repeated use, practice, and review 
(a process called myelination), or expunged due to lack of use (known as neural pruning). 
This ongoing process of shaping neural pathways and synaptic connections through life 
experiences is known as neuroplasticity. It is through this process that we are able to 
accumulate, store, and process knowledge throughout life, and is the basis for learning. 
“Every day, we collect thousands of new experiences. The cerebral cortex processes such 
sensory information, selects relevant parts of it, and stores it as a new ‘mental 
representation’ of the outer world” (Altermüller, et al., 2000, p. 48). 
 Musicians’ brains are often thought of and used as models for neuroplasticity. 
This is because, while everyone is born with a brain with similar anatomy and potential 
for music processing, not everyone will have the same musical development or 
experience with music throughout their lifetime. “Cognitive processing of music is not in 
itself dependent on active or formal musical training, as even people without any special 
musical experience clearly have a good understanding of music and show sensitivity to 
musical relationships” (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012, p. 487). It is thought that every human 
is born with innate musical potential, but never exceeding its highest level—that of a 
neonate—and that this musical potential can only be maintained through external 




 Although natural maturation and everyday living—including passive listening—
lead to some improvements in music processing, musical training especially if it is begun 
in childhood, contributes to significant brain changes which persist through adulthood 
and have implications for cognitive functioning (Hodges, 2007; 2016). Pronounced 
changes to brain structure in the auditory cortex, corpus callosum, cerebellum, grey 
matter, and motor cortex have been observed in subjects who started studying music 







Note:  Illustration of primary (indigo) and secondary (violet) auditory cortices, corpus callosum 
(blue), primary motor (red) and somatosensory (orange) cortices. Own work. 
 
 For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown 
enlarged cortical representations for piano tones in the auditory cortex of pianists and 
enlarged neural representations of the fingers of the left hand in violinists. Notably in 
both instances the enlargement correlated to the age at which the participant began 
playing (Goswami, 2008). “Despite the fact that earlier training has more profound 
effects on brain plasticity, training changes brain structure and function at all ages, even 
in old age” (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012, p. 496). 




time, can profoundly influence the developing brain, fundamentally altering the nervous 
system with neural changes that persist into adulthood and are the result of experience-
dependent plasticity (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; Skoe & Kraus, 2012). It is also thought 
that both the inherently multisensory and intrinsically rewarding nature of performance 
and training may contribute to music’s notable success at promoting brain plasticity 
(Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; Penhune, 2019). “This makes music training a promising 
model for examining learning, brain plasticity and critical periods” (Hannon & Trainor, 
2007, p. 470).  
 Studying musicians’ brains has allowed for special insight into the oft-referenced 
dichotomy of nature versus nurture, and how the complex interaction of genetic 
expression and environmental influences—through formal and informal musical 
experiences—work in tandem to create a unique neural organization for each human 
brain (Edwards & Hodges, 2008). 
The Musical Brain: Cognitive, Affective, and Motor Components 
 Neuroscience has established that processing musical experiences involves many 
disparate parts of the brain, including cognitive, affective, and motor components each 
working in concert to process the intricacies of a musical experience (Blood & Zatorre, 
2001; Henry & Grahn, 2017; Hodges, 1997; Menon & Levitin, 2005). Music processing 
utilizes extensive neural systems, involving widely distributed yet locally specific brain 
regions (Fox et al., 1998; Hodges, 1997; Loui & Przysinda, 2017) as well as disassociated 
neural networks and locally specific neural substrates (Donnay et al., 2014; Edwards & 




 Cognitive Components. Modern neuroscientific technology and techniques such 
as electroencephalography (EEG), event-related potential (ERP), fMRI, 
magnetoencephalography (MEG/SQUID), and positron emission tomography (PET) have 
identified cognitive structures in the brain that carry out specific musical tasks (e.g., 
absolute pitch in the left temporal lobe) (Hodges, 1997). Researchers have also explored 
how music processing differs between subjects with musical training and those without 
(Hodges, 1997; Schlaug, 2006). 
 Studies of music cognition have yielded knowledge about where in the brain 
certain musical stimuli are processed. Researchers first approached the study of music 
processing at the cognitive level by observing each element of music processing 
separately. However, it is important to keep in mind that the complexities inherent in 
real-world musical experiences do not reflect what occurs in these laboratory settings, 
where they are meticulously separated into distinct parts for analysis. “The general idea 
to this reductionist approach is that by studying the specific neural substrates of music 
processing’s discrete components, the foundation will be set for future studies to explore 
the gestalt of these discrete components in holistic musical experiences” (Edwards & 
Hodges, 2008, p. 7). Furthermore, while some aspects of music may be unique to music 
processing (such as melodic or pitch relationships), others (such as long-term memory) 
are activated by other cognitive systems (Edwards & Hodges, 2008). Contrary to what 
was once believed, there is no single part of the brain dedicated to music cognition; 
instead, researchers have found that distributed areas of the brain form networks that 




 All auditory input (whether musical or otherwise) is first received in the primary 
auditory cortex. Then, depending on the nature of the neural impulses received, they will 
travel across various distributed areas throughout the auditory cortex. Primary sensory 
and motor areas are directly linked with incoming stimuli from sensory organs, and the 
primary auditory cortex processes the fundamental elements of music (e.g., pitch and 
dynamics), whereas secondary and tertiary sensory areas—although adjacent to the 
primary areas—process more complex features, such as identifying harmony, rhythmic 
patterns, and other complex musical features.  
 Although such processing might seem hierarchical due to its increasing 
complexity, all areas of the cortex receive and process different aspects of the auditory 
information at the same time (Altenmüller et al., 2000). These musical sounds then 
activate widely distributed grey matter throughout the brain, utilizing functional networks 
that subserve various processing tasks, including language processing (Loui & Przysinda, 
2017; Fox, Parsons, & Flohr, 1998).  
 Other regions of the brain have also been discovered to aid in music cognition in 
highly specific ways, including, but not limited to, the parietal lobe (which subserves the 
learning and memory of sequences of pitches and rhythms) and the prefrontal cortex 
(responsible for attention and memory, as well as vocal-motor, emotional, and self-







Figure 2.  
 
Note. Illustration of parietal (green) and prefrontal (pink) cortices. Own work. 
 
 Because of their similar roots as auditory stimuli, music and language processing 
have been studied to find the similarities between them as well as where they might 
diverge (Fox, Parsons, & Flohr, 1998). Both are complex systems of auditory 
communication which use sounds to convey meaning. Music and language both combine 
smaller units (individual notes in music and morphemes or syllables in language) to 
create more meaningful larger units. Yet the extent to which they share formal, 
functional, and neural architecture is an ongoing topic of debate (Donnay et al., 2014). 
Loui and Przysinda (2017) noted, “Although language, music, and auditory processing 
are ostensibly different neural functions, their underlying brain networks all share many 
overlapping areas in the brain” (p. 17).  
 In a study of jazz improvisation, specifically trading fours, where musicians 
engage in an exchange of improvised four-measure segments, researchers examined the 
interactive and improvisational aspects of this style, comparing it to that of a verbal 
language. Donnay et al. (2014) referred to this type of musical exchange as “akin to a 




to each other’s ideas, and elaborate or modify those ideas over the course of a 
performance” (p. 1). This draws a theoretical comparison between trading fours in jazz 
and linguistic discourse. Other studies have also found that improvising musicians 
recruited additional brain areas when performing (specifically, the right lateralized 
cerebral network, which subserves spatially-driven motor control) when compared to 
those using written notation (Harris & deJong, 2015). Donnay et al.’s (2014) results 
revealed that improvised musical performance, in comparison to memorized 
performance, leads to intense engagement of brain regions critical for both language 
production and comprehension, as well as processing of musical syntax. These overlaps 
were consistent with the “‘shared syntactic integration resource hypothesis’ which 
proposes that music and language representation in the brain share a common neural 
network for syntactic operations, but not necessarily semantic ones” (Donnay et al., 2014, 
p. 7). 
 Affective Components. Most people can attest to having had the experience of 
being moved by music, and some might go as far as to proclaim that the emotional power 
of music is ubiquitous. However, although the neural underpinnings of music cognition 
have been studied extensively, the neuroscience underlying listeners’ emotional reactions 
to music continues to interest researchers (Menon & Levitin, 2005; Timmers, 2017). 
“Many people spend a significant amount of time listening to music, and its emotional 
power is assumed but not well understood” (Menon & Levitin, 2005, p. 175). The near 
omnipresence of music creation across cultures and time periods speaks to its power to 




value” (Blood & Zatorre, 2001, p. 11823).   
 One reason for this is that music strongly modulates activity in the mesolimbic 
system, brain areas and networks that serve the experience of emotion (including but not 
limited to the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, insula, and the medial prefrontal 
cortex) effecting the release of neurotransmitters such as serotonin and dopamine in the 
brain. These neurotransmitters are associated with feelings of satisfaction and pleasure; 
the former from expected outcomes and met expectations, and the latter derived from 
novel experiences or unexpected outcomes (Edwards & Hodges, 2008; Loui & Przysinda, 
2017; Menon & Levitin, 2005).  
 Moreover, music has also been shown to activate neural systems associated with 
reward and emotion. Notably, these neural networks are known to specifically mediate 
the brain’s responses to biologically relevant stimuli (e.g., food or sex), as well as those 
that are artificially activated by drugs (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Edwards & Hodges, 
2008), yet “… music is neither strictly necessary for biological survival or reproduction, 
nor is it a pharmacological substance” (Blood & Zatorre, 2001, p. 11823). These findings 
have inspired ongoing research into emotional responses to music, as well as into the 
apparent link between the evolutionarily newer, more rational, cognitive systems in the 
modern human brain (those capable of assigning meaning to abstract stimuli) and the 
primordial (survival-related) brain systems such as the brainstem (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; 
Edwards & Hodges, 2008).  
 Music’s recruitment of affective components of the human brain has led to 




shown to be effective in reducing fear, anxiety, or even pain. Researchers in the field of 
psychoneuroimmunology, concerned with the effect of the mind on health and resistance 
to disease, have found complex interactions between music and its potential to elicit 
biochemical changes in the body, including changes in endorphins and cortisol levels 
(Hodges, 1997). Listening to music has also been shown to be effective as part of 
treatment for surgical and pain patients, reducing drug dosage and subsequent recovery 
time by as much as half (Hodges, 1997, 2002).  
 It is not surprising that researchers over the years have questioned music’s place 
as a mainstay of culture and human experience throughout the centuries, given its lack of 
any obvious biological imperative or evolutionary function. However, studying music’s 
effects on the brain has led to some fascinating discoveries about why humans (since our 
earliest days) have been drawn to music. Music’s recruitment of the prefrontal cortex—
an area involved in many complex roles, including attention and memory, and vocal-
motor and emotional processing—may also indicate self-referential processing. Music’s 
ability to evoke self-referential processing (i.e., the consideration of one’s own self, 
relative to others) implicates social and emotional communication as a possible function 
of music in human societies (Loui & Przysinda, 2017). Although music’s ability to 
stimulate the mesolimbic system does not indicate that music is a strict biological 
imperative for individual human survival, its capacity to evoke self-referential processing 
(information relevant to the self) via the prefrontal cortex may have played a role in 
social cohesion (functioning together as a group), aiding our survival as a species (Blood 




 Taken together, music may have been, and may still be, a significant contributing 
factor to people’s health, well-being, and state of mind (Blood & Zatorre, 2001). 
“Perhaps the importance that music has achieved throughout humanity is based on the 
way it appeals to both our feelings and our intellect” (Edwards & Hodges, 2008, p. 10).  
 Motor Components. If you have ever felt compelled to tap your toes, clap along, 
or otherwise move to music, you have experienced the intangible and yet, nevertheless 
irrefutable connection between motor components of the brain and music processing. 
“Music is often experienced in terms of its ability to induce a pleasurable desire to move, 
and the ability of music to influence human movement is well established in research” 
(Dibben, 2017, p. 383). Receptive neuromotor responses— strong physical responses 
elicited by musical experiences—are familiar to almost everyone. Listening to music not 
only activates the auditory and motor areas of the brain, but also increases connectivity 
and communication between auditory and motor networks (Henry & Grahn, 2017; Flohr 
& Miller, 1995).  
 Infants as young as 6 months begin moving rhythmically to music, demonstrating 
not only the strength of these connections but also the inherited, ubiquitous nature of 
these connections in humans. Researchers have even harnessed this natural inclination to 
respond to tempo and rhythm in order to help Parkinson’s and stroke patients regain their 
ability to walk (Hodges, 1997). One potential reason for this automatic response to 
musical rhythms is that listening to music (even without overt movement) activates the 
supplementary motor area, premotor cortex, basal ganglia, and cerebellum, all of which 





 Additionally, the arcuate fasciculus, a connective pathway between auditory 
regions in the temporal lobe and motor regions in the frontal lobe, is thought to be crucial 
in the human ability to map sounds to motor movements. This ability is necessary both 
for processing and production (e.g., for relating pitch to laryngeal tension or imitating 
others, etc.) (Loui & Przysinda, 2017).  
Figure 3. 
 
Note. Illustration of the arcuate fasciculus (yellow). Axions connecting the auditory regions in the 
temporal lobe and inferior parietal lobe to motor regions in the frontal lobe. Own work. 
 
 Even though motor components of the brain are recruited simply by listening to 
music, the full potential of these connections can only be realized when moving to the 
music. “Not only does listening to rhythms activate motor areas of the brain, but in turn, 
movement changes perceptions of, and brain responses to, rhythm” (Henry & Grahn, 
2017, p. 65). Moving to music strengthens sensitivity to rhythm, beat, and meter and can 
help in detecting subtle timing variations and identifying rhythmic patterns/sequences. 




Mirror Neurons: A Way to Understand Understanding 
 Until the 1990s, neuroscientists and psychologists likened our ability to 
understand each other’s actions, and the intentions behind those actions to a rapid 
reasoning process akin to solving a logical problem. However, since the discovery of the 
mirror neuron system (MNS) in macaque monkeys and an analogous system in humans 
(Schlaug & Bangert, 2008; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 2008), our perception of 
human understanding has drastically changed. 
 Mirror neurons can be found spread across regions on both sides of the brain, 
primarily in the premotor but also parietal cortices. These neurons are activated when 
performing an action as well as when observing that same action being performed by 
another. This discovery helps provide a biological basis for explaining the 
modeling/imitation process that underpins much of human behavior and learning. This 
may, at some point, provide a “… powerful, unifying framework for our understanding of 
teaching and learning” (Sylwester, 2008, p. 29).  
 This subset of cells reflects the goal-directed motor actions of another in the brain 
of the observer; thus, they were coined “mirror neurons” (Rizzolatti et al., 2008). In 
macaque monkeys, it was found that these same neurons were active both when a 
macaque performed an action and when it observed the same action being performed by 
another macaque. Just as other neural subsets are understood as being able to store 
specific memories, sets of mirror neurons are believed to encode specific actions, thus 
allowing “… an individual not only to perform basic motor procedures without thinking 




for explicit reasoning about them” (Rizzolatti et al., 2008, p. 13).  
 Moreover, hearing the sounds associated with a particular action, or observing 
visual clues that an action took place (e.g., the presence of an empty candy wrapper, a 
half-eaten banana, or opened book, etc.) were also shown to excite mirror neurons. “For 
musicians, there appears to be a frontal-parietal-temporal network that is activated by 
various activities, such as hearing a piece of music they have already played, imagining a 
performance, motor performance without auditory feedback, or observing hand motions” 
(Demorest, 2011, p. 191). What have become known as audio-visual mirror neurons may 
have implications for music learning. An example of this in music education may be a 
music student first learning by watching/hearing a teacher model, listening to the sounds 
that are produced (which are dependent on specific motor actions), then attempting to 
copy those same actions and lastly, evaluating the self-produced sounds either alone or 
with others. “As musical skills are acquired, the same kinds of action–sound mappings 
occur. … Thus, it is likely that mirror neurons may play an important role in ... music 
learning” (Schlaug et al, 2005, p. 228). The existence of this subset of audio-visual mirror 
neurons also “… underpins [the] understanding of motor acts; when comprehension of an 
action is possible on a non-visual basis, such as sound or mental representation, mirror 
neurons [still] discharge to signal the act’s meaning” (Rizzolatti et al., 2008, p. 14).  
 The ability to comprehend the meaning behind a motor action has led researchers 
to speculate about our understanding of emotions. Rizzolatti et al. (2008) described the 
links that exist between motor actions—which are organized in neural chains, via the 




and the human capacity to understand the intentions of others. Of course, the existence of 
the MNS cannot account for the full breadth of human social and behavioral cognition, 
“… but it does provide for the first time a functional neural basis for some of the 
interpersonal relations on which more complex social behaviors are built” (Rizzolatti et 
al., 2008, p. 18). 
 In the realm of education, dysfunction in the MNS has been implicated in 
empathy and learning deficits in children, particularly those on the autism spectrum 
(Altenmüller, 2008; Hamilton, 2012; Ramachandran & Oberman, 2008). Researchers 
have also found that the MNS plays a key role in the way we initially learn new skills. 
Mirror neurons appear to facilitate the preliminary motor neuron simulation, priming, 
programming, and rehearsing that occurs when learning a new skill (Sylwester, 2008). 
This could explain humans’ proclivity towards imitation across cultures and time periods 
as a way to learn and transmit skills, as well as relay language and culture (Rizzolatti et 
al., 2008).  
 A musical example of the MNS at work appears in an fMRI study where 
participants were tasked with imitating guitar chords after seeing them played by a 
guitarist (Buccino et al., 2004). The participants’ MNS became active when observing the 
chords being played, and the activation in the same region became even more pronounced 
when the participants imitated the chords themselves. How humans imitate a visual 
stimulus by translating it into an intentional motor action has long been a question of 
neuroscience, and the existence of the MNS may provide a biological basis for this 




become an important component in the human capacity for observation-based learning of 
sophisticated cognitive skills” (Rizzolatti et al., 2008, pp. 18–19) 
 The MNS may also explain why people tend to enjoy watching others perform 
intentional actions. Watching the actions of others allows us to live vicariously through 
their actions, be it by watching musicians or dancers, or watching a sporting event or 
movie; the MNS allows us to mentally represent the actions of another as if they were our 
own, even though we are not physically doing the action ourselves (Sylwester, 2008).  
 In this vein, it has been proposed that music, specifically, is not only processed as 
an auditory stimulus in the brain, but that the MNS encodes music as a sequence of 
intentional, expressive motor acts, thus allowing for this same type of vicarious 
experience. Although some musical experiences are often thought of as passive, the 
existence of the MNS suggests that the reality is much different: that musical 
experiences, whether solitary listening, group listening (such as in a concert hall), or 
active music making, are all social experiences to one degree or another. Since all music 
involves movement of some kind, even when passively listening, the listener is engaged 
with the music maker, across space and time, and the listener’s brain is reacting to the 
movements of the music maker. Overy and Molnar-Szakacs (2009) proposed that, 
“regardless of specific style or function, music can provide an auditory representation of 
the presence of another person or social group, including both immediate and abstracted 
information about their physical and emotional state” (p. 499).  
 In essence, music does not just provide enjoyment through pleasing sounds, it 




for feeling connected through music or even why many people feel compelled to listen to 
music when they are alone. It may very well be that “… one is not alone when one listens 
to music” (Overy & Molnar-Szakacs, 2009, p. 499). Thereby, the MNS helps to account 
for the sense of shared musical experiences between individuals as well as the enjoyment 
derived from solitary listening. Overy and Molnar-Szakacs (2009) introduced a model for 
understanding the MNS and its relation to music and its relevance for education, that 
suggests “… the potential for synchronized, affective experience and communication … 
to communicate social and affective information [creates] the feeling of ‘being together’ 
that makes it so appealing to humans across all ages and cultures” (p. 499). 
Neurodidactics: The Brain in the Classroom 
 Learning changes the brain. Both genetic and environmental factors impact the 
brain. “Just as the brain shapes what we do, what we do shapes our brain” (Hodges, 2019, 
p. 21). It is because of this that researchers have become increasingly interested in the 
learning process, and perhaps why educators are enticed with the promise of empirical 
evidence for their practices. The rationale for connecting brain research and pedagogy 
comes from the idea that knowledge of how the brain works and understanding the role 
of the brain in learning is indispensable to teaching and learning. However, due to the 
complicated and interactional nature of the teaching-learning process, it cannot be said 
that knowledge of the brain alone ensures exceptional teaching skills (Máčajova, 2013). 
Indeed, Gruhn and Raucher (2002) warn, “Results from brain research and 
neurobiological findings alone can hardly lead to immediate applications and 




neuropedagogy, educational neuroscience, neuro-teaching, or Mind, Brain, and Teaching 
(MBT), the emergent interdisciplinary field of neurodidactics seeks to combine 
neuroscientific and educational research to construct a more comprehensive view of the 
teaching-learning process, with a basis in the cognitive development of learners.  
  The potential for such a field was first noted by German educational scientist 
Gerhard Preiss, who coined the term neurodidaktik in 1992 and provided a foundation for 
conceptualizing learning through brain development. Preiss contended that gaining 
knowledge about synaptic development and how to facilitate long-term representation 
can help teaching, curriculum development, and school policies become related to and 
informed by the neurobiological conditions of the brain. In essence, neurodidactics sets 
out to answer three questions:  
1. Why does the brain learn? 
2. What does it learn?  
3. How does it learn?  
To answer these questions, researchers focus on studying how new knowledge is 
processed by neurons, and on providing information on learning, memory, motivations, 
and emotions (Gruhn, 2004; Máčajova, 2013).  
 A concise definition of neurodidactics is offered by Gerhard Friedrich (as quoted 
in Máčajova, 2013, p. 4): “Neuropedagogy studies functional links between general 
neurobiological conditions of learning and the ability of a human being to learn at all.” 
Friedrich cautions that neurobiological knowledge is not specific enough to allow for 




its basic aim is to improve teaching through the knowledge of neuroscience. Friedrich 
goes on to say that in order to establish neurodidactics as a new pedagogy, it must be at 
once innovative and comparable with existing methodological theories of education, 
focusing on studying problem areas in existing pedagogy, either supporting them with 
scientific findings or “rightfully refuting incorrect didactic knowledge” (Máčajova, 2013, 
p. 4). 
 Gruhn (2004) likewise cautions that, although “it is hardly possible to present 
distinct recipes to follow up with to achieve successful music teaching … there are 
general principles to comply with” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 5). It is with these principles that 
neurodidactics may hold answers for educators hoping to ground their knowledge and 
practice on objective facts and empirical evidence, while also providing brain researchers 
with a new platform to help substantiate their findings in practice (Gruhn, 2004; 
Máčajova, 2013). These include:  
1. The importance of experience-expectant and experience-dependent plasticity and 
repeated actions on brain plasticity and the development of mental representations 
(Gruhn, 2004; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). 
2. That these mental representations (i.e., memory of an object or event, yielding 
internal depictions of an external reality, sometimes commonly referred to as 
mental images) are crucial, but take time to develop within the mind of the 
learner, before they can be articulated through performance. These mental 
representations will vary depending on the musical task and the individual 




Additionally, although it is possible to learn and perform music without 
developing mental representations (i.e., through drilling or sheer repetition), 
“mental representations are involved when musicians can learn new pieces based 
on what was learned previously and when the learned musical material can be 
manipulated in various ways” (Lehmann & Davidson, 2002). 
3. That teaching musically and procedural knowledge are more appropriate for 
music cognition and the fostering of mental representations than formal 
declarative knowledge (Gruhn, 2004; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2002).  
4. That practical embodied experiences require time and multiple exposures 
(especially with experiences in which different sensory modalities interact) to 
develop efficient neural networks (Gruhn, 2004; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008).  
5. The development of meaning in the mind of the learner requires not just content, 
but context (Gruhn, 2004).  
6. Learning of meaning is closely related to brain development and sensitive periods 
(Gruhn, 2004); and 
7. Learning and emotions are linked and supported by the brain’s reward system. 
Information processing and knowledge acquisition are most efficient when the 
learning environment is such that motivation, successful experiences, and 
pleasure can be fostered (Gruhn, 2004; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008).  
In sum, neurodidactics calls for the advancement of pedagogy informed by 
developments in neuroscience. Neurodidactics in music education “[articulates] more 




decisions … defined and limited by the neural conditions of the brain” (Gruhn, 2004, 
p.7). On one hand, music and neuroscience research may offer educators ways to help 
students develop musical skills more efficiently and effectively (Flohr & Hodges, 2002); 
and on the other, educators can provide scientists with an appreciation for the 
complexities inherent in music education. “Music is more than sonorous stimuli; it is 
connected to cognitive, affective, kinesthetic, and social processes in each individual” 





CHAPTER THREE: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 The neuroeducation research of Diane Persellin, John Flohr, Wilfried Gruhn, and 
Donald Hodges draws out instructional implications and teaching strategies from current 
understandings of the brain and neuromusical research. “Although we have a long road 
ahead of us, there are signs that it may be time to be more direct in applying 
neuroscientific findings to the music teaching-learning process” (Hodges, 2010, p. 3). 
The above-mentioned researchers are among those seeking to bridge the chasm between 
neuroscience findings and music education. Each of these researchers has found 
implications for the field of music education from brain research and has derived 
recommendations to improve classroom practice. Taken together, their research indicates 
several pedagogical recommendations and teaching strategies that may inform this 
process. I have gathered these recommendations into a conceptual framework in order to 
investigate current practices in elementary general music classrooms. These 
recommendations fall into two broad categories—Teacher Behaviors and Student 

















Teacher Behaviors  
 Teacher behaviors are facets of the conceptual framework that are both teacher-
created and teacher-managed. In essence, the implementation of these recommendations 
would occur largely “behind the scenes” of a given classroom and may not be readily 
apparent to an outside observer. These include the following:  
 Environment. This first facet of the conceptual framework acknowledges that 
learning is emotionally laden and activates brains areas that mediate reward. More 
specifically, music activities have been associated with emotion, pleasure, autonomic, 
and cognitive processing (Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Menon & Levitin, 2005; Hodges, 
2010). Additionally, it has been found that learning is not as effective when the learner is 
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experiencing stress or fear. When a learner is stressed or fearful, connections between the 
limbic system (involved in emotional responses) and the frontal cortex (involved in 
reasoning and problem solving) become impaired (Goswami, 2008). This in turn reduces 
a student’s ability to attend to learning tasks because their brain is reacting to a perceived 
threat, even in the absence of one. “When the amygdala is strongly activated, it interrupts 
action and thought, and triggers rapid bodily responses critical for survival” (Goswami, 
2008, p. 44).  
 Because the limbic system is activated both by emotion and by musical activity, it 
may be doubly important for music educators to understand the effect emotional reactions 
may have on learning. In this way, efforts should be made to create an enjoyable 
environment in which musical experiences and music learning are associated with 
warmth and joy in the mind of the learner (Gruhn, 2004; Persellin & Flohr, 2011). 
  Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2016) describe the role of emotion in cognition 
and how understanding the connections between these functions may have “the potential 
for important innovations in the science of learning and the practice of teaching … to 
revolutionize our understanding of learning in the context of schools” (pp. 28–40). 
Specifically, how the relationship between emotions indelibly impacts learning as well as 
decision making, social functioning, and moral reasoning. All of which “… has several 
important implications at the nexus of education and neuroscience” (Immordino-Yang & 
Damasio, 2016, p. 29). Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2016) go on to contend that 
acquiring skills and knowledge in schools and transferring them for use in everyday 




“…emotion may play a vital role in helping children decide when and how to apply what 
they have learned in school to the rest of their lives … shaping learning, thought, and 
behavior” (Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2016, p. 32).   
 Attention, Relevance, & Engagement. This next facet underscores the 
importance of: (a) developmentally appropriate practices wherein the music curriculum is 
sensitive to the ways children of different ages naturally interact with music (Flohr & 
Trevarthen, 2008; Persellin & Flohr, 2011) and (b) building upon and making meaningful 
connections with students’ previous knowledge, experience, and interests (Hodges, 2010; 
Wiggins, 2016), thereby, structuring lessons that promote engagement and may increase 
the likelihood of pattern recognition and retention (Gruhn, 2004; Hodges, 2010; Persellin 
& Flohr, 2011a).  
 Understanding why it is important to learn a new fact or skill is important for 
retention and learning information that is personally meaningful is critical (Persellin & 
Flohr, 2011a). “Artful and effective teaching involves modeling efficient, appropriate, 
and flexible skills in such a way that their implicit goals become apparent to students 
(Immordino-Yang, 2016, p. 150). However, students may not automatically relate new 
information to their personal lives, interests, or experience, and may struggle to find the 
relevance in learning seemingly unrelated information. It is “not the content, but the 
context, i.e., the relation between the elements of the content, that creates meaning” 
(Gruhn, 2004, p. 6). By designing instruction that builds upon prior knowledge, 
connecting new knowledge to students’ interests and relevant experiences, and presenting 




retention, and the formation of mental representations (Custodero, 2010; Gruhn, 2004; 
Persellin & Flohr, 2011; Wiggins, 2016). 
 Imitation & Repetition. This facet of the conceptual framework is rooted in the 
concept of neuroplasticity, with the existence of the mirror neuron system (MNS) in the 
human brain and the role it plays in learning music through observation and imitation 
(Brown et al., 2004; Overy & Molnar-Szakacs, 2009; Persellin & Flohr, 2011), as well as 
the processes myelinization and neural pruning, both of which are facilitated through 
repetition and practice (Hodges, 2016; Lehmann & Ericsson, 1997).  
 Good modeling is essential in music classrooms, since “… the brain has built-in 
mechanisms that help us learn by imitation” (Persellin & Flohr, 2011, p. 17). Moreover, 
Altenmüller and McPherson (2008) urge music educators to utilize the MNS to their 
advantage, saying that demonstrating skills in a variety of ways can be a “powerful tool 
to facilitate skill learning” activating sensorimotor representations, but warn that “sloppy 
and careless demonstrations can have a negative effect on students” (p. 140).  
 Particularly when learning music or when music making occurs in groups, the 
level of synchronization required is extraordinary. “Such physical, social, synchronized 
interactions involve imitation, learning, shared understanding, and prediction, and can 
encourage eye contact, smiling, laughter, and relationship building, while also allowing 
for leadership, competition, and individual expression—all powerful social learning 
experiences” (Overy & Molnar-Szakacs, 2009, p. 489). Overy and Molnar-Szakacs 
(2009) hypothesized that since imitation, synchronization, and shared experiences are all 




imitation will be the most universal and engaging, and will encourage prosocial 
behaviors, whereas music making that involves learning from notation will have less 
generalizable educational or therapeutic value.  
 Additionally, although research has demonstrated that the brain adapts quickly to 
new musical experiences, repetition is required to make these changes long-lasting. 
“Substantial neurological change takes a long time … [and] learning is lost unless it is 
revisited on a regular basis” (Hallam, 2006, p. 26). Repetition facilitates learning and 
learning influences myelination making processing more rapid and efficient (Hodges, 
2016).  
 It is also thought that the prediction-feedback-error-correction cycle which takes 
place during practice and repetition may itself be inherently rewarding and therefore 
promote brain elasticity and drive learning. “When musicians are learning a new or 
challenging piece, or perfecting an old one, they know exactly what they want it to sound 
like. This representation is translated into a motor plan, and both the imagined outcome 
and the plan become predictions against which they will likely measure their 
performance” (Penhune, 2019, p. 431). Errors during practice lead to corrections and 
learning. Once they are able to play the piece as imagined, they experience reward by 
stimulating a dopamine release, for their accurate performance (Penhune, 2019).   
 In sum, learning through imitation and repetition is a natural inclination and can 
accelerate the process of learning. Imitation affords the learner an opportunity to observe 
a representation of the final desired outcome; that is, they are not “starting from scratch” 




model (Persellin & Flohr, 2011). Repetition is similarly natural in that it creates a 
prediction-feedback-error-correction cycle which both promotes and reinforces learning 
and is strongly affected by reward systems in the brain (Penhune, 2019).  
Student Experiences  
 The final four facets of the conceptual framework are recommendations over 
which the instructor has less direct control, but which may be more overtly observable 
and readily recognized by an outside observer. Although the instructor may ostensibly be 
responsible for facilitating these recommendations, in terms of outcomes and the 
experience of individual learners, they are teacher-created but learner-managed. 
Acknowledging the neurodidactic principle that: while educators must strive to create 
learning conditions conducive to the developing brain, learning and the creation of 
mental representations can only be done in the mind of the learner themselves (Gruhn, 
2004). These include the following: 
Active Engagement. Active engagement with music making is critical for music 
learning and creating mental representations of new musical information and skills 
(Gruhn, 2004). Active engagement with music has been associated with greater changes 
in the brain when compared to passive engagement (Altenmüller et al., 2000; Hallam, 
2016; Hannon & Trainor, 2007; Hodges, 2016; Skoe & Kraus, 2012). It has been found 
that although passive exposure to an enriched auditory environment can enhance neural 
activity, the neuroplasticity that occurs in these instances is labile and reversed in the 
absence of that enriched environment. However, studies suggest that, in contrast, “… 




interaction with sound, such as occurs when playing a musical instrument” (Skoe & 
Kraus, 2012). Specifically, talking about and passive listening to music is not as effective 
as having learners take part in music making themselves (Persellin & Flohr, 2011).  
Additionally, the way in which students are taught has been found to directly 
influence the way in which they will later approach particular tasks. “If they are taught 
about cadences through verbal, logical explanations accompanied by musical examples, 
then they will approach the task from that perspective; if they are taught implicitly 
through active engagement with making music, then they will approach any subsequent 
task from that perspective” (Hallam, 2006, p. 26). The literature supports the idea that 
active, hands-on learning has advantages over more passive learning experiences 
(Altenmüller et al. 2000; Flohr & Trollinger, 2010) because the “… entire body is 
interconnected with the brain and responds to and is stimulated by active engagement” 
(Persellin & Flohr, 2011a, p. 28) 
This is not to say that explanations or verbal instructions do not have a place in 
the music classroom, but that “… teaching music should always focus on procedures that 
can help the students to develop mental representations of musical, not theoretical or 
verbal issues” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 6). Additionally, researchers have found that active 
participation with music when compared to listening likewise demonstrated more 
pronounced brain plasticity. In studies that compared auditory-only and auditory-
sensorimotor training “… the gains in the auditory-only groups were very small 
[seeming] to indicate that even attentive listening that involves a task, and thus gives the 




Zatorre, 2012, p. 489). 
Gruhn (2004) emphasized that developing mental representations is crucial in 
neurodidactics, but can only be done by the students themselves. However, educators can 
help facilitate their development by creating learning settings and presenting new 
information and skills in an engaging way. This refers not only to capturing student 
interest, but also to providing contexts and opportunities for students to engage with 
music in a variety of ways (Bamberger, 1991; Gruhn, 2004). “Children learn music as 
they do language, i.e. they do not start with grammar and theory, but with practice. They 
develop knowing-how before knowing-about. Action knowledge represents the most 
robust representation of musical knowledge” (Gruhn, 2005a, p. 100).  
Multisensory Experiences. Multisensory learning is based on the idea that 
engaging more than one sense when approaching a new concept strengthens overall 
understanding. This is because the memory of what is learned is more elaborately 
encoded in the brain. Studies have shown that our senses evolved to work together, that 
cross-modal correspondences exist in infancy, and that learning is most efficient when 
several senses are stimulated (Eitan, 2017; Flohr, 2004, 2010; Goswami, 2008, Medina, 
2008; Persellin & Flohr, 2011).  
The cerebral cortex is subdivided into sensory-motor and association areas. The 
former processes information from only one modality, while the latter integrates that 
information. “The complex behavior during music making is a typical example of 
sensory motor integration at the highest level: an expert pianist reading a piano score 




may feel the sound as a kinesthetic representation in his fingers” (Altenmüller et al., 
2000, p. 47) 
Music cognition integrates visual, auditory, and motor aspects of music 
performance (Demorest, 2011). Moreover, Goswami (2008) notes that all modalities are 
initially mutually linked, which may account for why younger children in particular 
respond so well to teaching via multisensory methods. This idea is further reinforced by 
studies which suggest that although some diminution of neural change occurs over time, 
active engagement with sound involving sensory-rich experiences produce more long-
lasting neural changes when compared with passive exposure (Skoe & Kraus, 2012). 
Taken together, research suggests that creating multisensory learning 
opportunities allow students, particularly younger learners, to engage more neural 
networks compared to learning through traditional rote tasks. This, in turn, enables 
deeper encoding of new information and skills (Flohr, 2004, 2010; Hardiman, 
Magsamen, McKhann, & Eilber, 2009; Persellin & Flohr, 2011).  
Movement. This next facet centers on the idea that, in order to foster long-term 
recall, children should be given opportunities for purposeful movement in music 
classrooms. Receptive and expressive neuromotor responses increase connectivity and 
communication between auditory and motor networks (Henry & Grahn, 2017; Flohr & 
Miller, 1995). Learning activities that involve gross- and/or fine-motor movements aid in 
the formation of neural connections whereas more passive learning activities (e.g., rote 
memorization) are not as effective (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008). “Music should be taught 




(Persellin & Flohr, 2011, p. 16).  
Research has shown that movement centers of the brain are activated by musical 
experiences (Fox, Parson, & Hodges, 1998), and combining music and movement can aid 
in long-term recall (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008). “The human brain learns from the body; 
it teaches the body how to deal with forces that arise when moving, how to pick up 
environmental information to guide movement toward anticipated goals and sets the 
foundation for human dynamics of music” (Persellin & Flohr, 2011a, p. 30).  
Creative Opportunities. This final facet of the conceptual framework 
emphasizes the benefits of musical experiences which foster novel musical expression 
and creativity in children such as musical play, exploration, improvisation, and 
composition. Flohr and Trevarthen (2008) remarked that “… of all the musical 
experiences for young children, creative experiences are the most often forgotten in 
classrooms” (p. 87). The focus of cognitive neuroscience and education on intelligence 
and convergent cognitive processes (i.e., the ability to find a single answer) has left 
investigations into creativity and divergent thinking (i.e., exploring multiple possibilities) 
markedly underrepresented in the research (Haier & Jung, 2008).  
Notably, however, studies of creativity and improvisation have begun to yield 
valuable insight, suggesting that creativity is the result of deliberate and methodical 
problem-solving procedures in the brain. Creative acts utilize various brain regions for 
working memory, semantic retrieval, episodic encoding and retrieval, priming, and 
explicit categorization (Haier & Jung, 2008). Studies of musical improvisation in 




behavior (Bengtsson, Csíkszentmihályi, & Ullén, 2007).   
Improvisation has also been shown to activate more of the brain compared to 
reproducing a musical passage or performing music from notation (Bengtsson, 
Csíkszentmihályi, & Ullén, 2007; Donnay, et al., 2014). Providing opportunities for 
developmentally appropriate creative experiences for young children—such as free 
exploration (the opportunity to freely engage with sound) and more guided exploration—
may set a foundation for and a willingness to participate in improvisation and 
composition later in life (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008; Flohr, 2010; Persellin & Flohr, 
2011).  
 Taken together, research into how the human brain develops and functions, and 
how that enables us to learn continues to intrigue scientists, researchers, and teachers 
alike by providing invaluable and unique insight into the mind of learners. Although 
instructional implications and teaching strategies from neuromusical research have begun 
to emerge, an understanding of the neuroscientific bases and rationale for them is crucial 





PART II: RESEARCH DESIGN 
CHAPTER FOUR: METHOD  
 In this study I investigated the degree to which pedagogy, curricula, and 
classroom practices currently reflect the recommendations outlined in the conceptual 
framework. Knowing whether these recommendations are currently being utilized in 
elementary music classrooms may be a first step toward using new knowledge about the 
developing brain to empower music educators to adopt teaching practices built upon a 
wider breadth of research. 
 I sought to answer the following research questions as part of this study: 
1. What is the perceived importance of recommendations from neuroscience 
amongst educators in elementary school music settings? 
2. To what degree are these recommendations reportedly used in elementary music 
classrooms? 
3. Does the grade level of students influence educators’ use of these 
recommendations? 
Rationale for Mixed-Methods Design 
 In order to answer the above research questions, I chose to use a mixed-methods 
approach, which required the collecting, analyzing, and mixing or integrating of both 
quantitative and qualitative data within the confines of a single study (Creswell, 2015). A 
mixed-methods design was chosen as a way mitigate the drawbacks of either a strictly 
quantitative (which sacrifices more personal narratives for the sake of generalizability) or 




into personal narratives and the exploration of individual experiences) in investigating 
this research problem. It was my hope that the combination of both quantitative and 
qualitative data would provide a more complete understanding of the research problem, 
the limitations of one method being offset by the strengths of the other (Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018). 
 The rationale for doing so was rooted in pragmatism, which rejects the supposed 
incompatibility of quantitative and qualitative methods, and instead accepts the idea that 
neither—used exclusively—would be sufficient to answer the research questions. A 
pragmatic stance not only embraces the benefits of both quantitative and qualitative data, 
but moreover, considers research questions paramount. This allows for the inquiry to 
guide the research itself, superseding “either the method … or the paradigm that underlies 
the method” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003, p. 21).  
 Additionally, pragmatism was not only attractive as the philosophical 
underpinning for using a mixed-methods approach in the current study, but also reflected 
the nature of the inquiry itself. I did not seek to understand or debate theoretical concepts 
in education, but rather, I sought to offer insight into what was occurring in elementary 
music classrooms and help provide practical knowledge about neurodidactics and its 
applicability to music education. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) summarized pragmatism 
as a practical philosophy that enables researchers to “study what interests and is of value 
to [them], study it in the different ways that [they] deem appropriate, and use the results 
in ways that can bring about positive consequences within [their] value system” (p. 30).  




themselves adopted a kind of pragmatic stance when it came to their classroom practices. 
The above summation could as easily be applied to how many participants approached 
working with their students as it can be to the approach used to research that very 
phenomenon.  
Study Design  
 This study used a mixed-methods sequential explanatory design (Tashakkori & 
Teddlie, 1998), which consisted of two distinct phases. In the first phase, I collected and 
analyzed the primary statistical data; and in the second phase, I collected and analyzed 
qualitative data in order to help explain and elaborate on the prior quantitative results. 
Thus, the data collected in the first phase provides a general understanding of the 
research problem, while the second phase helps explain the statistical results by delving 
into participants’ experiences (see Figure 1). 
 In this study, the quantitative data helped provide a broad overview of teachers’ 
classroom practices and use of recommendations from neuroscience according to the 
conceptual framework. After analyzing these data, semi-structured interviews took place 
with an interview protocol derived from the results of the statistical analyses. Next, the 
qualitative phase explored individuals’ perceptions of, opinions about, and use of the 
facets of the conceptual framework. Through this method, the quantitative data first 
provided an overall picture, and the qualitative data help explain the quantitative results 
in more detail. 
 The quantitative and qualitative phases were connected (Creswell & Plano Clark, 




interview protocol. Interview participants were selected from those who had participated 
in the first phase and the interview protocol was based on the results from the statistical 
analysis of that quantitative data. The results from both phases were integrated according 





Figure 5.  






















Design & Implementation 
1. Design Conceptual Framework (October 2018) 
2. Determine & Refine: research questions and approach (March 2019) 
3. Determine & Create: quantitative measure (March 2019) 
4. Pilot Testing (June 2019) 
5. Obtain IRB and NAfME approval (March 2020) 
6. QUAN Data Collection (March-May 2020) 
 
 
Design & Implementation 
1. Design Interview Protocol (May 2020) informed by QUAN results 
2. Systematic Random Sampling [1/10] of survey participants for 
interview (June 2020) 
3. Pilot Testing (June 2020) 

































1. Record descriptive statistics 
2. Perform chi-square & multiple response analysis 






1. Transcription of Interviews 
2. Initial Coding & Follow-up (as needed) 
3. Member Checks 





Summary & Interpretation  
 
1. Summarize and Interpret QUAN Results 
2. Summarize and Interpret QUAL Results 
3. Inferences Drawn about how QUAL results helped to explain QUAN results 





 Two types of data were collected for this study: quantitative data, derived from a 
self-report survey, and qualitative data obtained through interviews. The conceptual 
framework used for this study (APPENDIX A) guided both phases of data collection. To 
collect the quantitative data, a survey tool (APPENDIX B) was constructed in three main 
parts, aligning with the three research questions, with each part designed to elicit data for 
each facet of the conceptual framework.  
 Permission for survey distribution was obtained from the IRB (APPENDIX C & 
APPENDIX D) and the survey was piloted with participants before being finalized into 
its online format through Qualtrics.com. Permission was then obtained from the National 
Association for Music Education (NAfME) to disseminate the survey amongst its 
membership (APPENDIX E). Invitations to participate were also sent out via email to 
other potentially interested individuals (APPENDIX F). Consent to participate in the 
survey occurred online prior to beginning the survey (APPENDIX G). The utmost care 
was given to ensure that no names of people or places, or other identifying information 
was used during the course of this study and anonymity was assured using aliases 
throughout this document and with the use of a password/fingerprint-protected hard 
drive. 
 Descriptive statistics were recorded, and survey data were analyzed using SPSS. 
Once analyzed, outliers and statistically significant results facilitated the design of the 
interview protocol (APPENDIX H) used in the qualitative phase. This protocol was based 




significant quantitative results and was pilot tested prior to wider administration. 
Potential interview participants were drawn from those who had also participated in the 
survey. These individuals were contacted via email, and consent was obtained orally prior 
to each interview (APPENDIX I). Qualitative data were then transcribed and coded by 
hand, and later organized by either predetermined themes or emergent themes developed 
over the course of the interview process.  
Target population 
 The target population in this study was active music educators who either 
currently or formerly taught elementary general music (defined as compulsory classroom 
music for grades K–5). The confidentiality of the participants in the first phase was 
protected by storing identifiable data and survey responses in a password-protected, 
encrypted electronic database through Qualtrics.com. In the second phase, the 
participants selected for interviews were assigned fictitious names, thus keeping their 
responses confidential. Identifiable data, recordings and/or transcriptions of these 
interviews were stored on a fingerprint ID/password-protected hard drive only accessible 
to me. In addition, the names of all students, employers, teachers, or other staff 
referenced by interviewees were either removed from or changed from in quotations used 





CHAPTER FIVE: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 True to explanatory design, I used qualitative data to explain my quantitative 
results and thus research took place in two phases. To do this, I first used a cross-
sectional survey to ensure the widest, most representative sample of the population, that 
being: elementary school general music teachers. Once the survey data had been 
collected and analyzed, follow-up interviews were conducted with a random sampling of 
volunteers from the pool of participants. Interviews yielded qualitative data which not 
only gave voice to individual perspectives on teaching, pedagogy, and personal 
experience, but also helped elucidate the earlier quantitative data (Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018).  
Quantitative Phase  
 For the first quantitative phase, a cross-sectional survey was created based on the 
facets of the conceptual framework. A quantitative self-report measure was thought to be 
effective in investigating the research questions with a larger sample in an attempt to 
more accurately generalize from that sample to a wider population (Creswell & Creswell, 
2018; Leavy, 2017). Additionally, a self-report measure helped avoid concerns regarding 
researcher bias that may have arisen with an exclusively qualitative, observational design. 
Although the use of the self-report methodology has been criticized due to the difficulty 
of drawing conclusive correlations from such data (Spector, 1994), this study is primarily 
descriptive in nature and did not seek to draw definitive conclusions between variables. 
Additional methods would need to be used in subsequent studies in order to test any 




that self-report surveys, as a first step in studying a phenomenon of interest, can provide 
interesting and valuable data as well as potentially suggesting hypotheses that can later be 
tested more fully.  
Survey Design  
 The self-report survey design used in this study helped derive a quantitative 
description of teaching practices, teacher attitudes, and use of the facets of the conceptual 
framework. The survey tool was ultimately made up of four sections (APPENDIX B): a 
demographics portion that asked about participants’ teaching experience and training, and 
three additional sections corresponding with one of the three research questions.  
 The first research question—What is the perceived importance of the 
recommendations from neuroscience amongst educators in elementary school music 
settings? — was answered in Part One of the survey. Questions in this section aligned 
with each facet of the conceptual framework, with one question for each. Answers were 
given on a 5-point Likert scale based on how important participants felt each item was to 
their teaching, ranging from: 1 being “Not Important”, to 5 being “Very Important”, and 
3 being “Moderately Important”. 
 The second research question—To what degree are these recommendations 
reportedly used in elementary music classrooms? — was answered in Part Two of the 
survey. Questions in this section mirrored the previous one, with one question allotted for 
each of the facets of the conceptual framework. Likewise, answers in this section were 
also given on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from: 1 being “rarely”, to 5 being 





 Part Three of the survey differed slightly from the previous sections. To answer 
the third research question— Does the grade level of students influence educators’ use of 
these recommendations? — each question was again aligned with one facet of the 
conceptual framework. However, answers were given on a nominal scale corresponding 
with: “Lower Grades” (Kindergarten–1st) “Middle Grades” (2nd –3rd Grade), and “Upper 
Grades” (4th–5th Grade). These three grade level groupings were established based on my 
own observation and experience with this age range and to roughly correspond with Jean 
Piaget’s stages of cognitive development. Lower elementary students firmly represent 
Piaget’s preoperational stage of development, upper elementary students are solidly in the 
concrete operational stage of their development, and middle elementary students can be 
understood as representing students who are in the process of transitioning from the 
former to the latter.  
 Over the course of eight questions (APPENDIX B: Part 3) participants were given 
the opportunity to report with which grade level grouping(s) they used each facet of the 
conceptual framework. This was done in an effort to gain a more representative picture of 
their usage, given the disparate nature of the facets of the conceptual framework and the 
assumed likelihood that the use of these facets would not be exclusive to one particular 
grade level grouping.  
 The survey instrument was pilot tested with three participants prior to online 
distribution. Each pilot participant received a paper copy of the survey and after 




the final survey design. The pilot survey was originally split into the three main parts as 
outlined above. After pilot testing, the demographics portion was added at the beginning 
of the survey and included questions about participants’ potentially relevant teaching 
experience. This demographics section ultimately helped me understand the 
characteristics of the participants and the generalizability of the sample to a greater 
context, as well as enabling me to better understand the outcomes of the research 
(Russell, 2018).  
Data Collection  
 The survey was administered online through Qualtrics.com and was disseminated 
to participants by the National Association for Music Education (NAfME). Permission to 
use the NAfME member database was obtained (APPENDIX E) and the organization 
invited 10,000 of their members nationwide to participate in the survey. Active e-mail 
addresses of potential participants were obtained through this database as well as 
identified through other sources. The participants were recruited via email and data 
collection took place between February 25th and June 1st 2020. From 10,000 potential 
participants 370 responded, constituting a response rate of 3.7%. 
Quantitative Data Analysis 
 Once the data were collected from participants, descriptive statistics from the 
demographics portion of the survey were recorded, including mean scores and standard 
deviations. Russell (2018) notes that music education researchers should report 
descriptive statistics as part of any study, but that often it is the case (particularly in a 




for the demographics portion of the survey as well as the first two research questions, 
those about teacher attitudes regarding recommendations from neuroscience and teaching 
practices (APPENDIX B: Part One & Two). To ensure reliability, two separate 
Cronbach’s alpha were performed on the questions for Part One and Two of the survey 
respectively, in order to measure internal consistency. Part One, the “importance” 
subscale consisted of 8 items (𝛼 = .72); and Part Two, the “usage” subscale also consisted 
of 8 items (𝛼 = .67), both falling in the commonly acceptable range for internal 
consistency. Once reliability was established, the results from these two sections were 
recorded in separate tables for each facet of the conceptual framework.  
 For Part Three of the survey, a chi-square goodness of fit test was performed on 
each question in order to establish whether the pattern of grade levels selected by 
participants differed from randomness.  
 Additionally, because participants were able to select multiple choices, Multiple 
response analysis was chosen as a way to explain these results more clearly and 
efficiently. In Multiple response analysis, choices for each question are separated out into 
individual data points, giving each of the questions in this set three data points instead of 
one (i.e., Lower Grades? Yes-or-No; Middle Grades? Yes-or-No; and Upper Grades? 
Yes-or-No). Therefore, the results from this section could be broken down in two ways: 
the percentage (%) of responses and the percentage (%) of cases. The percentage of 
responses indicates the percentage of total responses to a given item, in this case the 
grade level selected; and the percentage of cases represents the percentage of participants 





 The interview protocol was developed from the results of the statistical data and 
analyses collected in the first phase (as described further below). Semi-structured 
interviews were then conducted with randomly selected participants who had taken part 
in the survey. A confirmatory thematic (a priori) approach was used for collecting and 
analyzing the data in this second, qualitative phase.  
Interview Protocol Development 
 The content of the interview protocol was grounded in the quantitative results 
from the first phase of the study. Because the goal of the qualitative phase was to explain, 
confirm, and elaborate on the results of the statistical analyses, a confirmatory approach 
was used in constructing the interview protocol (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). 
Additionally, this approach was deemed appropriate because: (a) the concepts being 
investigated were defined ahead of time (as part of the conceptual framework and 
through the statistical analysis); (b) there was explanatory intent; (c) there were multiple 
interviewees and a need for comparability; (d) a certain amount of generalizability was 
valued; and (e) it was part of a mixed-method study (Miles et al., 2014). Therefore, 
interview questions both mirrored those asked in the survey (with at least one question 
corresponding to each facet of the conceptual framework) and included more probing 
questions (aligning with facets which were shown to be statistically significant in the 
quantitative phase) to ensure specific facets were explored thoroughly. Open-ended 
questions toward the end of the interview were also included. These questions were 




quantitative findings, as well as participants perspectives on neuroscience’s potential 
impact on classroom practices and the facets of the conceptual framework overall.  
 The interview protocol was pilot tested on one participant selected from those 
who had completed the survey. Pilot testing was followed by discussion with the 
participant. Subsequently, the wording and order of some questions were revised, 
redundancies were eliminated, and additional questions were added to elicit more precise 
and relevant answers, especially in regard to Student Experiences facets. Specifically, (a) 
Active Engagement (AE) had to be more precisely defined to refer explicitly to students’ 
music making, versus the more general idea of students’ participation with any music 
classroom activity; (b) Multisensory Experiences (ME) was confused with the concept of 
learning styles in the pilot phase, so additional questions were added during interviews if 
this confusion occurred; and (c) the pilot tester considered Movement (Mov) as part of 
ME, so additional probing questions were added to solicit comments about Mov more 
specifically, if needed.  
Identification and Selection of Participants 
 All who participated in the online survey were welcomed to participate in 
interviews. Consent to be contacted regarding these interviews was given upon offering 
their email address at the conclusion of the online survey. From that pool of volunteers, a 
systematic random sample of 40 educators from across the United Stated were contacted 
via email. Of those, 14 educators agreed to take part in the interview process. Further 
consent for participation and permission for video and audio recording of interviews was 




participant, including their name (alias), years of teaching experience, the teaching 
settings in which they have taught, and the music education approaches they have 
studied. These interviews took place over the course of two months, leading up to the 





 Semi-structured interviews (APPENDIX H) were conducted with the above 
educators on an individual basis. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic at the time of 
data collection, even those participants living within a commutable distance took part 
using the online video conferencing platform Zoom. Follow-up interviews with select 
participants followed in order to clarify or retrieve additional information as needed. 
Participant’s responses to the survey questions were consulted during the interview 
process to help gain insight into their reasoning. The data collection and subsequent 
analysis took place between July and October 2020. 
Name Years in Education
Years Teaching 
Elementary Music
 Currently Teaching 
Elementary Music* Teaching Setting
Approaches Formally 
Studied**
Andy 6 years 4 years yes Urban & Rural Dalcroze, Kodaly, Orff
Angella 6 years 6 years yes Suburban (private) None
Anne 12 years 12 years yes Suburban Feierabend, Gordon
April 1 years 1 year yes Urban Dalcroze, Kodaly
Ben 12 years 12 years yes Urban & Suburban Feierabend, Orff
Bruce 12 years 9 years yes Urban & Suburban Orff
Donna 24 years 24 years yes Suburban Feierabend, Kodaly, Orff
Erin 4 years 4 years yes Urban None
Holly 12 years 12 years yes Urban & Suburban None
Jan 18 years 18 years yes Suburban None
Jim 17 years 7 years no Urban None
Kelly 7 years 7 years yes Urban & Suburban None
Meredith 21 years 21 years yes Suburban Orff
Troi 9 years 9 years yes Urban Feierabend,Orff
* at the time of interview




Qualitative Data Analysis 
 Interviews were coded using a priori codes and organized according to the 
conceptual framework. Codes were also developed to reflect emergent themes realized 
during data analysis, which were as follows: (a) reasons for grade level differences; (b) 
the impact of individual teachers on practice, including their own musical upbringing, 
education, and experience in the field; as well as (c) lack of a unified curriculum in the 
district in which they were employed. 
 Coding for interviews took place either contemporaneously or after transcription. 
The first eight a priori codes aligned with facets of the conceptual framework, followed 
by those codes recognized during analysis. The codes used were as follows: 
1. ENV codes represented comments regarding Environment. For example, the 
comment: “At the beginning of the school year I always try to do activities where 
the kids get to know me, and they get to know each other. I try to create a 
classroom culture that is positive” was labelled “ENV.” 
2. ARE. 1 codes represented comments regarding Developmentally-Appropriate 
Practices. For example, the comment: “… it was harder for me to adjust to 
teaching the younger students than I expected it to be. I thought it would be 
easier, but there is a BIG difference developmentally” was labelled “ARE. 1.” 
3. ARE. 2 codes represented comments regarding how instructors utilize Students’ 
Prior Knowledge and/or Experience. For example, the comments: “Well one thing 
that is really helpful that classroom teachers don’t have is that, because we have 




shared that she played with her dad. You know, that kind of changed her vibe in 
music class” were labelled “ARE. 2.” 
4. IR codes represented comments regarding Imitation and/or Repetition. For 
example, the comment: “I think we’re constantly modelling, because the only way 
that they learn to use their beautiful singing voice is by pointing it out to them, 
because they don’t know. Starting from the very beginning…there are so many 
things they pick up just by hearing” was labelled “IR.” 
5. AE codes represented comments regarding Active Engagement. For example, the 
comments: “… actually playing instruments ...actually making music … and in 
some cases actually making the instruments, to make the music” or “… not just 
knowing a definition, but being able to apply it to other things, just higher levels 
of thinking…” were labelled “AE.” 
6. ME codes represented comments regarding Multisensory Experiences. For 
example, the comment: “You know seeing it, saying it, hearing it, doing it, all 
those things together make it a more solid learning experience” was labelled 
“ME.” 
7. MOV codes represented comments regarding Movement. For example, the 
comment:  
“… if we're learning a tricky rhythm in a song we’ll clap it, or pat it, or snap it 
with our bodies first and then add the lyric to it, and then add the melody to it, so 
it's just using some sort of movement to internalize the different facets of our piece 




8. CO codes represented comments regarding Creative Opportunities. For example, 
the comment: “… we do things like that where they’re creating lyrics. We do a lot 
of where, they're writing their own body percussion. Body percussion is such an 
easy way for them to be composers. We do some improv on our Orff instruments 
especially pentatonic and they really just can’t wait until it’s their turn, it’s so 
funny” was labelled “CO.” 
9. EGM represented comments regarding other aspects of teaching Elementary 
General Music, such as working conditions, student populations, etc. For 
example, the comments: “I might only see my kids 30 times in a year. So, I’m 
teaching less than half of the curriculum. So, when I'm choosing lessons, I’m 
choosing so they get a variety of experiences” or “… because it’s a small school, 
all the grade levels are combined” were labelled “EGM.” 
10. METH represented comments regarding Music Education Methodologies/ 
Approaches. For example, the comments: “I wouldn’t consider myself an Orff 
teacher because ‘Orff teacher’ would imply a specific set of materials, [but] my 
Orff Schulwerk courses stressed process. So, I always approach every activity and 
every lesson I have with that process in mind” or “Feierabend conversational 
solfege was life changing. It’s just so easy, follow the sequence and sometimes it 
seems that they’re learning without knowing it, they’re learning despite 
themselves even” were labelled “METH.” 
11. GE represented comments regarding other aspects of teaching not specific to 




climate, classroom teachers, district initiatives, etc. For example, the comment: 
“There’s been assemblies, and staff meetings, and a huge focus on social-
emotional learning, so I really try to incorporate that” was labelled “GE.” 
12. CUR represented comments regarding Curriculum. For example, the comment: 
“…it really just came down to either: this is what I remember doing in my 
elementary school, or I talked to the other elementary school teachers in the 
district, and I followed what they did” was labelled “CUR.” 
13. GLD represented comments regarding Grade Level Differences. For example, the 
comment: “… by mid 2nd grade I feel like there's the wall. I just feel that our 
culture doesn't respect the arts. They think boys who dance are sissies, and it's 
just not a respected part of culture. Whereas if you play a sport when you're 
young it's respected all the way up even when you're older. I feel that because of 
that a lot of times that gender- conforming baloney starts to infiltrate our kids, 
and it makes them not want to try to dance because they think it's “girly” or they 
think ‘my friend is gonna make fun of me’” were labelled “GLD.” 
14. TE/PD represented comments regarding Teacher Education and/or Professional 
Development. For example, the comment: “I don’t have any certification, I’ve 
looked at it and it’s just was so expensive, and there’s nothing close by, so it’s not 
just the expense of getting the training, but then you have to pay for lodging and 
all of that” was labelled “TE/PD.” 
15. MuP represented comments regarding Musical Upbringing. For example, the 




through when they were in elementary school perhaps or what grade they 
remembered most or impacted them most in what they teach. I think it depends on 
what they were exposed to, when they were in school learning as a student or 
what they were exposed to when they were in higher education to pursue a degree 
for a career in teaching” was labelled “MuP.” 
16. ST represented comments regarding Specific Teachers, and how individual 
teachers were seen to have an impact on student performance/retention. For 
example, the comment: “it's just interesting that it's so hyper personalized 
sometimes; so connected to that teacher not necessarily the material” or “some 
kids sign up for choir because they like me…you foster that love of singing that 
love of music and it makes them…even sometimes your kids who aren’t terribly 
musical, they actually can kind of enjoy the class because you know ‘this is a fun 
class to be in … we do fun things with Mrs…’” were labelled “ST.” 
17. XP represented comments regarding Classroom Experience. For example, the 
comment: “So it was a lot of just you know, feeling [it] out, like a lesson would 
just completely bomb … and so if I had second graders in front of me and I'm 
going to teach that lesson four times this week, and first time I taught it, it tanked 
… so that night you don't sleep! Like ‘Ugh! That was so bad, so awful, they didn't 
get it, I didn't understand why they didn’t get it’… I would be like crying you 
know? There was a lot of just feeling it out. You need lots of support … and late 





Reliability, Credibility, Trustworthiness, and Bias 
 Reliability of the quantitative phase was addressed through pilot testing as well 
testing for internal consistency. Cronbach’s alpha was used on survey items that utilized a 
Likert-type scale to ensure scale reliability.  
 Credibility during the qualitative phase was maintained through the use of video 
recordings as well as written notes during and after interviews. Additional notes were 
taken during informal conversations with participants after the formal interviews 
concluded. All interviews took place via online video conference and with one exception, 
all interviews were video recorded. Transcriptions of these recordings were made within 
48 hours of the interview taking place. Coding of qualitative data took place both 
contemporaneously and after interviews had concluded. Data was coded twice as a way 
of ensuring no pertinent details were missed and to help maintain the consistency of the 
codes. 
 Trustworthiness was established through member checks with participants to 
substantiate findings and interpretations. Negative case analysis was used throughout the 
interview process. Nonconforming evidence was actively sought—particularly in cases 
where statistically significant results were present in the quantitative data—to help 
provide a more accurate interpretation of patterns and themes. These cases were 
presented in the results and discussion section. All raw quantitative and qualitative data, 
including interviews, recordings and transcriptions were archived to help ensure 
referential adequacy (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).  




music education, membership in NAfME (National Association for Music Education) as 
well as its state affiliate MMEA (Massachusetts Music Educators Association). At the 
time of this study, my prior experiences included 14 years teaching music to elementary-
aged students both privately and in public school (K–12) settings. Additionally, my 
membership in NAfME/MMEA afforded me professional association with some 
interviewees. Although a concerted effort was made to remain impartial and removed 
throughout the interview and analysis process, it is possible that any biases I may have 






PART III: RESULTS 
CHAPTER SIX: QUANTITATIVE & QUALITATIVE OUTCOMES 
 The purpose of this study was to examine the teaching practices of elementary 
music teachers in an effort to describe these practices in terms of their relationship with 
current neuroscientific recommendations. To this end, I distributed a survey to members 
of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) and interviews were 
conducted with volunteers who had participated in the survey. The following section will 
be organized first by describing the demographics and other relevant data collected from 
survey participants, then according to the categories of the conceptual framework 
(Conceptual Framework for Neurodidactics in Elementary Music: APPENDIX A). This 
will outline both the survey data (describing the self-reported importance and use of 
facets in the framework), followed by interview data. Lastly, the description of several 
unanticipated, but pertinent themes that emerged during the interview process will bring 
this section to its close.  
Demographics 
 The survey yielded 370 total responses. All educators surveyed were currently 
teaching in the United States, the vast majority (97.28%) of whom were currently 
teaching compulsory music classes for grades Kindergarten–5th Grade (referred to as 
elementary general music for the remainder of this document) at the time of the survey. 
Participants were asked to provide four descriptive characteristics, comprising:  




2. The number of years they have worked in elementary music education 
specifically. 
3. Their formal training in common music education methodologies, if applicable; 
and 
4. Which of these (if any) influenced their teaching practices.  
 Of the participants (N = 370), 28.4% (n = 94) identified as having worked in 
education for between 11–20 years, 21.15% (n = 70) as having worked between 6–10 
years, 20.54%  
(n = 68) as having worked 21–30 years, 17.82% (n = 59) as having worked five years or 
fewer, and 12.08% (n = 40) as having worked more than 30 years (see Table 2). 
Table 2. 
 
Demographic Characteristics of Population – Years Working in Education 
 
Characteristic   Frequency  Percentage 
Years in Education   
 <5 years  59   17.82% 
 6-10 years  70   21.15% 
 11-20 years  94   28.40% 
 21-30 years  68   20.54% 
 30+ years  40   12.08% 
 
  
Below, Table 4 shows how many years participants have been teaching 
elementary music specifically. The majority of the participants stated that they had been 
working in elementary music education under 20 years. This breaks down almost evenly 
between those who identified as having taught elementary music education for under five 
years 27.49% (n = 91), those having taught between 11–20 years 26.28% (n = 87), and 




the longest with 15.11% (n = 50) having taught 21–30 years, and 6.65% (n = 22) for over 
30 years (see Table 3). 
Table 3. 
 
Demographic Characteristics of Population – Years Teaching Elementary Music 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Years Teaching Elementary Music   
 <5 years    91   27.49% 
 6-10 years    81   24.47% 
 11-20 years    87   26.28% 
 21-30 years    50   15.11% 
 30+ years    22   6.65% 
  
Participants were then asked about their formal training in one or more of the 
most-commonly-used elementary general music education approaches (Orff-Schulwerk, 
Kodaly, Gordon, or Dalcroze). Participants were also given the option of responding that 
they had “other” training that was not listed or as having “none.” This question was 
added because studies have demonstrated that the mode of learning—which is strongly 
influenced by teaching method—impacts functional brain activities and how the brain 
processes music, and thereby influencing musical learning and musical understanding 
(Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008).  
 A large majority of participants said that they had received formal training in at 
least one well-known music education approach, that being either Orff, Kodaly, Gordon, 
or Dalcroze, with one or more of these being selected 80.37% of the time. However, 
those teachers who responded as having had no formal training in any approach made up 
a larger percentage (n = 107; 32.6% of participants; 19.63% of total responses) than the 




52; 15.9% of teachers; 9.54% of total responses) responded that they had “other” training 
that had not been listed (see Table 4). Interview data later revealed that “other” was 
sometimes used to refer to training and/or certification in “Conversational Solfege” 
(Feierabend, 2000a, 2000b) (also referred to as the Feierabend approach or First Steps, by 
interviewees). Although this approach is comparatively new and strongly tied to the 
aforementioned Kodaly method, it has gained popularity amongst elementary music 
educators, particularly for its perceived utility with the youngest of students (infants and 
toddlers, as well as PreK–2).  
Table 4. 
 
Demographic Characteristics of Population – Training 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
Formal Methodological Training    
 Orff     155   28.44% 
 Kodaly    128   23.49% 
 Gordon    46   8.44% 
 Dalcroze    57   10.46% 
 Other     52   9.54% 











 When asked to select which approaches influenced their teaching practices (Table 
5; Chart 2), the responses seemed to move in favor either of Orff and/or Kodaly (n = 282; 
86.2% of teachers; 69.12% of total responses), while moving away from Gordon and 
Dalcroze (n = 51; 15.6% of teachers; 20.83% of total responses). Those responding as 
being influenced by another pedagogy also grew (n = 51; 15.6% of teachers; 12.50% of 
total responses), while those who were not influenced by any pedagogy noticeably 
dropped (n = 24; 7.3% of teachers; 5.88% of total responses). This may indicate, as later 
revealed by interview data, that although some participants did not consider themselves 
to have had formal training in any of the above approaches, they were influenced by them 
in more informal ways. Most notably, these included peer-influences, professional 
development workshops, and/or sessions at professional conferences. Interviewees by in 
large did not consider these experiences to be “formal training,” as they did not grant any 



















college course credits, or professional development points). 
Table 5. 
 
Demographic Characteristics of Population –Influential Approaches 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
Methodological Influence    
 Orff     145   35.54% 
 Kodaly    137   33.58% 
 Gordon    34   8.33% 
 Dalcroze    17   4.17% 
 Other     51   12.50% 










 The first three facets of the Conceptual Framework for Neurodidactics in 
Elementary Music Education (APPENDIX A) are broadly grouped as Teacher Behaviors, 



















The creation and implementation of these facets occur largely behind the scenes, by way 
of teacher planning and curriculum development. With this first facet, Environment 
(Env.), I was interested in teachers’ perspectives on, and the techniques they use, to create 
a classroom environment that is emotionally conducive to learning. “It is important to 
keep in mind that the relationship between cognition and emotion is a dynamic one. 
Much of human behavior shows us that cognitions can affect emotions just as emotional 
state can affect cognitions” (Jones, 2014, p. 298). Research indicates that students’ stress 
or fear inhibits learning (Goswami, 2008), setting into motion a sort of “fight or flight” 
reflex—as if reacting to a perceived threat—even in the absence of one. This facet has its 
place in neurodidactics through the idea that learning takes place more efficiently and 
effectively when it is associated with positive emotions. More specifically, these positive 
emotions have been shown to enhance and facilitate neural plasticity (Altenmüller & 
McPherson, 2008).  
 “The best chance for new content to be presented in memory is that we arrange a 
learning situation in which learning can produce pleasure” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 6). This is 
because the brain’s reward system is activated when an experience is positive or more 
intense than anticipated, the opposite being true in the presence of stress or negative 
emotions (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Persellin and Flohr (2011) emphasized that efforts 
should be made to create an environment in which musical experiences and music 
learning are associated with warmth and joy.  
 The music educators surveyed seemed to understand the importance of the 




classroom environment were “Very” or “Extremely Important” (95.61%), and the 
majority of those (64. 26%) saying it was “Extremely Important”. The remaining 4.38% 
reported that they felt it was either moderately, slightly, or not at all important. 
Table 6. 
 
Conceptual Framework (Environment) – Importance of Classroom Environment (Env.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Env. Importance    
 Extremely Important   205   64.26% 
 Very Important   100   31.35% 
 Moderately Important   12   3.76% 
 Slightly Important   1   0.31% 
 Not at all Important   1   0.31% 
 
 
 When asked how often they made an effort to create an enjoyable learning 
environment in their classrooms (Table 7), educators unanimously reported that they 
either always strived to do so or reported that they did so at least most of the time, with 
no participant saying that they did so half the time or less.  
Table 7.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Environment) – Usage of Classroom Environment (Env.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Env. Usage    
 Always    248   78.98% 
 Most of the Time   66   21.02% 
 Half the Time    0   0.00% 
 Sometimes    0   0.00% 
 Never     0   0.00% 
 
 
 Describing their practices further, educators were asked to select the grade level 
span(s) with which they made an effort to create a positive and inviting music learning 




(lower grades: K–1st; middle grades: 2nd–3rd; or upper grades: 4th–5th). Results were fairly 
evenly split (see Table 8), with usage in the lower grades just slightly edging out the rest 
with 36.55% of total responses. Additionally, the percentage of educators (Chart 3) also 
seems to indicate that although environment was a crucial facet across grade levels, it 
was of particular importance in the lowest grades, with 88.2% of educators (n = 296) 
reporting its use in Lower Grades, 79.7% (n = 243) reporting its use in Middle Grades, 
and 73.4% (n = 224) reporting its use in Upper Grades.  
Table 8.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Environment) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans (Env.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
Env. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K–1st grade)   269   36.55% 
 Middle (2nd–3rd grade)   243   33.02% 
 Upper (4th–5th grade)   224   30.43% 
 
 
 A chi-square goodness of fit test was used to demonstrate whether the pattern of 
grade levels selected by participants differed from randomness. It was found that the use 
of Environment (Env.) cannot be said to differ significantly depending on grade level. 𝑥! 
(2, N = 736) = 4.16, p = .125.  
 These results were later corroborated by interviewees who described the need to 
build a rapport and foundation of trust with all students. However, many interviewees 
remarked that establishing this relationship early with their youngest students was seen as 









 “You are valued here …”  Even without necessarily realizing the science to 
back up their assertions, interviewees were universally passionate about creating a warm, 
inviting, and enjoyable environment for their students. Nearly every educator interviewed 
emphasized the vital importance of this. They described the numerous ways they helped 
students to feel welcomed, heard, and appreciated in music class. “Well I think it starts 
with me,” said Jan (18th year) who did not mince words, “I want them to know that I love 
them, I actually tell them ‘I love them’… we set the tone for our classrooms— that’s 
what they’ll remember, those interactions with us and I want my music room to be 
welcoming.”  
 Andy (6th year) said he worked hard to ensure that his music room was a place 
where students felt like they could be themselves and felt comfortable making music. Part 
of that, he said is warming up to students and making sure they feel heard in his 
classroom. He also explained how he used his kind demeanor to help students feel 





















importance of giving students genuine, meaningful answers to their questions. Even if 
their concerns seem superfluous, he tries to genuinely address them, rather than dismiss 
them as such.  
… [I]f I have say, a Kindergartener who's afraid that there might be 
something under the risers, taking the time after class to address that 
specific concern, I want them to know, ‘You're valued here, you and what 
you think are important to me. 
 
 Kelly (7th year) offered a similar strategy. She sets aside time during class where 
her students can share anything, from a new wiggly tooth to a new pet. “[Sharing] 
something they're excited about makes them feel really comfortable in my classroom and 
know that I'm someone they can trust. They can be themselves …” This, Kelly attests, 
also helps them musically. She says that if students feel comfortable and confident 
sharing seemingly innocuous things, then they will likewise feel comfortable and feel 
“…they can explore musically, and that no one's really going to say anything about it, 
that it's fine to explore. [Even] if something seems a little strange, I'll just roll with it, so I 
let them share.”   
 Erin (4th year) shared Andy and Kelly’s focus on helping students feel 
comfortable, and working with the high-needs, low-income population that she does, said 
that this is particularly important to her teaching.  
I always let my students know that when you come in, that no matter what 
just happened, we are a family in this room…I have signs that say like, 
“You are loved”, “How can I help you today?” etc … so I just really let 
them know that they are welcomed in my room and that we are equals in 
this room no matter what. 
 
 The importance of positivity and promoting self-worth was echoed by April (2nd 




the walls of her music classroom.  
… my main goal above all else is: I want kids to be comfy in my room and 
I always tell them like, even if they learn nothing else in my room, I want 
them to learn to be kind and how to advocate for themselves. 
 
 In terms of how an inviting, inclusive environment impacts motivation, both 
Kelly and Troi (9th year), described what they said might seem superficial, but that 
something as simple as learning student names (which Troi remarked can be a tall order 
when you have hundreds of students) can make them feel welcomed and “seen” and that 
students will not be motivated to learn if they do not feel like they are important.  
 Bruce (12th year) also shared this assertion that students’ comfort is essential to 
their confidence, and that in turn is necessary for participation and learning. “I would say 
it’s essential. If students don't feel welcomed and safe and comfortable they're not going 
to want to participate as a group, they're not going to participate individually,” Bruce 
continued, and remarked on the importance of associating music class with warmth and 
joy, “… [Y]ou want to create that atmosphere where everyone is in this together, to have 
fun and make music and learn. And if you're not welcoming, that's going to be harder to 
achieve.” 
 “Kids won’t learn from someone they don’t like.” Many interviewees 
described how effective personal connection is to not only students’ comfort in music 
class, but also their participation in, and excitement about, music. Bruce described this 
connection as crucial  
“… [M]aking a personal connection is key… it’s something that's all encompassing; it's 




we're going to start making music and talking about music.” Bruce says that it is all part 
of building a rapport with the students: 
I want to be welcoming with my students, when they come in, I greet them 
at the door, I make sure everyone’s ready to roll … I might spend a few 
moments in class just asking how people are, and we’ll talk briefly … if I 
know something popular in town is happening, I might ask them [about it] 
or if something exciting is happening in my life, I might say “I got 
something exciting to share …” 
 
 A few of the participants also remarked that this personal connection extends 
beyond their classroom, making efforts to see and interact with students in other parts of 
the school. They noted that simple gestures like waving and smiling to them as they pass 
in the hallway, or even taking the time to make small talk in the cafeteria can help 
students see you as a safe and supportive adult presence, worthy of trust. From a 
neurodidactic perspective, this makes sense: “Because of the relationship between the 
cortex and the limbic system, we think and feel at the same time. Thus, in every learning 
situation, students are not only learning facts or skills, but attitudes and feelings as well” 
(Hodges, 1983, p. 17).  
 Kelly described how music teachers are uniquely situated to make an emotional 
connection with, and impact on children, since they know most, if not all, the students in 
a particular school over multiple years. “I always try to make connections with the kids 
and I feel they get more out of my class knowing, ‘Alright this lady likes me, this lady is 
a good time, this is going to be a lot of fun.’”  
 Jan said, whilst acknowledging that although most educators may have heard it 
before, that the old adage rings true: “They don’t remember everything we teach them, 




teacher– both in and out of the classroom– greatly impacts their performance within it. 
Jan neatly summarized this idea: 
  It affects their enjoyment of music … some kids sign up for choir just 
because they like me … you foster that love of singing, that love of music 
and it makes them –[even] your kids who aren’t terribly musical–actually 
enjoy music class because you know, they think, “This is a fun class to be 
in … you know we do fun things with Ms. Jan.” 
 
 “Remember George …” Although it was clear that interviewees believed that 
teachers played a critical role in the environment of the music classroom, many 
acknowledged that it does not stop with them and that the students themselves have an 
indelible impact on classroom culture. While modeling acceptable behaviors by teachers 
was seen as crucial, establishing rules and guidelines to maintain a safe and positive 
climate was described as equally necessary. “[To] keep students feeling that welcoming 
atmosphere,” Bruce explained, “I do reference my three guidelines for what is acceptable 
in class: 1. Respecting each other, 2. Be a good listener, and 3. Doing the best we can.”  
Guidelines were seen by interviewees as an attempt to ensure that every student felt 
music class to be a safe, predictable, and supportive space.  
 Kelly noted how important it was to take time to foster this kind of classroom 
culture from the very first class meeting. “At the beginning of the school year I always 
try to do activities where the kids get to know me, and they get to know each other. I try 
to create a classroom culture that is positive.”  
 She explained that school-wide there had been a growing focus on social-
emotional learning. One aspect that she found to be of particular significance in her 




although it may sound silly, “One thing I did last year that was really successful, I took a 
blank piece of paper and I drew a stick figure and named it ‘George.’” Students would 
pass George around the room and every person had to say something unkind to George 
and crinkle up the paper. She said often, her students did not want to say the unkind 
things, but that, for the sake of the activity, she told them they could think their unkind 
things instead, and still crinkle up the paper. “It was usually goofy things like, if I drew 
George with an orange marker, some kids would be like ‘I don't like the color orange’ so 
it wasn't anything that was aggressive or truly hurtful.” But by the time George made it 
back to the front of the room, it was a barely recognizable crushed ball of paper. She then 
had the students raise their hand to say something nice to George, unfurling the paper a 
bit each time.  
… of course every hand goes up so they could say something kind, and 
several of them would apologize to George … once the paper was all 
smoothed out as best as it could, I hold George up and I say “What 
happened to George? You know, we said all these kind things and he's not 
crinkled up anymore, but what happened?” 
 
Students would have to then put into words the lasting consequences of hurt 
feelings, explaining that while the paper was flat, it was still all wrinkled, to which Kelly 
would respond “That's kind of the impact words have. You might not be able to see the 
hurt that you cause someone, but the wrinkles are all still there. Something you say can 
stick with someone for a long time.” “George” then takes a special place at the front of 
her classroom, where he hangs throughout the year. Kelly explains that she will refer 
back to him periodically: 
 If I notice that some kid’s getting a little heated, I would say “take a peek 




way? … instead of getting super frustrated with your partner and saying 
something unkind, remember George! How is that going to make them 
feel afterwards?” 
 
In this way, Kelly not only helps foster empathy at an early age but also helps to ensure 
that musical experiences in her classroom are associated with warmth and joy for every 
student. 
 “… a mistake could result in something that's even better” Taken together, all 
of these ideas seemed to be of particular importance to interviewees, as music class was 
often described as a place where students would be asked to take risks. Ensuring that 
students felt comfortable and confident, and that mistakes were not only accepted, but 
were an expected, necessary step in learning was seen as essential. Nearly every educator 
interviewed expressed that music classes required what might be perceived as taking 
some degree of musical, social, or personal risk. Kelly described her emphasis on growth 
mindset and mistakes. She says that discussing this regularly helps her students feel 
successful:  
I always say, “How many mistakes do you think Ms. Kelly makes in a 
day?” and they used to say “none,” and I go “Are you kidding me?! 
[laugh] … Oh no … I make a million a day! I try to learn from them and 
grow from them and not make them again!” 
 
 Kelly went on to talk about how she shares with her students an experience from 
her in her own undergraduate education, where she had forgotten the words to a song she 
was performing in front of her peers, which forced her to improvise in the moment to 
cover up her mistake. She shared with them that not only did she learn one lesson (try not 
to forget the words) but also perseverance, to keep going. She tells them that the audience 




section was excellent! “So,” she tells her students, “… mistakes aren’t something to shy 
away from, a mistake could result in something that's even better than what you had 
originally planned!” 
  To this end, many interviewees commented on how important it is for music 
educators to help build their students’ confidence in the classroom, and for them to create 
a classroom culture where not only is it okay to make a mistake, but where their teacher 
is there standing by them to help if needed. April remembers from her first year in a new 
school. “… [W]ith [my] 5th graders, singing was not something they felt comfortable with 
at first,” she recalled having to build relationship of trust especially with her older 
students before they were willing to try musical activities they were less comfortable 
with. “[M]aybe not singing right away, maybe we’re humming, chanting, or doing other 
things to build up that confidence, it was mostly just about their comfort in the music 
room and their prior experiences in music classes.” She went on to describe how it took 
bravery on her part as an educator to inspire bravery in her students.  
 I found that my upper grades were not confident in my music room. So, 
there were just some things that I didn’t feel like I could put in front of 
them and it would be irresponsible of me to do that … I had to first build 
that confidence [in myself]. 
 
 Bruce summed up this idea well, describing why classroom culture is particularly 
important when working with students with a variety of needs and experiences; and how 
neither peer pressure nor shaming others is acceptable: 
I try to emphasize that it's OK if we make mistakes. We learn from our 
mistakes. I will never be upset if someone is trying their best and makes a 
mistake. I also try and emphasize that some people's best effort might look 




people doing whatever they can do … I think that's part of being 
welcoming and creating a warm, safe environment. 
 
 “We’re building foundations …” The interviews threw into sharp relief the 
importance of establishing this positive atmosphere early on. Hodges (2010) writes that 
“Music presents possibilities for both positive and negative learning. When students 
enjoy their music interactions, they develop positive associations that may persist for 
life.” As Jan described,   
When I've talked to adults who either say they can’t sing or they don’t 
really like music, I pretty much always ask them about their elementary 
experience. With maybe one or two exceptions, they either didn’t have 
elementary music class or they had a bad experience or a bad teacher. So 
just like everything else, those early formative years are so important, 
even if they don’t remember everything, we teach them, we’re building 
foundations. 
 
 Indeed, research has shown that early associations with music and music learning 
may persist into adulthood, even negative associations formed by “music-learning 
situations in which the prevailing feeling is one of stress, fear, or failure” (Hodges, 2010). 
 Kelly described how identifying older students who may seem to be struggling 
and reaching out to them individually can positively impact how they see themselves and 
their participation in music. She went on to describe a 5th grade student who seemed 
bright, but very wary of being called on. “She never raised her hand … she's usually 
disconnected, she'll do the activities and she'll be present, but she's not usually as 
connected as she could be.” After discussing her concerns with the principal, it was 
suggested that she try to catch this student and speak with them alone in the hallway 
before class. Kelly did just that, and let the student know “‘I'm going to ask this question 




your answer is going to be.’” She described how this removed some of the anxiety around 
having to unexpectedly answer a question “… and gave her a good chunk of time to 
really think about what the response would be.” When the time came to ask that 
particular question in class, Kelly continued, “I waited a bit, and I saw her face light up 
and her little hand went right up, and she got it! She had a really great answer …” This 
one interaction changed the course of the year for this student, and while her trepidation 
may not have been specifically music related, it helped this student know that she was in 
a safe space, that given the time she needed to process, she could be successful and 
express herself in music class.  
It kind of took away the scariness of “Oh my gosh is she gonna call me I 
can't really think about it right now and I don't know why.” So it gave her 
time to just kind of sit and think, you know, “OK this question is coming 
she's gonna call on me, here's what I want to say,” so it kind of gave her 
some comfort, just knowing what was going to happen. 
 
 Both Jan and Anne (12th year) emphasized that doing all of this was not 
necessarily to foster future professional musicians, but to help instill in students that 
music class is safe and that music is for everyone. Jan remarked that although it is 
exciting to hear that former students choose music as a career “… you’re not expecting 
that. It’s about planting those seeds and making sure they’re enjoying music for life.” 
Both Anne and Jan spoke about how associating music class and music more generally 
with joy at the elementary level, therefore, can have far-reaching effects into the future. 
Jan commented,  
… it’s amazing to me how rooted that is in those early years, whether or 
not they had it or [how] the teacher interacted with them … if they leave 
my class and, on some level, they don’t love music and singing, or realize 




Anne even went as far as to put the role of the elementary school music 
teacher into stark perspective: “I may be their last music teacher ever, so the idea 
… of the lifelong music learner and music consumer really hits me …” 
Similarly, Jan said there is a surprising amount of pressure on elementary 
music teachers, underscoring everything they do. “I know this is all just my own 
experience, but I've spoken to adults and so many of them say ‘I can’t sing’, ‘I’m 
not talented’, stuff like that,” Jan continues, “and if I ask why, they always come 
back with something like ‘Oh I had a teacher once who didn’t like my voice’ or 
‘… was really mean.’”  
 She went on to explain that while passion for, and skills in music may become 
more pronounced, developed, and acknowledged in secondary schools, that it starts 
earlier than even secondary music teachers sometimes realize.  
I try whenever I get the opportunity to stress [when speaking to music 
colleagues in her district], I'm also a music educator, we’re doing 
important things, we “play games” but they’re valuable, we’re learning, 
this is how children learn. It’s not just recess, those games have a purpose 
… 
 
 Moreover, the research bears this out: positive, quality musical experiences early 
in life, are crucial to musical development of children. Flohr, Miller, and deBeus (2000) 
and Hodges (2002) go as far as to say that music education programs should emphasize 
music in these early years.  
 A study conducted by and described in Sloboda and Davidson (1996) examined 
the personal, teaching, and performance characteristics of teachers, and underscores the 




parents, teachers are clearly the adults with the most direct involvement in the child’s 
musical development” (Sloboda & Davidson, 1996. p. 181). The study examined two 
groups of students: high achieving music students and those who gave up playing their 
instruments. Students who continued to play and achieve on their instruments perceived 
their first teacher to be chatty, friendly, and a good player, while children who gave up 
playing tended to regard their first teacher as unfriendly and a bad player. Moreover, in 
both groups of music students these two disparate traits—that of being a good person and 
being a good player—appeared to be linked in the minds of children. Clearly, students 
will develop musical skills by having access to high-quality learning experiences, 
however the research and personal accounts by the interviewees in the current study 
reinforce the idea that “… musical skills require more than practice and high-quality 
experiences; an attachment to a responsive and appreciative teacher is necessary” (Flohr, 
2010, p. 16). 
 Putting aside whether students find their love of music earlier or later, one 
unifying thread became abundantly clear during the interviews: that the role of the 
classroom environment and the tenets that underpin this facet of the conceptual 
framework are a guiding force for much of how elementary music teachers educate their 
students. April succinctly summed up this idea:  
My goal is not that every single kid walks out of my classroom being like 
a singer or an opera star or whatever; my goal is that they can dance at 
their wedding and feel confident, can sing lullabies to their kids … so they 






Attention, Relevance, & Engagement 
 This second facet of the conceptual framework, Attention, Relevance, & 
Engagement (ARE), was presented to survey and interview participants as split into two 
sub-categories:  
(a) developmentally appropriate practices (ARE. 1); and (b) building upon and 
making meaningful connections with students’ previous knowledge, experience, 
and interests (ARE. 2).   
Both sub-sections are rooted in the concept of creating meaning in neurodidactics: 
that meaning is closely related to optimal periods (also sometimes referred to as 
“windows of opportunity”) when the brain is best prepared to process and store new 
information; and that it is not the content alone that creates meaning, but the context 
which fosters meaning in the learner (Flohr & Persellin, 2011; Gruhn, 2004). Both sub-
sections are similar enough to warrant being under the same facet of the conceptual 
framework, in that they both have to do with how musical concepts are framed and 
presented, and the impact that has on student engagement and retention. However, they 
are different enough that they yielded different responses from both survey participants 
and interviewees.  
 A music curriculum that utilizes developmentally appropriate practices (ARE.1) is 
sensitive to the ways children of different ages naturally interact with music (Flohr & 
Trevarthen, 2008; Persellin & Flohr, 2011), including optimal and sensitive periods 
(Bruer, 2008; Sousa, 2016), and development. Participants seemed to be aware of this 




the majority of survey participants (97.18%) responded that it was either very or 
extremely important (see Table 9).   
 Interviewees later described how important this was, particularly for elementary 
teachers, given the wide breadth of the grade level spans that they are often responsible 
for teaching. Interviewees described how this required, at the very least, a broad 
understanding and appreciation of the rapid pace of child development over the course of 
the six years between Kindergarten and 5th grade.  
Table 9. 
Conceptual Framework (Attention, Relevance, & Engagement) – Importance of 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices (ARE.1) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Importance: Developmentally Appropriate   
 Extremely Important   251   78.68% 
 Very Important   59   18.50% 
 Moderately Important   7   2.19% 
 Slightly Important   1   0.31% 
 Not at all Important   1   0.31% 
  
 When survey participants were asked about their usage of developmentally 
appropriate teaching practices, we see again that the vast majority (97.78%) reported that 
they use these practices at least most of the time, with the remaining 2.23% saying that 





Table 10.  
Conceptual Framework (Attention, Relevance, & Engagement) – Usage of 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices (ARE.1) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Usage: Developmentally Appropriate 
 Always    237   75.24% 
 Most of the Time   71   22.54% 
 Half the Time    5   1.59% 
 Sometimes    1   0.32% 
 Never     1   0.32% 
 
 The second sub-section of this facet (ARE.2) describes the importance of building 
upon and making meaningful connections with students’ previous knowledge, 
experience, and interests; as well as structuring and presenting lessons in a way that 
promotes engagement and consequently, pattern recognition and retention (Gruhn, 2004; 
Hodges, 2010; Persellin & Flohr, 2011a; Wiggins, 2016).  
 Neuroscientific studies have demonstrated that the brain operates based on pattern 
recognition and that unfamiliar information is most easily learned when students 
understand the significance of that information (Hodges, 1983). In other words, in order 
to maximize the chance that content is retained, teachers should strive to provide context, 
helping to ensure that students understand why they are learning something and why it is 
important, either by making that content meaningful to students personally or relating it 
back to what they already know. Additionally, Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2016), 
highlighted that “… if [students] do not recognize that the teacher’s actions are goal-
directed, the students will not simulate or internalize the teacher’s thoughts and actions 





  Survey data (see Table 11) revealed that most participants (93.37%) saw this as 
being very or extremely important in their classrooms, although the remaining 6.62% of 
respondents described it as either moderately or only slightly important to their teaching. 
Table 11. 
 
Conceptual Framework (Attention, Relevance, & Engagement) – Importance of Building 
on Students’ Previous Knowledge & Experience (ARE.2) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Importance: Previous Knowledge & Experience   
 Extremely Important   169   53.31% 
 Very Important   127   40.06% 
 Moderately Important   19   5.99% 
 Slightly Important   2   0.63% 
 Not at all Important   0   0.00% 
 
  
 The responses to the next question, regarding their self-reported use of this facet 
revealed a similar trend (see Table 12). 97.78% of participants responded that they make 
meaningful connections to their students’ prior knowledge, experience, and interests at 
least most of the time. Only a few participants (n = 7) reported making an effort to do so 
half the time or less.   
Table 12.  
Conceptual Framework (Attention, Relevance, & Engagement) – Usage of Building on 
Students’ Previous Knowledge & Experience (ARE.2) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Usage: Students’ Knowledge & Experience  
 Always    139   44.13% 
 Most of the Time   169   53.65% 
 Half the Time    6   1.90% 
 Sometimes    1   0.32% 





 Survey participants were then asked to further break down their use of 
developmentally appropriate practices by grade level span (Chart 4; Table 13) and with 
which grade level(s) they made efforts to connect with students’ prior knowledge, 
experience, and interests (Table 14; Chart 4).  
 Here we see the self-reported use of developmentally appropriate practices seems 
to wane slightly as grade levels increase, with 67.50% of teachers (n = 206; and 29.73% 
of total responses) responding that they used these practices with the Upper Grades 
compared to 84.3% of teachers (n = 257; and 37.09% of total responses) doing so for 
Lower Grades. Conversely, connecting with prior knowledge and experience seems to 
increase with grade level with 81.6% of teachers (n = 249; and 38.66% of total 
responses) selecting the Upper Grades compared to only around half of teachers (53.4%; 
n = 163; and 25.31% of total responses) reporting to have made these same connections 





































Table 13.  
 
Conceptual Framework (ARE) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans (ARE.1) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
ARE: Developmentally Appropriate 
 Lower  (K–1st grade)   257   37.09% 
 Middle (2nd–3rd grade)   230   33.19% 
 Upper (4th–5th grade)   206   29.73% 
 
 A chi-square goodness of fit test revealed that use of this sub-section (ARE.1) did 
not differ significantly depending on grade level, 𝑥! (2, N = 693) = 5.64, p =.06. 
Therefore, it appears that teachers’ reported use of developmentally appropriate practices 
is fairly consistent across elementary grades and does not seem to heavily favor one grade 
level grouping over the others in this facet.  
Table 14.  
 
Conceptual Framework (ARE) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans (ARE.2) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
ARE: Student Knowledge and Experience 
 Lower (K–1st grade)   163   25.31% 
 Middle (2nd–3rd grade)   232   36.02% 
 Upper (4th–5th grade)   249   38.66% 
 
 
 Conversely, the chi-square goodness of fit test performed on these data from sub-
section ARE.2 revealed grade level choice differed significantly from randomness (Chart 
5). Choice of Lower Grades differed statistically significantly from Middle or Upper 
Grades. 𝑥! (2, N = 644) = 19.32, p =.00. Unlike the previous sub-section (ARE.1), 
teachers’ self-reported use of ARE. 2 (incorporating students’ prior knowledge and 




facet with Middle and Upper Grades. 
 
Chart 5.  
 
 These results also seemed to bear out in the interview data as many teachers 
described the imperative to set a good foundation with younger students by using 
developmentally appropriate practices (ARE.1), and some went into great detail about 
how this looks in their classroom, while little was mentioned regarding these same 
practices with older students. Conversely, many teachers spoke of how important it was 
to connect with particularly older students’ interests, knowledge, and experience (ARE.2), 
specifically as a way of keeping them engaged, while none of the interviewees 
specifically mentioned making these connections with lower grade levels. Interview data 
seemed to reinforce the quantitative analysis, that: the use of developmentally appropriate 
practices (ARE.1) was not reported significantly differently across grade levels, whereas 
incorporating students’ interests, knowledge, and experience (ARE.2) did demonstrate 




 “How can I break this activity down into its simplest elements?” The music 
educators that were interviewed seemed to be keenly aware of not only the importance of 
developmentally appropriate practices (ARE.1) in their teaching, but also of the unique 
advantages and challenges this presents to elementary music teachers specifically. To this 
end, nearly every interviewee described the role of the elementary music teacher as being 
particularly complex and demanding. This was due to the fact that they described often 
being the sole educator responsible for determining curricula: not only when topics or 
skills were developmentally appropriate, but what to teach in general, and how to teach it.  
 Elementary music instruction usually involves educating the widest span of 
grades seen in public education in the United States, typically Kindergarten (age 5 or 6) 
through 5th Grade (age 10 or 11). Because of this, ensuring that their teaching practices 
are developmentally appropriate creates a unique challenge for elementary music 
educators when compared to their peers in most secondary music education settings. 
However, all but one of the educators spoke about having to work without a unified 
music curriculum from their district. Instead, leaving teachers to rely heavily on a 
combination of their own experience and musical upbringing, their undergraduate music 
teacher education, professional development, and/or their state or national frameworks to 
guide their instruction. This was an unforeseen theme that emerged during the interview 
process and will be explored in more depth at the end of this chapter. However, it is 
pertinent because it provides a backdrop to many of the responses provided by these 
educators in the following sections. 




Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), advises that when planning 
curriculum, “Teachers consider what children should know, understand, and be able to do 
across the domains of physical, social, emotional, and cognitive development and across 
the disciplines” (NAEYC, 2009). Many of the music educators I spoke to articulated 
something similar, of having to be cognizant of different developmental stages for their 
students. “Teaching elementary, there is a fairly wide range of ages for students with a 
wide range of cognitive development and social developments,” said Bruce, who further 
explains, 
[S]o every activity, at every grade level … I have to plan on whether or 
not the students have the [skills]…If it’s singing, do they have the 
cognitive skills to be able to do [a certain song], use sheet music or lyrics 
sheets? If it’s something motion-based, do they have the locomotor skills 
to be able to do it and move safely? If it’s something with instruments, do 
they have the fine motor skills that they can use to succeed during the 
lesson? … so, it very much is per grade level. I have to look at the students 
and think about what they know now and what they need to know, to be 
able to perform each lesson successfully. 
 
 Developmentally appropriate practices were often described by interviewees as 
achievable goals or appropriate challenges. This also aligns with the imperative set out by 
the NAEYC: 
Meeting children where they are is essential … new experiences build on 
what a child already knows and is able to do and … entail the child 
stretching a reasonable amount in acquiring new skills, abilities, or 
knowledge. After the child reaches that new level of mastery in skill or 
understanding, the teacher reflects on what goals should come next; and 
the cycle continues, advancing children’s learning in a developmentally 
appropriate way (NAEYC, 2009).  
 
 Donna, a 24-year veteran elementary music teacher, described the importance of 




them …” she says, “… as long as it doesn’t seem so difficult that they think they can’t do 
it…You’re constantly battling the ‘I can’t’ mentality …There so much [whining voice] ‘I 
CAN’T’, and once they have that, they shut down.” Donna goes on to explain how she 
remedies this by breaking up difficult or complex tasks into smaller, seemingly more 
manageable challenges.   
 This strategy was common among interviewees. “… you can explain even the 
most complicated musical concept if you break it down enough.” Ben (12th year) noted, 
“…because you know your kids, and you know what they know. So, if you really 
understand what you're trying to teach, then you should be able to teach it to even the 
youngest students.” This brings to mind Lev Vygotsky’s (1987) theory of learning, whose 
concepts of scaffolding and the zone of proximal development is familiar to many and 
has had considerable impact on educators and education research (Smith, 2011). The 
ubiquity of Vygotsky’s theory in education literature may be one explanation for the 
apparent agreement among interviewees regarding the importance of building upon prior 
knowledge and presenting tasks that are challenging yet attainable. 
 Similarly, the idea of breaking down a complex idea into more manageable 
pieces, sometimes referred to as “chunking” is not new in education, but its popularity 
with elementary music teachers may be in part due to its prevalence in the Orff-
Schulwerk. Bruce says, “I wouldn’t consider myself as an Orff teacher—because “Orff 
teacher” would imply a specific set of materials—[but] my Orff-Schulwerk courses 
stressed process.” Bruce went on to describe this process and how it influences his lesson 




So, I always approach every activity and every lesson I have with that 
process in mind: How can I best layer the steps to learn material, in a 
fashion that makes sense and a fashion that's accessible. So, it's kind of a 
catch-all guide to how [I] break this activity down into its simplest 
elements, into graspable pieces that can then layer and work towards the 
final product with my students. 
 
 Holly (12th year) described her teaching as using “backward design” wherein she 
looked to what her oldest students needed to know before entering middle school—and 
working backward from there—deciding what they needed to know or understand each 
year prior, going all the way back to her first year with them in Kindergarten. “I put units 
together thinking, what do they need [to know] to play an instrument and be successful, 
whether it's in middle school or whether it's taking private lessons,” Holly said, “I kind of 
tried to figure out: what do they need in fifth grade and then go [back] down the line.”  
 This type of intentionality was described in every interview, that they—even 
when working without a concrete curriculum (as dictated by their school district)—found 
a way to assess their students’ abilities, and through meaningful, purposeful instruction, 
bring their students up to their desired goal. As NAEYC describes “good teachers are 
intentional in everything they do.” That is to say that good teachers carefully plan 
everything from setting up the classroom and planning curriculum, to what teaching 
strategies and assessments they use, as well as how they interact not only with the 
children in their care, but how they work with their families as well. “Intentional teachers 
are purposeful and thoughtful about the actions they take, and they direct their teaching 
toward the goals the program is trying to help children reach” (NAEYC, 2009).  
 Troi also understood the importance of developmentally appropriate practices and 




abilities were not carefully considered: “… a teacher who is trying to teach where the 
kids are not… like either above their heads or below the level that they are, [the students] 
are just tuning out …”	
 “We’re lucky, we get to see them grow up …” When it came to discussing how 
teachers make meaningful connections with students’ prior knowledge, experience, and 
interests (ARE.2), it became clear that these elementary music teachers saw themselves as 
having a distinct advantage in this regard. Both Jan and Ben described how this 
advantage plays out in their teaching. “Well, one thing that is really helpful that [general 
education] teachers don’t have is that, because we have them multiple years we know 
exactly what we did with them before.” Jan says, “So I love any time I can refer back to 
something and I try to do that, obviously within a year, but also regularly I’ll refer back 
to other things.”  
 Ben spoke of a similar phenomenon: “We get to know our students over five or 
six years, that’s huge … we’re lucky, we get to see them grow up. We kind of just know 
what’s going to work for them and what doesn’t … as a group but also as individuals.”  
 This advantage extends to practical matters as well; when designing his 
curriculum, Bruce observed, “A lot of what I do is somewhat cyclical, I won't say strictly 
like a ‘spiral curriculum’ (Bruner, 1977), but there are skills that are used every day.” He 
discussed how skills like using the voice, steady beat, performing rhythmic patterns, and 
sight-reading skills were all emphasized and developed over multiple years. “I would say 
that it's probably a combination of what they already know from outside of music class to 




skills so that as his students get older, he can expand on them: 
When they’re older, they are developmentally ready for more advanced 
techniques … that's when we're more building on [that] foundation … 
Before that [when] they’re younger, it's building off of what they might 
have picked up elsewhere beforehand, so it's a little bit of both depending 
on the age. 
 
 To this end, it is noteworthy that a few interviewees described how challenges 
arise when they do not have the opportunity to “see them grow up,” where students’ prior 
musical knowledge seemed quite varied depending on their previous teacher, even if that 
experience was within the same school or district as the year before. Jim (17 years) 
recounted how he experienced this firsthand when he switched to a new school in his 
district: “I found my kids very lacking in any musical knowledge. Even basic, you know, 
‘Can you explain what the beat is?’ I was very—to be honest—broken. Like…wow you 
guys don’t know anything…what was going on here?” In order to remedy this, Jim 
described how he had to forgo what he thought he would be teaching and instead rework 
how he’d approach his instruction using what prior knowledge his students did have, 
which in his case came from visual art.  
So, it was a lot of “OK we're just going to start from the beginning” and I 
had to pick up right from Ground Zero. I kind of had to weave in other 
aspects [of curriculum] because they had a great art knowledge. The art 
teacher there is amazing, so I'm like… [directed to students]  “You know 
your color tones? Well there are musical tones, too!” I would suck in 
things, other things that they knew because they had very little musical 
knowledge … so I kind of had to bridge that gap. 
 
 Both Kelly and Meredith (21st year) also described having to “bridge the gap” but 
even within their own buildings. Working with another music educator in the same 




curriculum in the school or district. Kelly discussed how her fellow teacher (Tommy) had 
a drastically different approach to teaching and whose content also varied greatly from 
her own. She admitted, “When it comes to building upon prior knowledge that one’s a 
little difficult. I do have another music educator in my building … [and] we're not on the 
same page.” Kelly adds that she does not enjoy speaking poorly of another music 
educator, but that it is a struggle every year because classes within a grade level are 
randomly assigned to either her or Tommy.  
[S]o we have kids that are constantly going back and forth [between 
teachers] so it can be a little challenging because Tommy’s kids will come 
in [to her class the following year] and not feel as confident reading 
rhythms, they [won’t] know Curwen hand signs, they won’t know their 
notes … 
 
 Kelly went on to describe how she really has to know the students that she has in 
front of her. She explained that if she knows their prior experience going forward, she 
can better differentiate for them and keep them engaged. To do this, she takes note of 
which classes were predominantly made up of students that she had taught previously, 
and which classes had mostly students who were taught by Tommy the previous year:  
What I am trying to do to kind of get all of the kids on the same page and 
be successful– especially when it comes to reading notes– [is] trying to 
create lessons that still challenge my kids, so they don't start to feel bored; 
and that don't overwhelm Tommy’s kids so they don't lose interest and say 
“This is too hard, I can't do it”. So, trying to make sure that I have a nice 
balance … where my kids are still challenged, but Tommy’s kids won’t 
get stressed and overwhelmed and they'll still feel successful. So that’s 
how I’ve been kind of bridging the gap. 
 
 “You could just see her little personality come out …” Ensuring lessons are 
developmentally appropriate (ARE.1) and connecting with students’ prior knowledge is 




musical experiences and interests (ARE.2), is another vital way to motivate and enhance 
learning. NAEYC also recognizes and supports this, saying that —especially in the early 
years, when students are still developing their ability to focus—teachers should “plan 
curriculum experiences to draw on children’s own interests and introduce children to 
things likely to interest them in an effort to sustain their attention and participation” 
(NAEYC, 2009).  
 Meredith explains why this might be a particular challenge for elementary music 
teachers. “Actually, I think that's a hard one … I'm sure a lot of [other] people do to …” 
she remarked, when asked about how she connects with her students, adding, “…because 
I see [each class] once every six days and … it's hard to sort of get to know the kids in a 
meaningful way so that you have an idea of what is relevant to them.” She noted that it 
takes time, but that she makes an effort to foster discussion and ask questions of students 
in order to connect to them  
“… just getting them thinking about how [the music they’re learning] actually pertains to 
their lived experiences instead of, you know, ‘This is just what we do in music [class] … 
this is school music.’” 
  Erin also described how she realized the importance of connecting to her 
students’ prior musical experiences and interests firsthand as a brand-new teacher. “I 
purchased a curriculum myself because I didn’t have one,” she explained, but 
unfortunately, she soon realized it was not going to work with her diverse, urban 
population: 
A lot of the material in [the ready-made purchasable curriculum] I can’t 




section? Can’t even touch it … you're doing nursery rhymes or like “Do 
Your Ears Hang Low” and my kids will say, “Ms. Erin, this song is for 
baaaaabies” so if I try something once and they are automatically like 
“Ugh…what is this” I’ll nix it and go in another direction … I might be 
able to use the 1st grade section [with Kindergarten] and kind of like, water 
down the material, but that's about it…by 4th grade, they really feel its 
childish. I am in an inner-city school and I feel like my students have had 
to grow up a lot quicker …  
 
Erin soon realized she would need to personalize this curriculum to fit her students’ 
needs, experience, and interests. She says, she tries to provide a good balance of music 
that her students may not have heard before, so they can learn something new, and 
popular music to motivate and engage her students.  
I try to do a good mix of stuff … if we’re doing something like “Okki 
Tokki Unga,” then the next thing we’re going to do is like a popular song. 
They still get the knowledge of an unknown song, in a new language, but 
they also get to jump into current music that they really love. 
 
Erin regarded this as especially important with her older students, when she says it is vital 
to try to connect “school music” (what she feels she has to cover), with music that her 
students enjoy outside of school.  
“Yes, I talk about Beethoven, I talk about Mozart. But my children want 
to know about people now! They want to talk about Michael Jackson, they 
want to talk about Lizzo, they want to talk about a whole bunch of stuff. 
So, I try to complement music history with current music as well.”  
 
 Angella (6th year) also described how she feels the need to adjust her curriculum 
in order to better match the needs of her community.  
So, I use a lot of his curriculum [Feierabend (2000a, 2000b)] … ‘First 
Steps’ all the way through ‘Conversational Solfege: Level Three’… [and] 
supplement that curriculum depending on the community that I'm working 
for … I'm [currently] teaching at a Christian school and they want there to 
be a lot of Christian music there so … if I feel there’s a very obscure folk 




community, I will often supplement it with a more sacred or spiritual-type 
song.  
 
 Several of the interviewees described doing something similar, adjusting to the 
needs and/or interests of their school and student population. Kelly recalled how she 
makes efforts to connect with the life experiences and musical interests of her culturally 
diverse student population, and how she felt this can make all the difference to some 
students.  
I try to bring different cultures in as much as possible all throughout the 
different grade levels … this past year [when discussing instrument 
families] I had a girl from Mongolia and she said she had a string 
instrument she wanted to bring in and share … so if I see them get really 
excited about something, I always try to hype up that excitement and say, 
“If you're grown-up says it's fine, maybe you can bring it in and show us!” 
And she did. She bought in her dombra and then showed us. She was a kid 
who was always quiet, very reserved … but the moment she brought in 
that instrument you could just see her little personality come out, and how 
excited she was to share what she played with her dad. You know, that 
kind of changed her vibe in music class. 
 
 Recognizing students’ prior musical experiences and interest is not only important 
to help students feel included and involved in music class, but also has a profound effect 
on how the brain attends to and sorts which new information is important enough to pay 
attention to and store in long-term memory. “The brain doesn’t pay attention to boring 
things. The more attention the brain pays to a given stimulus, the more elaborately 
information will be encoded and retained … the brain uses past experiences to predict 
whether we should pay attention” (Persellin & Flohr, 2011a, p. 27). Additionally, calling 
upon and validating student knowledge and experience can be incredibly motiving for 
them. Wiggins (2016) emphasizes that “It is essential for music educators to understand 




settings …” (p. 103). Experiences such as sharing a personally and culturally relevant 
musical instrument with classmates or listening to/learning about familiar and beloved 
music sets the stage for an emotionally laden experience. These have a concrete impact 
on how efficiently the brain processes this memory. During emotionally charged events, 
the amygdala releases dopamine aiding in memory consolidation and information 
processing (Medina, 2008, Persellin & Flohr, 2011). 
Imitation & Repetition 
 The last facet of the Teacher Behaviors category of the conceptual framework, 
Imitation & Repetition (I&R), is of particular importance in neurodidactics. It is rooted in 
the concept of neuroplasticity, that throughout our lives, our brains undergo a continuous 
cycle of change. Neural pathways and synaptic connections are contingent on life 
experience, either being reinforced (a process called myelination), or expunged due to 
lack of use (known as neural pruning), both of which are facilitated through repetition 
and practice (Hodges, 2016; Lehmann & Ericsson, 1997). Further support lies in the 
existence of the mirror neuron system (MNS), the phonological loop in the human brain, 
and the role they play in learning music through observation and imitation (Brown et al., 
2004; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008; Overy & Molnar-Szakacs, 2009; Persellin & Flohr, 
2011). Neurodidactics also emphasizes the important impact that repeated actions have 
on the development of mental representations (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008).  
 Taken together, both imitation and repetition call upon the brain’s built-in 
mechanisms that help us learn by imitation and to transfer that learning from short-term 




Rauscher, 2008). This speaks to the presence of the phonological loop, a neural 
mechanism consisting of three neural pathways that are believed to enable humans to 
manipulate their vocal production based on what they hear around them. Rarely found in 
other animals, this ability enables humans to imitate seemingly arbitrary sounds. 
Specifically, humans have the audio-vocal ability to reproduce distinct sounds according 
to what they hear. This process is essential not only for the acquisition of language, but 
also music (Fox et al., 1998; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Learning through imitation 
occurs naturally in the brain; having a model can accelerate the process of learning, and 
meaningful and spaced repetition of that learning is essential to long-term retention 
(Gruhn & Rauscher 2008; Persellin & Davidson, 2014; Persellin & Flohr, 2011).    
 The elementary music educators surveyed tended to agree with the importance of 
imitation and repetition in their teaching (see Table 15), and their usage of such seems to 
bear this out (see Table 16). The majority of teachers (82.08%) described this facet as 




Conceptual Framework (Imitation & Repetition) – Importance of Imitation & Repetition 
(I&R.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage  
I&R. Importance    
 Extremely Important   123   38.68% 
 Very Important   138   43.40% 
 Moderately Important   53   16.67% 
 Slightly Important   3   0.94% 







Table 16.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Imitation & Repetition) – Usage of Imitation & Repetition 
(I&R.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
I&R. Usage    
 Always    126   40.13% 
 Most of the Time   151   48.09% 
 Half the Time    29   9.24% 
 Sometimes    8   2.55% 
 Never     0   0.00% 
 
 
 Conversely, there was a notable difference in the responses given when survey 
participants were asked to report their use of imitation and repetition across grade levels 
(see Table 17; Chart 6). Usage of this facet appears to favor Lower Grades, sharply 
declining with age. Nearly all of the educators surveyed (90.20%; n = 275; corresponding 
to 49.46% of responses) said they used Imitation & Repetition with Kindergarteners and 
1st Graders. This noticeably declined with 2nd–3rd Graders, with only 61.6% of these 
teachers reporting having used Imitation & Repetition with these students (n = 188; 
corresponding to 33.81% of responses) and further declining with 4th–5th Graders, (30.5% 
of teachers; n = 93; 16.73% of responses).  
Table 17.  
Conceptual Framework (Imitation & Repetition) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans 
(I&R.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
I&R. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K-1st grade)   275   49.46% 
 Middle (2nd-3rd grade)   188   33.81% 





Chart 6.  
 
  
 A chi-square goodness of fit test on these data confirmed that the use of Imitation 
& Repetition (I&R) across grade levels differed from randomness (Chart 7). It was found 
that the choice of Upper Grades (93) and Lower Grades (275) differed significantly from 
the null. 
 𝑥! (2, N = 556) = 89.42, p =.00. Teachers reported using Imitation & Repetition 
significantly more in Lower Grades than either Middle or Upper Grades. 








 “The younger they are the more crucial that is.” Most of the educators that 
















interviewees) was both a common and an important part of their teaching practices. “In 
my teaching, it's very common and very important,” says Bruce, who describes both 
imitation and repetition as integral to what elementary educators do on a daily basis:  
…a lot of what we do is by rote or at least by modeling, whether that be 
the phrasing in a song or the rhythm in an activity, a lot of the time I'm 
modeling it first and then the students are repeating it back to me. So, it’s 
very important. 
 
 Flohr and Persellin (2011) describe learning from expert models as the primary 
way young children learn and that it may be difficult for students to imagine a finished 
product or performance without having an appropriate model. To this end, Jan described 
how she used imitation as a way to not only learn new concepts, but also a way to pass on 
other elements of music such as style and timbre. Speaking specifically about singing, 
Jan says, “I think it’s very important that we’re constantly modelling … because the only 
way that they learn to use their beautiful singing voice is by pointing it out to them, 
because they just don’t know.” She went on to describe how her students learn not only 
from her as a vocal model, but that they hear and replicate the vocal models they have 
heard elsewhere, at home or in popular culture.  
[It starts] from the very beginning … some of it has to do with: do your 
parents sing at home? Do they listen to music? Or is it just kind of, like 
they’re on their own? There are so many things they pick up just by 
hearing. I am a singer, so that is one of my greatest tools for teaching, 
being able to sing with them and being able to model. 
 
 Andy described imitation as not only being important from a pedagogical 
standpoint but also from a social one as well: the idea that imitation is one of the first 




It’s very, very, very important, especially in the younger grades. A lot of it 
is learning by rote, and imitation and repetition allows them to hear it. But 
not only that, it shows [them] that I am OK with doing this first. So 
[students] are never being asked to do something that I'm not also doing. It 
puts me in their group rather than being someone separate, it's like “Yes 
I'm doing this to, and so can you.” 
 
 This brings to mind Overy and Molnar-Szakacs (2009) concept of Shared 
Affective Motion Experience (SAME) which draws on the presence of the MNS in 
humans and presents the idea that shared music making “… has the power to engage 
neural systems supporting such strong social drives and shared, affective processes, 
[which] has tremendous implications for musical communication in therapy and 
education” (p. 495). In essence, it suggests that when we hear music performed by 
another person, that we hear and sense the presence of that other person, whose actions 
can be interpreted, imitated, and predicted, thereby fostering prosocial behaviors (Overy 
& Molnar-Szakacs, 2009). 
 Both Jan and Troi also acknowledged imitation as a route toward creative 
expression.  
 
“I do a lot with imitation and imitation of patterns and leading that into creation of 
patterns…,” says Troi, before adding, 
… there's a lot of echoing rhythmic and melodic patterns and then saying 
‘OK you have a vocabulary of these patterns that you echoed, now it's 
time to build on [them] … take those steps, those little pieces, your 
vocabulary to make your own “sentences’’. 
 
Velez (2011) likewise found that by providing this kind of tonal vocabulary to students 
—by way of consistent tonal pattern instruction and repeated improvisation 
opportunities— improved young students’ ability to vocally improvise with tonal 




students (Pre-K-K), by giving examples and calling upon their knowledge of 
same/different or question/answer: 
I say like “I'm going to start it, [then] you give me something back that's 
different or I'm going to give you a question you give me an answer. They 
have to be different things or [else] you’d just be asking the question back 
to me [and] that wouldn’t make any sense.” So, taking imitation and using 
that to build to composition I think is a tremendously important part of my 
teaching. 
 
  Jan also drew on her own personal learning experience and reiterated the idea of 
using imitation as the building blocks for something new. “I know what I need, how I 
learn the best way … you can tell me all day how to do something, but if I have a sample 
of it, I can probably figure it out.” This supports what Flohr and Persellin (2011) 
describe, as imitation being a path to accelerate learning because the learner does not 
have to “start from scratch” but instead use the natural process by which “… humans 
learn what others have discovered or what culture has learned over a long period time in a 
short span of time” (p. 17). 
 Donna described using imitation and repetition as particularly relevant for 
elementary music educators. “Imitation and repetition is everything. For the most part, 
my students don’t read, they don’t read words, and most don’t read any music. So 
imitation is the root for everything we do.” This is clearly demonstrated when talking to 
other interviewees, but also when looking at the survey data where the use of imitation 
and repetition skews in favor of the youngest grades (K–1st). 
  “The younger they are the more crucial that is.” Erin noted, “In Kindergarten, 
they are always my echo: ‘I’m going to be the leader, you're going to be the follower,’ 





 Troi agreed: “I tend to teach, a lot by rote in the younger grades … especially 
with the whole song method … where you sing the song [repeatedly] … Then in two 
weeks or so you say, ‘I think you know it, you sing it’ and they are simply imitating it by 
memory.”  
 Erin points out that imitation by students wanes as they become more familiar 
with the material, but it is essential when introducing something new to her students:  
But whenever I start a new concept, or instrument, like recorder, I always 
go back to “You mimic” until there is a trust built with the instrument, 
respect and knowing the expectations, and then it’s a lot more relaxed, but 
at the start of anything new, [they] need to be spot on, its: “You need to be 
my echo, then we can move on.” 
 
 However, here there seemed to be a disconnect between what some teachers 
perceived as perhaps necessary pedagogically versus what was worthwhile musically. 
April said, 
I don’t put a lot of value in people’s ability to repeat or imitate. You know, 
it’s cool and all, and its great they’re able to do it and spit it back out, but I 
don’t put a lot of value in it as far as musicianship 
 
She went on to say that she sees the use of imitation in her classroom as a “necessary 
evil”:  
I don’t think it’s “important to me” per se, but it is pretty common in my 
class. I don’t think being able to imitate is the goal of music, being able to 
create is the goal of being musical, but sometimes it does start with having 
a baseline for like “how can I do these things…” 
 





… partially I think it is a willingness to do so on [the students’] part and 
possibly on the part of teachers. At the upper grade levels, it can feel like 
you're sort of talking down to them. I would imagine that students and 
possibly teachers might see [imitation] as sort of talking down to older 
students that have been doing this for a while. Like asking them 
specifically to imitate you, rather than trusting that they have the 
knowledge to sort of internalize it [themselves]. 
 
 Angella agreed, saying, 
I do think [that] when I'm doing a bunch of rote teaching with young 
students, that it’s very important. [But] as they get older, I use it less 
because I really want them to start using their knowledge of decoding and 
applying it to familiar and unfamiliar music. 
 
  Bruce broke this down further, describing how his use of modelling and imitation 
changes through the grade level spans: 
Take, for example, for learning a piece of music: [with] younger grades it 
might take more modeling and repetition for them to get comfortable with 
the piece, [to] recognize and be able to remember a piece and perform on 
their own. Whereas, as they get older, they can use less repetition because 
they latch on to the phrases faster, just from practicing that skill and being 
able to be more comfortable with that type of skill set. So, it's something 
that's used at every grade level, but by necessity maybe more or less 
depending on the age. 
 
 “Repetition teaches you how to practice …” Regarding repetition specifically, 
the educators who were interviewed had equally varied responses, spanning from the 
practical to the near philosophical.  
Holly reflected,  
Oh God, I’m constantly repeating myself! I feel like if I don't repeat 
something— if I don't start with the easier [concepts] and then review 
them and add something else and then so on and so forth and then use it 
consistently throughout the year—they will lose it. 
 
  Bruce agrees; saying that repetition is essential for retention “… by the simple 




The more we repeat something, the more familiar and more comfortable it becomes …”  
 Student “comfort” with musical concepts and musical skills seemed to be an 
underlying motivator for why these teachers felt compelled to use repetition. “Repetition 
is everything!” says Troi, and speaking practically, “… especially when we see them so 
rarely, bringing back things that are common is not only helpful to them learning [it], it 
also makes it a thorough line for them and makes them feel more comfortable.”  
Kelly knew exactly why she felt repetition was important for her students:  
 
The reason that I teach this way is because I feel like they learn more 
when they're comfortable with the song and when they fully understand 
the song. So, once they have the song down or the game down, they can 
really focus on using their proper singing voice, they can focus on 
matching pitch; there are so many other [parts] that they can focus on, so I 
think repetition is so important. 
 
 Repeating musical content as a way of gaining familiarity with that content and 
thereby refining higher-order musical and performance skills was not only mentioned by 
Kelly, but Jim and Andy as well.  
 Andy spoke about how repetition helps students feel comfortable with the content, 
even with little to no prior experience: 
… again a lot of that repetition gets, especially the young kids comfortable 
in their own skin in music class … it kind of gives you a window into their 
group … Many times they come [into school] not really having any music 
experience and so [imitation and repetition] are reassuring, it’s sort of like, 
“I'll take the lead, you follow along at your pace, and I will try and adjust 
to your pace.”  
 
He went on to describe that this helps his students build confidence to 
“take the lead” when they are ready to do so. 




mindset, said,  
Repetition teaches how to practice … it builds their self-confidence, 
because they think: “Hey I know this, and I know how to play this! Now 
we're just going to add one little element to it and look I can do that too!” 
 
 Persellin and Daniels (2014) support this idea: “When a course involves learning 
a particular skill … divide the skill into its component parts. This allows students to know 
which parts of the skill need their attention, and they can then design ways to practice the 
skill through repetition” (p. 13). 
 Another interesting reference to repetition came from Kelly, who described how 
she created hand motions to associate with certain musical concepts, and that she 
believed that always repeating the same hand motions when discussing those concepts 
helped students remember them:  
A lot of my mannerisms I keep the same. So, when in first grade we start 
talking about tempo I have a little hand motion that goes along with in. I 
always say “TEMPO …” and they'll copy me [hand motion] ‘… is the 
speeeeeeeed of music.’ Later when I ask them I'll say, “OK so who 
remembers what is that fancy music word for the speed of music” and it 
might take a moment and they'll sit there and look, and all I have to do is 
like [hand motion] and that comes back to them. So, I think repetition is 
very important. 
 
 Kelly went on to discuss how this could be very personalized to each teacher, 
wondering: if students’ memories of these concepts were more connected to a particular 
teacher and not necessarily the material itself, if that could “…be to our advantage and 
detriment.” She wondered, if this were true, would their knowledge carry over to another 
teacher, or be retained when going on to middle or high school. 
 Several teachers noted that the importance of repetition in their teaching and 




programs. “There’s just so much to cover, you sometimes have to make yourself slow 
down, like, depth not breadth…” Ben says when discussing how much content he feels he 
needs, or wants to cover with his students, “You think six years [Kindergarten–5th Grade] 
is a long time, but it’s not. They tell you to do all these things [referring to the national 
standards] but we don’t see them that often” He explained that he has to prioritize what 
he covers in his lessons: “So, to really get through, you can’t do everything, you’ve just 
got to find the important stuff and really hammer that home with them.”  
 Troi also spoke about how repetition plays into her lesson planning, though she 
seemed to have the opposite problem initially: 
I know when I started teaching, I was very lesson based … like “This is 
the song we're learning in this lesson, now this lesson is over, the song is 
done … goodbye … I'll see you next week!” And that was all that I knew 
of how to plan. I found that, first of all, I ran out of content … [but also] 
they didn't know any of it … it didn't stick with them. So, I think having 




These final four facets of the conceptual framework are broadly grouped as 
Student Experiences. These are facets that are teacher-created but learner-managed. 
Although instructors may ostensibly be responsible for facilitating these facets, their 
outcomes and the experiences of learners is highly individualized. The first of these, 
Active Engagement (AE) with music, is an essential component of music learning and 
creating mental representations, and is therefore one of the cornerstones of 




created by educators for their students, but instead must develop within the minds of 
learners. Therefore, educators can only facilitate their development. Giving students the 
opportunity to engage with musical material themselves allows room for these 
representations to develop in their own hands and at their own pace. Gruhn (2004) 
stresses that while educators are responsible for creating a learning environment which 
“present[s] new elements in a partly known and attractive context which is meaningful in 
itself and captures student interest … mental representations can only be developed by 
the students themselves” (Gruhn, 2004, p. 6–7).  
Educators surveyed seemed to understand that active, hands-on learning has 
advantages over more passive learning experiences, with many (97.48%) stating that they 
believed that having their students actively engaged with music making was either very 
or extremely important (see Table 18). This perceived importance was even more 
apparent when these educators were asked how often they create a learning environment 
where students are making music as opposed to talking about music. The majority 
(97.77%) reported that their students take part in music making at least most of the time 
during music class (see Table 19). 
Table 18. 
 
Conceptual Framework (Active Engagement) – Importance of Active Engagement (AE.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
AE. Importance    
 Extremely Important   249   78.30% 
 Very Important   61   19.18% 
 Moderately Important   7   2.20% 
 Slightly Important   1   0.31% 




Table 19.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Active Engagement) – Usage of Active Engagement (AE.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
AE. Usage    
 Always    172   54.60% 
 Most of the Time   136   43.17% 
 Half the Time    4   1.27% 
 Sometimes    3   0.35% 
 Never     0   0.00% 
  
 When survey participants were asked to record which grade level(s) they provided 
with opportunities for active engagement in music making, we see that this facet’s usage 
is relatively equal across grade levels. Table 20 presents the overall percentage of 
responses, showing that each grade level was selected approximately one-third of the 
time. Chart 8 displays these data according to the percentage of teachers who selected 
each grade level, and here we can see illustrated that the distribution is similarly even: 
82.2% of teachers surveyed (n = 250) selected Middle Grades; 81.3% (n = 247) selected 
Upper Grades; and 78.90 (n = 240) selected Lower Grades.  
 
Table 20.  
Conceptual Framework (Active Engagement) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans (AE.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
AE. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K-1st grade)   240   32.56% 
 Middle (2nd-3rd grade)   250   33.92% 







Chart 8.  
 
 
 A chi-square goodness of fit test was used to see whether the pattern of grade 
levels selected by participants differed from randomness. With a significance level of p < 
.05, the use of Active Engagement (AE) cannot be said to differ significantly based on 
grade level,  𝑥! (2, N = 737) = 0.24, p =.898, meaning that teachers reported their 
students were actively engaged in music-making activities regardless of grade level. 
 “Actively engaged in my classroom looks like I'm not talking …” During the 
interview process, a few teachers seemed to initially understand “active engagement” as 
simply participation in music class. Once the idea was refined as engagement with music 
making specifically, most were quite eager to describe the music-making activities they 
do with their students. They explained what they saw as active engagement from both a 
teacher and student perspective, as well as what music classes might be like with less 
active engagement. Indeed, these educators seemed keenly aware of the difference 
between active and passive learning, a difference that is important from a neuroscientific 



















making than passive listening (Hannon & Trainor, 2007).  
 Jim was straightforward, describing active engagement with music making for his 
students as “… actually playing instruments … actually making music … and in some 
cases actually making the instruments, to make the music.”  
 Anne agreed, but went further, and described a distinction between music making 
and musical engagement: “Active engagement in music making … it's essential …” She 
also described how active engagement in music making (or what she described as 
purposeful improvisation/composition) might look different depending on the content 
being taught or the age of the students. So, she felt active engagement with music (which 
she used as a catch-all phrase to encompass broad creative aims) might be a more 
accurate description of what occurs in her classroom.  
… whether it be creating dance, creating music in some way, maybe with 
an instrument [or] voice; or whether they are learning the basics of music 
notation with creating patterns … So they may not be actively involved in 
the music making, but that does not mean they are not actively engaged 
with the music. 
 
 Troi described how any type of active engagement may require teacher guidance 
initially, but that student independence is a crucial aspect:  
I think actively engaged in my classroom looks like I'm not talking. It 
looks like they're doing something themselves. They’re either playing an 
instrument, they’re working on their own composition, they are playing a 
game [and] I facilitate, but I'm not like in charge of the group. 
 
Troi expounded upon explain what this might look like:  
We're doing a folk dance that they've learned and they're just going. There 
certainly needs to be [teacher] engagement in the learning steps up to that, 
but I think I get the most [student] engagement when I can let them go … 
[when] I don't have to push them along that's when there's the most 




 This kind of incremental removal of teacher guidance and encouraging 
independence and student autonomy with material is supported by research into problem-
based (PBL) and process-oriented guided-inquiry learning (POGIL), which asserts that 
students will learn more effectively when they are engaged in a meaningful and 
challenging activity. It has been shown that the brain does not attend for long periods of 
time when it is in a passive state, but instead students need to be able to actively work 
with the material being taught, whether alone or with their peers, so that they can 
construct their own unique understanding of the material (Persellin & Daniels, 2014). 
 Working with diverse populations both culturally and developmentally prompted 
some educators to describe how engagement with music might look different for students 
and at different times in the lesson. “From [a teacher] standpoint,” says Bruce,  
I'm constantly [making music] with my students. In certain activities I'm 
leading by example, so I'm engaged with them—whether it be modeling 
something in the students copy me or leading them in vocal warmups—
and then letting them take over … From the student perspective, they are 
either singing or using their instruments, with me guiding them. Students 
who have difficulty … they might be actively listening, but [still] 
participating. 
 
  This idea was echoed by April, who recalled, from a student perspective, 
… its not always “my hands are on an instrument” or “I’m singing,” 
because sometimes it’s like the thought process and developing our 
thoughts about what we’re going to eventually make … I mean obviously 
if they’re there singing, playing, making music that would be defined as 
[actively engaged in music making] but also the process that leads up to 






 “It’s not just about knowing a definition, but being able to apply it …” 
Conversely, many of the educators surveyed discussed music classrooms in which 
making music was not emphasized. April described that in such a situation, 
… [the students] know a concept or they’re learning about a concept in 
theory but not in practice …or learning a music-related concept but not 
learning how it impacts them and can’t apply it to their life or their prior 
knowledge. But, it’s not just about knowing a definition, but being able to 
apply it to other things, just higher levels of thinking … 
 
  When asked about this type of music education scenario and why it might occur, 
Troi described it as, 
… a lot of “teacher-in-front-talking” or giving instructions a mile a minute 
… more of a theory kind of lesson, where you're like identifying notes on 
the staff … I mean, I've also seen classrooms that are completely not 
engaging that are more, like: the teacher is talking, you are just listening 
… [and] this is going on a long time… 
 
  Having taught every grade from preschool through high school at some point, Jim 
was also quite candid, noting where active engagement with music making is least likely 
to occur: “… probably middle school …” He recalled, “[W]e did a lot of listening maps, 
they didn't want the hands-on … you know, they didn’t want to do anything … so when I 
got some Chromebooks and we could research …” He described that the majority of time 
in middle school general music was taken up with learning about music: 
… like “We're going to research this composer, going to research why the 
guitar makes the sound it makes”… they ate that up, they loved to make 
posters about [their interests] … I had more posters about early rap guys 
than I've ever had, and I put them up all over the classroom. 
 
Jim said it was disappointing to see what he perceived as the general apathy of these 
older students toward music making, “Overall, [playing instruments, making music] just 




It’s not cool anymore 'cause they think ‘I did that in Kindergarten’ and ‘it's just not cool 
anymore.’” 
 This may be a reflection of what O’Neill (2017) describes as the changing role, 
and importance of music in the lives of adolescents. Especially in these transitional years, 
music takes on new prominence as a mode of expression, reflection, and as a way to 
negotiate the world, both personally and socially. Additionally, although participation in 
formal music activities has been shown to have personal and social benefits, other forms 
of interaction with music (such as listening, informal music making etc.). become 
increasingly important. “The key role music plays in the lives of adolescents may serve 
important functions during this transitional phase of their development when social 
relationships and identity development are especially salient” (O’Neill, 2017, p. 449). 
Elementary music programs then— as alluded to by several interviewees—play a crucial 
role, having the potential to set a positive foundation for future musical experiences. This 
in turn, could contribute to the budding adolescent’s sense of self and belonging, 
regardless of whether they choose to participate in structured, formal music education 
activities after their elementary years.  
Multisensory Experiences 
Multisensory Experiences (ME) and multisensory learning, while not foreign to 
the world of education, hold a place of significance within neurodidactics. There is an 
emphasis on “…complementary holistic experiences in which the different sensorial 
modalities interact with one another (e.g., what one experiences aurally can be calibrated 




“embodied meaning.”  
By this definition even the act of performing music itself (though not often 
thought of as such) can be viewed as a multisensory act: as an act that is dependent on 
multisensory feedback and utilizing “highly specialized sensory motor, auditory, and 
auditory spatial skills” (Schaug et al., 2005, p. 221). In other words, one experiences 
music in multiple ways when performing: “A melody can be heard, seen (through a 
variety of visual representations), and felt (through many types of body movements)” 
(Hodges, 1983, p. 18).  
When one plays an instrument, what they are experiencing aurally (the pitches 
and sound they produce) is, over time going to become deeply associated with other 
sensations. It is believed that through the arcuate fasciculus, the connective pathway 
between auditory and motor regions of the brain, that sounds are mapped onto motor 
movements (Loui & Przysinda, 2017). “Music making is a prime example of 
multisensory processing in a complex form of human behavior” (Hodges et al., 2005, p. 
175). Instrumentalists know the feel of fingering patterns in their hands, as those have 
become indelibly linked to different notes. Woodwind and brass players feel the force of 
air, they are using which becomes associated with pitch and timbre. Percussionists know 
the feel of how hard to strike to produce the desired tone; and vocalists feel the tension in 
their larynx which is similarly associated. All of this can then become linked to the seeing 
of notation or a conductor. One could even posit that performing music could also 
become associated with tastes and smells as well. The taste of the reed or the smell of 




Given the previous examples, one might assume that multisensory experiences are 
inherent to musical ones. However, in a classroom setting, this may not necessarily be the 
case. Active Engagement with music making would, by its nature, likely be a 
multisensory experience. On the other hand, other activities, such as passive listening 
(i.e., sitting in silence attending to a piece of music aurally), rote learning, or lecture-style 
teaching would benefit from the addition of thoughtful, purposeful use of multisensory 
teaching methods, where students are encouraged to engage with the material using “… 
more than one of their senses [to] strengthen their overall understanding” (Persellin & 
Daniels, 2014, p. 26).  
With this facet of the conceptual framework, the survey data yielded a wider 
distribution of scores regarding its importance (see Table 21) and usage (see Table 22) in 
elementary music classrooms. Interview data reinforced this as well, where responses 
ranged from excitement and support of such methods, to apathy, and even a complete 
disregard for the concept. Although the majority of those surveyed reported that 
Multisensory Experiences (ME) were ‘Very’ or ‘Extremely Important’ (87.38%; n = 277) 
or used them at least most of the time (83.50%; n = 263), a notable percentage said they 







Conceptual Framework (Multisensory Experiences) – Importance of Multisensory 
Experiences (ME.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
ME. Importance    
 Extremely Important   152   47.95% 
 Very Important   125   39.43% 
 Moderately Important   35   11.04% 
 Slightly Important   4   1.26% 
 Not at all Important   1   0.32% 
 
 
Table 22.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Multisensory Experiences) – Usage of Multisensory Experiences 
(ME.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
ME. Usage    
 Always    84   26.67% 
 Most of the Time   179   56.83% 
 Half the Time    39   12.38% 
 Sometimes    12   3.81% 
 Never     1   0.32% 
 
 
 When looking deeper, when asked about when instructors provide opportunities 
for Multisensory Experiences across grade level spans, there was a notable tendency 
toward using them with the youngest of students (Table 23; Chart 9).  
Table 23.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Multisensory Experiences) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans 
(ME.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
ME. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K-1st grade)   252   41.58% 
 Middle (2nd-3rd grade)   215   35.48% 





Chart 9.  
 
 
 Indeed, a chi-square goodness of fit test confirmed that grade level choice differed 
significantly from randomness (Chart 10). The use of Multisensory Experiences (ME) in 
different grade levels differed statistically significantly from the null, 
𝑥! (2, N = 606) = 32.86, p =.00. This indicated that of those educators surveyed, they 
were significantly more likely to provide their youngest students with multisensory 



















 “You reach more learners in the language of learning that they’re most 
comfortable with.” The idea of multisensory teaching, while it did not seem foreign to 
most interviewees, was often thought of as akin to the idea of “learning preferences” or 
“learning styles.” These are defined by Persellin and Daniels (2014) as an attempt to 
“match instruction to students’ supposed learning style (e.g., visual, auditory, read/write, 
or kinesthetic)” (p. 26) which they warn, recent studies have shown to be ineffective 
(Cuevas, 2015; Pashler et al., 2009). Instead, Multisensory Experiences in neurodidactics 
refers to the importance of creating learning experiences that encourage different 
sensorial modalities interact with each other, in order to help form meaning in the mind 
of the learner (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Though it is important not to conflate these two 
concepts, teachers who have experience with the former (insofar as they know the 
difference between sensory modes and have had practice creating lessons around them) 
may have an easier time integrating the latter into their teaching practices. Essentially, in 
neurodidactics, the use of multisensory experiences is intended to relay new information 
to students in multiple ways in order for it to be encoded in the brain in multiple ways, 
whereas the concept of “learning styles” seeks to tailor instruction based on learning 
needs. In essence, the difference between the two is that the goal in neurodidactics is to 
teach with the senses, not to the senses.  
 Additionally, because of the nature of compulsory elementary music (i.e., 
responsible for teaching a large number of students, for a limited amount of time, over a 
several years), many of the interviewees expressed the importance of teaching concepts at 




short period of time.  
 When discussing how she teaches the same musical concept several times, in 
different ways, Troi remarked on the importance of knowing your students, seeming to 
reference the idea of learning styles. “I think it is important to know which students 
benefit from [which modality]” Troi said, “… making sure that those students have the 
experience that helps them the most.”  
 Jan spoke more specifically about multisensory experiences, describing her use of 
such as a way of “helping [students] in as many ways as possible, and the more things 
you hit the better the opportunity that they’ll understand.”  
 Therefore, although teaching to learning styles and multisensory experiences are 
inherently different ideas, and the ways in which interviewees conceptualized why they 
used different senses sometimes conflated the two concepts, educators’ current 
understanding of the existence of sensory modalities and having had practice teaching 
with them in mind, may nevertheless be a helpful steppingstone toward multisensory 
teaching in the way advocated for by neurodidactics.  
 “… seeing it, saying it, hearing it, doing it… make it a more solid learning 
experience.” Many of the educators who were interviewed seem to understand the value 
of approaching a concept from multiple angles and using different senses in order to 
strengthen students’ overall understanding.  
 Jan explained, “You know seeing it, saying it, hearing it doing it, all those things 
together make it a more solid learning experience … The more ways they're moving and 




 This connects directly with Persellin and Flohr’s (2011) assertion that “These 
multiple inputs strengthen the concept as well as make it easier to access later by 
retrieving newly learned material from any of the sensory modes individually” (p. 30). 
 April agreed when she described her personal teaching philosophy, which she said 
emphasizes the importance of feeling and embodying the music, and students’ ability to 
express that in many different ways: “… so being able to give them activities that are 
multisensory helps to put that knowledge into different avenues [for expression].”  
 The research supports the idea that the use of multisensory methods and allowing 
for information to be encoded in multiple ways may aid in retrieval and retention. A 
multisensory approach activates multiple parts of the brain, enabling it to encode 
memories more elaborately. The more elaborately that unfamiliar information is encoded, 
the harder the learner must work to process the information, thereby promoting retention 
(Persellin & Daniels, 2014; Gruhn, 2005b). 
 “… ‘This is Awesome!’” Interviewees seemed excited to share some of the ways 
they brought multisensory activities to their teaching, giving examples of how they used 
different sensory modes to reinforce a variety of concepts. Many of the activities and 
ideas related to how to use different sensory modes to teach a concept were created by the 
teachers themselves.  
 Bruce often creates what he referred to as a “game” to go along with different 
songs. This adds multisensory experiences to what would otherwise be a primarily aural 
experience for his students: 
… not only are they singing a piece of music that might have a specific 




that go along with that. There might be a manipulative that has to be 
passed around and used, there might be an opportunity for some creative 
movement, there might be an opportunity to draw something or create a 
physical piece of art inspired by what they're doing [or] by what music 
they're creating or listening to. 
 
  When describing how she introduces solfege to her youngest students, Erin gave 
me a rundown of the very first lesson. “When I teach solfege, I do a lot of [this] …” She 
begins by telling her students a story about a character who lives in a musical town, and 
teaches a song to go along with that story: 
… and then we’ll go into full body (solfege) singing the song, and then 
we’ll instantly [play] BoomwhackersÔ (color-coded, pitched tubes) in the 
same lesson. Then they're touching the erasers or Play-DohÔ to show 
where So and Mi [are on a staff] and then use [those manipulatives] to 
actually compose. So, I’m always trying to have a visual representation, an 
aural representation, and then a hands-on activity to really make sure that 
they comprehended what happened earlier that day. 
 
 She went on to comment on how, while she teaches this concept in multiple ways 
to ensure and reinforce comprehension, that her students enjoy this way of teaching as 
well.  
The students are like “This is awesome” because they literally get so many 
experiences in one class. I try to make sure that in every class I teach, I am 
not talking as much as they are doing something musically. 
 
 Both Meredith and Holly described using centers in their classroom as a way of 
offering multisensory experiences in lessons. Meredith described using centers as a way 
of ensuring tactile and kinesthetic associations with different music concepts, “Just trying 
to make it so that it's not just about music, like we're incorporating all of these different 
modalities in class.”   




colors are used across a variety of pitched-percussion instruments: BoomwhackersÔ, 
handbells, xylophones, etc.) in her centers to help her students learn notation, and as a 
way to independently read music and perform it on these color-coded instruments. She 
recalled this as being particularly important to elementary educators who are likely 
required to teach students with vastly different skill and experience levels: 
…because they already have a visual, it already helps them; for kids who 
struggle with note reading they are reading the notes through the colors, 
but they’re [still] identifying it. So, it's almost like a constant reminder of 
what note it is because it matches their [hand]bell. So, it kind of takes that 
[traditional note reading] piece away. I've even used it with recorders. I 
did their fingerings and I matched the colors, so they were still able to [use 
the] color-code if they wanted to. 
 
 This system was mentioned by other interviewees as well, including Erin and 
Ben, and was considered a helpful way of providing a colorful visual aid or reminder for 
students. Ben mentioned how he uses it as a step toward learning traditional notation: 
“[Students] start associating the pitches with the colors at first, then you put the colored 
notes on the staff, so they see the color and where they are on the lines and spaces.” He 
also noted that he felt this incremental process—reinforced over multiple years—might 
help students become proficient in traditional notation in an unconventional way: “… 
then [when] you take the color away later, it might be easier for them.”  
 “I think it’s important, but …” Most interviewees saw multisensory teaching as 
at least somewhat important, but also as being one of many tools in their proverbial 
“toolbox”. Bruce explains,  
I think it's important, but not everything needs a manipulative, not 
everything needs to be expressed in another medium, I think music in and 
of itself is a worthwhile medium to pursue … but it can connect to other 




activities work well with different groups. I think everyone [appreciates] 
something that's motivating and engaging and promotes cooperation. I 
think it's important, but it doesn't have to be the only thing or a major 
thing you do. [But] it's a good opportunity to give students a chance to 
express themselves in another way. 
 
  Troi discussed her openness to using multisensory techniques, but that she felt it 
wasn’t something that is often emphasized with, taught to, or even seen as a priority for 
music educators. This might help account for some of the confusion, hesitancy, or even 
ambivalence expressed by some interviewees toward multisensory teaching, especially 
as it is conceived of in neurodidactics. Troi says, 
I think that the assumption is that the majority of our work is aural, and 
where it is necessary we should have visual supports, but we haven't really 
had a lot of deeper discussion about what multisensory experiences look 
like in the music classroom. 
 
Movement 
When discussing Multisensory Experiences nearly all of the interviewees 
mentioned movement in some way. In this next facet, I was specifically interested in 
exploring teachers’ perspectives and uses of purposeful and/or creative movement in the 
classroom. While these facets (Multisensory Experiences and Movement) were often 
combined or mentioned nearly synonymously by many interviewees—with the latter 
being but one type of the former—there is a unique connection between music and 
movement specifically. Because of its impact on brain function, from a neuroscience 
perspective, movement warrants its own facet in the conceptual framework and separate 
discussion here.  
This distinction was borne out in the survey as well, with the majority of survey 




important in their teaching (see Table 24), compared to the 87.38% of participants saying 
the same about multisensory experiences more generally (see Table 21). The educators 
surveyed also seemed to agree that children should be given opportunities for purposeful 
and/or creative movement in music classrooms as evidenced by the 93.69% of 
participants reporting that they use movement in their classrooms at least half the time 




Conceptual Framework (Movement) – Importance of Movement (Mov.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Mov. Importance    
 Extremely Important   193   60.88% 
 Very Important   94   29.65% 
 Moderately Important   27   8.52% 
 Slightly Important   3   0.93% 
 Not at all Important   0   0.00% 
 
 
Table 25.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Movement) – Usage of Movement (Mov.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Mov. Usage    
 Always    131   41.72% 
 Most of the Time   119   37.90% 
 Half the Time    47   14.97% 
 Sometimes    16   5.10% 
 Never     1   0.32% 
 
 
 However, a notable discrepancy emerged when survey participants were asked 
with which grade levels they incorporated movement. In Table 26, we see that out of all 




lower grades, corresponding to 90.04% of teachers surveyed (Chart 11). Moving down to 
Middle Grades, this number drops to 70.90% of teachers having chosen this grade level 
span, with it being selected 37.02% of the time. Most notable, however, was the drastic 
drop in the reported use of movement in the Upper Grades. By 4th grade, only 30.10% of 
teachers said they used movement frequently, corresponding to (n = 91) or this grade 
level span being chosen 15.74% of the time.  
 This marked discrepancy in movement usage across grade levels emerged as an 
additional theme in interviews. All the participants remarked on how important 
movement was to their teaching, but many felt that it was either more important or 
valuable for younger students, or felt students were less interested or engaged by 
movement as they entered upper elementary grades. This noteworthy difference and 
interviewees’ opinions about it will be explored in greater depth in the following chapter. 
Table 26.  
 
Conceptual Framework (Movement) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans (Mov.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
Mov. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K–1st grade)   273   47.23% 
 Middle (2nd–3rd grade)   214   37.02% 










 A chi-square goodness of fit test confirmed that grade level choice differed 
significantly from randomness (Chart 9). The use of Movement (Mov.) in different grade 
levels differed statistically significantly from the null. Particularly, the choice of Upper 
Grades being significantly lower than Middle or Lower Grades, 𝑥! (2, N=578) = 89.51, p 
=.00. There is drastic drop in the reported use of this facet in the Upper Grades, and the 
use of this facet greatly favors the Lower Grades above all. 






















 “I don’t think I've ever taught a lesson where they’re still the entire time.” 
One possible explanation for the perceived importance and use of movement amongst 
both survey and interview participants may be its emphasis and ubiquity in common 
music education approaches (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008). Whether teachers reached this 
conclusion through formal teacher training, through experience, or a combination of the 
two, every educator interviewed thought that some form of movement was important in 
their teaching.  
Andy spoke about how he was first introduced to the importance of movement in 
the classroom through his training. Upon reflection, he saw that this idea was supported 
by both his teaching and his own learning experiences. He even briefly referenced what 
he saw as the neural underpinnings of his choices to use movement:  
I attended a Dalcroze workshop shortly after my undergraduate career, and 
I found that adding a movement dimension will engage more students and 
help them retain a bit better … Giving them an extra pattern to focus on, to 
attach to the song or a game or whatever, you engage a different sort of 
area of the brain and allows them to take full possession of [the content] 
you're doing. 
 
 He went on to describe how he remembered movement being crucial to his own 
musical learning and development.  
… [A]t least that's been my experience. Purely for myself, I can remember 
having a much easier time memorizing music in marching band when it 
was paired with definite movements, than attempting to memorize concert 
band music where I'm just sitting there. 
 
 Angella explained how she tries to incorporate movement into nearly every 
activity she does, and also seemed to acknowledge the science behind this choice:  
I do like them moving … we don’t do a lot of sitting or standing still … 




brain … It’s like critical, I don’t think I've ever taught a lesson where 
[they’re] still the entire time. 
 
“… It’s how children learn.” Research into the brain and motor movement 
corroborates many of Andy and Angella’s assertions. “The human brain learns from the 
body; it teaches the body how to deal with forces that arise when moving, how to pick up 
environmental information to guide movement toward anticipated goals, and sets the 
foundation for human dynamics of music” (Persellin & Flohr, 2011a, p. 30). 
Additionally, during the interview processes the “embodiment” of music or 
“internalizing” musical concepts was often mentioned as a reason to incorporate 
movement. Many of the interviewees said they used movement in this way, to help their 
students understand and conceptualize music and musical concepts. “… [Y]ou want them 
to learn how to internalize [music], and as they’re feeling the music [in their bodies] they 
understand it more…” says Jan, “… moving along to how the music feels …feeling those 
strong beats is so much of what the character of the music is.” Indeed, this entrainment—
matching the salient features of music with physical movement—is supported by studies 
which assert that musical experiences are “corporeal … that we experience the movement 
and associative aspects of music in correspondence with our physical being” (Custodero, 
2010, p. 62).  
Bruce also mentioned how movement was essential to his teaching. “I think some 
sort of movement is imperative. It doesn't necessarily have to always be dancing or free 
movement or movement about a classroom.” He went on describe how motion connects 
the body, and therefore the mind, to the music. “… just any sort of motion that helps 




understanding of the piece of music we’re doing.”  
The importance of and support for this concept is quite easily found in 
neuroscientific research. “Rhythm is strongly connected to movement … elementary 
teaching of tonal and rhythm patterns should always be accompanied by gentle 
movements so that children can develop a linked representation of motor activities and 
metrical weight” (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008, p. 275). Donna summed up this idea nicely: 
“Movement is key, nearly every concept can be experienced through movement and the 
body, it’s how children learn.” 
 “I start every class with movement.” During the interviews, movement was 
generally viewed as important to their teaching; however, the descriptions of how 
movement was utilized in their classrooms varied widely. Hodges (1997) describes how 
neuromotor responses to music can be divided into expressive (making music) and 
receptive (responding to music), and that this connection is fundamental, underpinning 
the ways in which we see movement being utilized in the classroom.  
 Some, like Jan, referred to a more receptive approach. She explained how she 
used hand and arm motions to describe, reinforce, and help students internalize 
articulation. “… we do staccato [versus] legato: [starting] at their seats where they’re 
stroking [their arms], but then we’re moving all around the room [for staccato] …” When 
discussing the use of movement as a way of learning new music, she says, “Obviously 
you have song and dance, dance is going to feel different than song, but it is hard to 





This exploration of music with movement plays an important role even at an early 
age. As Gruhn (2005a) writes, “Children explore time and space by body weight and flow 
of movement, whereas adults count and measure … as a means of rhythmic repetition 
and structured movement” (p. 100). Bruce described incorporating purposeful movement 
not only as a way to reinforce more abstract musical concepts, but says he does so in an 
effort to lay the bedrock for creative expression later.  
So, I’ll constantly add a steady beat [movement] to what we're performing 
or if we're learning a tricky rhythm in a song we’ll clap it, or pat it, or snap 
it with our bodies first, and then add the lyrics to it, and then add the 
melody to it, so it's just using some sort of movement to internalize the 
different facets of our piece of music, on top of being able to use 
movement to then express ourselves later.  
 
Likewise Anne said that movement can be incorporated into all parts of a lesson  
“… whether it's movement for the purpose of expression or whether it be movement for 
form, or movement for steady beat things, or even as some kind of creative outlet, [like] 
creating a dance.”  
 Troi described how she combines both choreographed and creative movement as 
a way to foster expression, cooperative work, student engagement, as well as reinforcing 
musical forms. “[W]e took some aspects of folk dances that they had learned, we made a 
big giant graph of all the things that they had learned, all the different kinds of moves and 
the different kinds of formations.” Once students had this bank of movements and 
formations to draw from, they could begin to create. Troi explained, “They chose a 
formation that they liked, they chose a bunch of moves, how they were going to organize 
them and created their own folk dance.” 




concepts or expression within her lessons, she said movement was a way of putting 
students in a musical state of mind. She uses movement to prepare them for music class: 
distancing music class from anything else they may have experienced earlier that day. 
“So, my students, they’ll come in … they find a spot [where] they feel comfortable and 
ready and we ‘dance it out’.” She considers this transition important and sees movement 
as an effective and efficient way for it to happen. She says this helps them know that in 
music class they can set aside anything that may have happened, and that when she shuts 
the door, they can have a fresh start: 
… because I don’t know what happened before they walked in. Sometimes 
they’re with a [teacher] that they disagree with, [or] they didn’t finish the 
last two problems on their test and their teacher won’t let them finish it. 
Sometimes they are really, really anxious and upset. 
 
Whether movement is used as a way to teach or reinforce musical 
concepts, relate to, embody or internalize music, as an avenue for creation, or as a 
way of building community, Custodero (2010) asserts, “…using our bodies to 
move to music provides insight into what music means…reciprocally, the music 
brings new understanding of our physical selves as movement and sound are 
synchronized. Collective movement with others often engenders collective 
understanding” (p. 62).  
Creative Opportunities 
This final facet of the conceptual framework brings to the fore many of the 
concepts of neurodidactics already discussed, all coming together to facilitate mental 
representations and foster divergent rather than convergent thinking, novel musical 




With this facet, I was interested in educators’ opinions about, and how they provide 
opportunities for, developmentally appropriate creative experiences, such as free or 
guided exploration and/or more traditional forms of improvisation and composition. 
Creative Opportunities (CO) such as these “…may set a foundation for and a willingness 
to participate in improvisation and composition later in life (Flohr, 2010; Flohr & 
Trevarthen, 2008; Persellin & Flohr, 2011).  
Activities such as musical play, exploration, improvisation, and composition are 
crucial to musical development. However, these activities are often left out of formal 
musical experiences for young children (Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008). The survey results 
seem to corroborate this. Although still considered either very or extremely important by 
the majority (82.70%) of participants (see Table 27), this is a noticeably lower percentage 
than any other Student Experience facet, as well as two of the three Teacher Behavior 
facets (see Chart 13), Imitation & Repetition being the exception (Env: 95.61%; ARE: 
97.18% / 93.37%; I&R: 82.08%; AE: 97.48% ME: 87.38%; Mov: 90.53%). These results 
seem to lend further support to Abril & Gault’s (2016) assertion that, “Despite an 
increased interest and support for creativity in the music curriculum in the 21st century, 
composition and improvisation activities continue to make up only a small portion of 






Conceptual Framework (Creative Opportunities) – Importance of Creative Opportunities 
(CO.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
CO. Importance    
 Extremely Important   103   32.39% 
 Very Important   160   50.31% 
 Moderately Important   47   14.78% 
 Slightly Important   8   2.52% 




Chart 13.  
 
 
 Likewise, we see in Table 28 the widest distribution of scores of any and all facets 
of the conceptual framework, with most participants stating that they offer creative 
experiences to their students only half the time (40%; n = 126), and a mere 33.33% (n = 
105) offering them always or most of the time, by far the least frequent of any facet (see 
Chart 14).  
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Table 28.  
Conceptual Framework (Creative Opportunities) – Usage of Creative Opportunities 
(CO.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage 
CO. Usage    
 Always    19   6.03% 
 Most of the Time   86   27.30% 
 Half the Time    126   40.00% 
 Sometimes    83   26.35% 





 When comparing Creative Opportunities (CO) with the previous facets, for the 
first time, usage of this facet favors the upper grade levels. Most survey participants 
(82%; n = 250) selected either only upper grades or upper grades in addition to others, 
while slightly fewer (67.2%; n = 205) selected middle grades, and only 43% of 
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Table 29.  
Conceptual Framework (Creative Opportunities) – Usage Across Grade Level Spans 
(CO.) 
 
Characteristic     Frequency  Percentage of 
Responses 
CO. Grade Level Usage    
 Lower (K-1st grade)   131   22.35% 
 Middle (2nd-3rd grade)   205   34.98% 




Chart 15.  
 
 
 A chi-square goodness of fit test confirmed that there was a significant difference 
in providing Creative Opportunities (CO) depending on grade level (Chart 16). It was 
found that both Lower (131) and Upper Grade levels (250) deviated significantly from 
the expected N (195.3). 𝑥! (2, N=586) = 36.97, p=.00. Teacher’s self-reported use of this 
facet differed significantly from what might have been expected both in the Lower 
Grades and Upper Grades: with far less reported use in Kindergarten and 1st Grade, and 




















 Qualitative data from interviews were mixed. Some described the universal 
importance of creative experiences and gave detailed examples of various creative 
activities offered across grade levels. Some seemed to favor lower grades for these 
experiences, while others relegated these opportunities only to their oldest students. 
Interviewees were quite candid about their reasonings for or against incorporating 
creative activities in their classrooms; many even discussed how they themselves were 
reticent about offering creative experiences for students regardless of grade level. Both 
the grade level disparity and teacher hesitance to provide these opportunities emerged as 
themes from the interviews and will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. 
 “It should be the cornerstone of what we do in music education.” Almost all 
interviewees described offering some type of creative opportunity for their students, but 
many were somewhat ambivalent about its overall importance. “[I]t is a facet of using 




use the music to communicate is another facet and something that students should have 
experience with…” says Bruce. “It’s important, but again it's not the only thing we do, it 
doesn't have to be a thing that we do all the time.”  
 Conversely, Troi had no qualms articulating her passion for the topic of creative 
experiences, and why they were particularly important to her and her teaching. “I think it 
should be the cornerstone of what we do in music education. I think that my music 
education tended towards learning content and learning recreative experiences.” She 
compared her own experiences as a student to the new National Core Arts Standards 
(2014) and where she hoped music education in the United States was headed: 
 …as a discipline, I think that we should be moving towards actually being 
creative in the creative arts. I think that recreative experiences, you know 
where [students] learn songs that exist and they learn, you know, folk 
dances that are important to culture, and blah blah blah… those are 
tremendously important experiences, but I think that we should be 
fostering our students’ ability to create their own musical experience.  
 
Troi went on to explain her reasoning behind the prominence that creative 
experiences hold in her curriculum, saying that these activities not only lend 
themselves to individualized and differentiated learning, but also teach skills that 
will be valuable far beyond the walls of her classroom: 
 “…because how much more personalized, how much more individualized, 
can we be than letting them do their own, letting them make it themselves, 
letting them express themselves through music?…Not just like [in a 
robotic voice] “I am learning this sad song so that when I am sad, I have 
this sad song” but like [normal voice] “I'm feeling sad, this is what sad 
sounds like to me.” That's much more useful as a life skill and much more 
useful as an expression of creativity in music. 
 
 When it came to recalling different activities and what composition and 




described how the road toward composition and improvisation need not be complicated. 
“Once we get to a certain comfort level with activities, we can then have the students 
themselves recommend what we do next.” He described how simply offering students the 
opportunity to think creatively facilitates creative expression even with his youngest 
students. “…it’s a combination of me providing the stimulus and providing ideas of what 
to do next and the students providing some ideas of what we could do next.” Bruce also 
emphasized that, due to several factors, including developmental age, experience, and 
comfort in the classroom, that, “[it] depends on the age of the students, what that activity 
might look like…Just because the skill set [students] have is going to either include so 
much or so little, creative experiences will look different depending on grade level.” He 
went on to discuss how he used different resources and techniques to enable all students, 
across different grade and ability levels to thrive, and described how he promoted an 
environment of accepting student input to encourage creative activities in every grade 
level:  
Whether that be composing lyrics…improvising melodies on barred 
instruments over learned rhythms…creating parts of games where you can 
decide what we do for the next part of the game (for the movements or 
lyrics)…using technology for students to create their own songs using 
various programs, we try and be creative and give students that chance to 
create their own individual piece of musical art whatever way that is. 
 
 In Jan’s classroom, the road toward musical creativity starts with lyrics and 
percussion. “So, we do [activities] where they’re creating lyrics. We do a lot of where 
they're writing their own body percussion…Body percussion is such an easy way for 
them to be composers…” She describes how this grows into melodic improvisation and 




We do some improv on our Orff instruments especially pentatonic, and 
they really just can’t wait until it’s their turn. And it’s so funny, some of 
them are so thoughtful and you can tell they’re really trying to think about 
what will sound good with the music, and then some of them are 
just…[waves hands in the air, imitating random xylophone playing] 
whatever. 
 
 Erin was a bit more reticent to say the activities that she does with her youngest 
students constitutes “composition.” “I would have to say that with my younger kids …it’s 
open-ended questions for open-ended experiences,” she said, whilst also noting that she 
offers creative opportunities starting in 2nd grade,  
So, I start “composition” in 2nd grade, and they think it’s like the coolest 
thing, but it’s limited composition. It’s like ‘here’s some rhythm cards, 
how can you rearrange the rhythm cards to create your own 
composition…that kind of stuff…so I’m starting them in 2nd in the hopes 
that like, by 3rd grade if I give them bingo chips or I give them erasers they 
will write their own music all the time. 
 
Erin also mentioned an activity that she felt was particularly motivating for her students. 
In this activity, she had students arrange color-coded pitches in order to compose and 
then perform. This was similar to what was described by others, but this time with a tasty 
twist: “They love anything which involves having a snack, so I discovered that Froot 
LoopsÔ [cereal] colors match the solfege colors and Boomwhackers™ or the color-
coded bells and they’ll do Froot LoopsÔ compositions and they’ll just go for it…” 
 Conversely, Troi was adamant that whenever students compose there should be 
intentionality. That no matter what students are using to create, it should always be tied to 
the sounds they are intentionally trying to arrange.  
…one of the things that just, pushes my buttons is when people say that 
they're having their students “compose”, but they don't have an 




the notes you can use, these are the rhythms you can use, fill in the 
blanks.” 
 
She says she has seen activities like these advocated for by other music educators who 
feel they have to offer some kind of composition opportunity to fulfill either federal, 
state, or local requirements. Although these types of activities might encourage 
exploration, she says she does not feel they constitute composition because,  
I don't feel like that's engaging musically, I feel like a lot of teachers give 
students that to “check a box”… It's like logical or busywork and then at 
the end, [students] say: “oh that's what it sounded like!?” And they're 
totally surprised. I feel like that's the most musical activity that is not 
[actually] engaging them musically. 
 
 Several interviewees who were familiar with Conversational Solfege (Feierabend, 
2000a) and First Steps in Music (Feierabend, 2000b) described using Arioso Land with 
their students. Often but not always involving puppets, this is a designated time during 
music class set aside for the teacher to lead a discussion and ask open-ended questions to 
students. However, in Arioso Land everything must be sung. The teacher will sing to the 
students, and the students can respond however they choose, but it must be with a singing 
voice.  This obvious “first step” toward improvisation and vocal confidence was usually 
described as occurring in the youngest of grades when, as Jan described it: students are 
less likely to have strong inhibitions and feel peer pressure around creative responses. “I 
actually think the younger ones are better at being creative because they're not so afraid 
of it.”  
 Troi agrees and said while she does a lot of improvisation in Kindergarten–2nd 
Grade, she has recently felt compelled to make a more concerted effort to do so with 3rd–




obstacle and modifies Arioso Land activities to suit her upper grades. She recalled how 
she began one class by animatedly saying, “… ‘we're going to go to Dunkin' Donuts 
today! You can order whatever you want, but you have to sing it!’” She says she helps 
the students get into the fun silliness of it first, which helps breakdown those inhibitions 
that seem to grow throughout the years.  
 She describes how she plays off her students’ natural tendency to make things 
silly (especially when they are nervous), encouraging them to answer even if they hesitate 
at first and turning it into an enjoyable improvisation activity, she recalled one student’s 
improvisation: 
“So, they’re ordering silly things at Dunkin' Donuts, like (sings):  
(imitating student) ‘I’d like a large dunkaccino with no coffee all ice’ … 
  (imitating self) ‘So, you just want ice?’ so I just roll with it… ‘Do you want it in a 
cup?’ 
  ‘no’ …and I’ll just keep going,  
  ‘OK…so you want ice, in a bag, with a straw?’   
  ‘yes that's what I want’” 
 
 Troi says encouraging the silly and weird is key to helping older kids feel 
comfortable in activities where they might otherwise feel self-conscious “You try to take 
like a little silly thing and kind of [run] with it…you can do [it] with older kids when 
they're doing this kind of silly stuff.” She continued, describing her teaching—
particularly when encouraging creativity with her students— as an extension of herself. 
“I think I personally am pretty good at improvising. I like acting along… like taking their 
prompt and running with it.” Troi explained how she felt herself to be particularly suited 
to this task of playful creativity with her students, saying,  
I mean, this is something that I do in my personal life [breaking into song], 




like a lot of who I am as a person, and I just bring it to the kiddos in a 
different way. 
 
Research supports this kind of playful creativity, as Flohr and Trevarthen (2008) write,  
A teacher must not merely recognize and respect the child’s inventiveness 
of musical expression but be prepared to share it—to be as creative or 
playful as the child while stretching the aims and expectations in 
constructive ways, teaching an established knowledge, that confirms 
intuitions and motives while enriching them and making them part of a 
large community of art and knowledge. (p. 56) 
 
 Some survey participants described an initial reticence toward creative activities 
in their classrooms. Both Jim and Jan described the special kinship they formed with their 
school’s visual art teacher and how they inspired them to bring more creativity into their 
own medium. Jan says, “…in fact there are some activities that I didn’t do early in my 
teaching just because I thought ‘Oh that won’t work’ but [laugh] sometimes it works 
better for [students] than it does for me! Because they, they love to be creative!” She 
went on to describe how collaborating with her building’s art teacher—in whose class 
students were regularly taking part in expressive activities—gave her the confidence and 
motivation to include more of these opportunities in her own lessons.  
 Troi also drew a comparison between visual art and performing art classes, 
saying: “I think there's plenty of room in our discipline for learning things that exist and 
recreating those experiences, but I don't think it should be everything, by a long mile. I 
think [music education] should be giving students the context to be able to create their 





CHAPTER SEVEN: EMERGENT THEMES 
 The following topics were brought up by multiple interviewees and represent 
pertinent albeit unanticipated, themes. These provided a backdrop upon which lay some 
of the pedagogical decisions described by participants:  
• Grade Level Differences, specifically within the facets of Movement (Mov.) and 
Creative Opportunities (CO),  
• Teacher’s Impact on Practice, specifically their musical upbringing, teacher 
education, and classroom experience, and 
• Lack of Curriculum, specifically the perceived challenges and opportunities 
presented by not having a required, unified curriculum, clear directives, or 
benchmarks in the district in which they work.  
Grade Level Differences 
 Though strong neuroscientific evidence exists to support each of these teaching 
recommendations, according to both quantitative and qualitative data the use and 
perceived efficacy of some of the facets of the conceptual framework appear to notably 
shift depending on grade level. Three separate chi-square tests were performed, one for 
each of the grade level groupings (Lower, Middle, Upper) to test this shift. This was done 
to see if the apparent preference for different facets of the conceptual framework within 
each grade level grouping was due to chance and if there were statistically significant 
differences among these facets within the grade level groupings.  
 When performed on the Lower Grade (Kindergarten–1st Grade) level grouping, 




among the facets of the conceptual framework within this group (Charts 17; Table 30). 
Specifically, this test revealed that teachers reported use of facets pertaining to utilizing 
and relating to previous knowledge and experience (Attention, Relevance, & 
Engagement; ARE.2, with an observed N = 163) and offering creative experiences 
(Creative Opportunities; CO, with an observed N = 131) differed significantly from the 
expected N (232.5). 𝑥! (7, N = 1860) = 90.09, p=.00. This succinctly illustrated which 
facets were used most and least often in the lower grades, with Movement (Mov.) and 
Imitation & Repetition (I&R) being the most used, and Creative Opportunities (CO) 
being the least. This also appears to confirm Flohr and Trevarthen’s (2008) assertion that 




















When performed on the Upper Grade (4th–5th Grade) level grouping, the chi-
square test likewise revealed that there was a significant difference among the facets of 
the conceptual framework within this group (Charts 18; Table 31). Specifically, it 
confirmed that teachers reported use of Movement (Mov., N = 91) and Imitation & 
Repetition (I&R, N = 93) differed significantly from the expected N (186.5). 𝑥! (7, N = 
1492) = 175.37, p = .00. Therefore, the null hypothesis, being that there would be no 
difference among the facets within a given grade level, was rejected. It therefore can be 
said that the facets that were used most often with the oldest students were Creative 
Opportunities (CO.) and Attention, Relevance, & Engagement (ARE. 2); with Movement 
(Mov.) and Imitation & Repetition (I&R) being used the least often. This further 
corroborates interviewees’ perceptions about the older grades, specifically their emphasis 
on connecting in-school music activities with students’ previous knowledge and interests 
(ARE. 2) with older students, their perception of students’ apathy toward movement 
(Mov.) in music class; as well as the decline in the perceived efficacy of imitation (I&R) 





Chart 18.  








Interestingly, when a chi-square goodness of fit test was performed on the Middle 
Grade (2nd and 3rd Grade) level grouping, there was no significant difference among the 
facets of the conceptual framework within this group (Charts 19; Table 32). 𝑥! (7, 
N=1777) = 13.267, p=.07. The null hypothesis can thus be retained in this instance. The 
differences that exist between the facets within this grouping are not statistically 
significant. 
 The analysis, however, did show which facets were most commonly used with 
these students. With an expected N = 222.1, Active Engagement (AE) and Environment 
(Env.) were the most frequently reported (AE, with an observed N = 27.9; and Env., with 
an observed N = 20.9), and Imitation & Repetition (I&R, N = -34.1) and Creative 
Opportunities (CO, N = -17.1) were the least. Taken together, these three separate chi-
square tests substantiate the notion that there is a change in usage of these facets during 












 Throughout the interview process, many reasons were given for these disparities, 
especially regarding two of the four Student Experience facets of the conceptual 
framework, specifically Movement and Creative Opportunities. Although most 
interviewees at some point referenced the need for students to have a mindset that would 
enable them to take risks, or the importance of having an environment that fostered that 
mindset, others also mentioned that it was not just the students who sometimes had to be 
“brave” in music education.  
 Troi described the trepidation behind offering certain activities with older 
students: “I think it's easier and less scary to approach things like creative experiences, 
movement, imitation, [and] repetition with younger kids because there's less of a chance 
of you [as a teacher] being rejected...” When asked about why she thought this, she 
added,  
I think there is, I mean there's a fair amount of you in your teaching. You 
do what you think the students will connect to or engage with, but I think 
there's still, I mean, we're [teachers] still people. I think if we start to think 
[students are] going to be like “this is dumb, I don't like this,” we just 
won't do it. 
 
 Movement: “Kids don't wanna be kids they wanna be big…”  
 
 A plethora of answers were given regarding how movement was used in 
elementary music classrooms, but all agreed that the use of movement varies across grade 
levels. April and Troi were particularly passionate about using movement throughout all 
elementary grades, describing how, although it might look different in Kindergarten 
compared to 5th grade, that movement in their classrooms was essential.  




growing up as a dancer influences this part of her teaching: “…movement is a big part of 
my classroom and just like being one’s own instrument and internalizing [music] is a big 
thing for me.” 
 Troi agreed, saying,  
I would say in a given class we are moving like, intentionally moving, half 
of the class. In younger grades it's like creative movement, it's mirroring 
movement, it's like small movement games. In the older grades…doing a 
lot of folk dancing and you know, choreographed movement. 
 
 Andy explained that movement was particularly important for younger grades, 
saying, “But my little guys [Kindergarten–2nd Grade] love to move, they are up and 
always moving. Especially if they need a movement break.” 
  Holly agreed, but described her use of movement in two ways: for her older 
students, movement primarily involved travelling around the classroom to different 
activity centers, while for her youngest students it was used as a “break” from other class 
work. “…[F]or my little guys, I want to say movement is more important… mostly 
because they're younger and itchy…” She went on to outline a typical lesson sequence 
with her older students (2nd through 5th graders) who she referred to as less willing to do 
movement in music class (such as purposeful, creative movement, or even the 
aforementioned “movement/dance breaks”). She explained that these students move 
between centers:  
…once they're finished with [a center/activity] they're able to get up and 
go into groups and share… So, I kind of feel that having those different 
sections of my lesson gets them to move a little bit, but it's more like brain 
movements: like, “I need to listen, [then] I need to do something [else], 
and then I need to create,” and usually they perform at the end of class. So, 





It is here that a common thread that emerged whenever movement was brought up with 
many of the interviewees, “I don't really have [older students] do a lot of dancing and 
movement…Kids don't wanna be kids they wanna be big… like [movement is] not really 
their jam…” Holly remarked, “I just work in a district where it's just not something the 
kids enjoy doing—that’s fine —so I've just adapted my teaching.”  
 Erin also feels a palpable difference between movement in the younger grades and 
with her older students.  
I personally think it’s because students are embarrassed…[by] 5th grade 
it’s no longer cool. It’s so sad, because I leave them in 4th grade and they 
love it they’re all about movement, scarves, everything…Then I get them 
in the older grades and they’re just looking around at the people in their 
class, and they don’t want to be embarrassed. 
 
 Both Jim and Troi pointed out that this reticence to participate in movement and 
other activities can fester into overall apathy as students move into the middle school 
years, and that these years are a struggle to encourage any form of active engagement. “I 
recognize,” says Troi, “…that it's scarier, and it totally understandable that most middle 
school music programs are sitting and reading out of a book, because you think they're 
going to revolt and so you don't even try.” 
Creative Opportunities: “The younger ones are better at being creative because they're 
not so afraid of it.”  
 Responses from interviewees seemed to fall into three categories: either they 
offered a wide range of opportunities for their students to be creative across grade levels 
(emphasizing free play or improvisation in the lower grades and more formal 




creative tasks to either Lower or Upper Grades. These teachers reported either 
emphasizing them with younger students or relegating these opportunities for their oldest 
students when for more intense and complex tasks could be undertaken. 
Both Andy and Anne offered a potential reason for this, explaining that teachers 
may think that younger students do not have the basic musical knowledge needed to 
improvise or compose successfully. According to Andy,    
…part of it may be a cross purposes definition kind of thing. Like 
improvisation “capital I”, a lot of people might think like jazz chordal-
based improvisation, not necessarily the little sing-y back and forth things 
that you do with Kindergarten all the time… 
 
He went on to say that both are important and that, like a lot of what elementary music 
educators do, they need to consider the latter as a steppingstone to the former.  
Anne agreed, saying that adult perceptions of what it means to be 
“creative” might be inhibiting. “[P]eople think of composition and improvisation 
in too strict of a manner when it comes to things like writing a song or creating 
[or] how you can allow students to create.” Anne explained that creative activities 
in the younger grades were crucial, even if they might not appear at first glance to 
qualify as “composition”. “Older students have this breadth of knowledge 
underneath them to help with the creativity portion.” Anne said, “It's not to say 
that it isn't important to do at that younger age, I think it is still critically 
important, but it needs to look different.” This is because—much like babbling in 
infancy sets the stage for language development later in life—these early 
exploratory, “playful” activities facilitate creative opportunities in the older 




should still be done in [Lower Grades] but…they're going to look totally different 
because of the prior knowledge that those kids have.” 
  Research confirms that it is crucial that early childhood and elementary grade 
children be allowed to explore, using their natural impetus to create music (Flohr, 2010). 
However, Bjørvold (1989) and Flohr (2010) remind us that young children’s creative 
ventures may look quite different from what adults might expect. On the subject of adult 
perceptions and the creativity of children, Bjørkvold (1989) warns,  
It is impossible for us book-learned adults to free ourselves from our 
accustomed ways of thinking…but if we do not at least try to open up, we 
will unthinkingly continue to judge children’s [creative play] according to 
aesthetic standards appropriate to the Vienna Boys’ Choir, smugly 
pronouncing it ugly and unmusical. (p. 54) 
  
 Whether teachers tended to use composition and/or improvisation with older or 
younger students there was a sense of apprehension amongst a few interview participants. 
Troi described how this trepidation amongst teachers often reflects what they perceive as 
students’ reticence: 
…it's much less scary when you've got a student that will do whatever you 
ask them to do and is psyched about it, [compared to] a student that you 
have to really have laid solid groundwork in younger grades and gained 
trust with and a community that won't judge failure, especially with 
something like a creative experience. 
 
She poignantly reflected on what it must be like for older students in a music classroom. 
“[I]f you're a 10-year-old, and you pour your heart into something just to have another 
kid laugh at you, that's going to hurt. So, they don't want to try it…” But, she says, that 
fear of failure can go both ways. “As a teacher you're cognizant of the fact that they’re 




to scare them, you just won't do it.” 
 Jim recalled in detail the first time he invited his students to improvise. He 
initially used it as an “off the cuff,” time-filler activity with pitched percussion 
instruments because he saw this one particular class more often. After working on a song 
for a few weeks, he invited students to take solos in the middle of the song. He described 
how he hesitated at first, unsure of how it would go, and explained how his students 
reacted in kind: 
…[T]he kids were like: “What are you talking about? Anything I want?! 
For the past month I had to play what was on the board or what we had 
memorized and now I get to play any of the notes?!”…they were like so 
timid at first. 
 
 He explained that he intentionally set up the class’s Orff xylophones in pentatonic in 
order to help students feel successful no matter what note they chose. He would say to 
them, “…those are the notes that are going to work, you can make any melody you want, 
[but] they were very like ‘one note’ about it to start. Like, ‘It's scary …you sure this is 
OK Mr. Jim?’” He went on to describe how it was often the “brave kids,”—those who 
were the socially established leaders in the classroom— who helped encourage the rest of 
the class to take part.  
 In the interview, he walked me though one of the first times he attempted 
improvisation in a drum circle activity and the story of one particular student: Ryan, who 
he described as rarely focused and generally apathetic toward music class. “I think it was 
that we were too slow for him,” but as soon as Jim opened up the music to solos 
opportunities, Ryan’s interest was piqued. “… so, I put a drum in the middle [and] I said 




told Ryan that he was going to get 4 beats to play whatever he wanted: 
[The whole class] played our rhythm and that spot came and we all 
stopped, [but] he just looked at me like with like a deer [in headlights], 
and I'm like, “that's it …that was it…you missed it…try it again.” Once 
they realized that they could do whatever they wanted, you know they did 
it musically, they were musical about it. 
 
 Jim said that seeing his students engaged and successful not only helped them have 
confidence taking creative risks, but encouraged him as a teacher as well. “And I was like 
‘Oh wow’ … [Ryan] didn't know it, [but he] like broke the ice for everybody that day…” 
Jim said it may have been difficult initially to give students that level of control, but it 
was worth it in the end “…it’s scary, it's scary for me to let go…So, I found it freeing, yet 
completely frightening.”  
 Anne echoed this sentiment, specifically emphasizing the importance of fostering 
creativity in younger grades. “With the younger students, I feel this is much easier to do, 
because they just have that sense of wonderment still, and joy in everything that we do 
[in the classroom]; you don't have as much of a barrier there.” 
 Troi likewise described the importance of incorporating creativity across grade 
levels, but also acknowledged the challenge in doing so:  
I try to give some sort of improvisational or compositional experience 
every class, I feel like it's a lot easier and more unprompted at the younger 
grades, because they're like “yeah whatever, I'll do whatever you want! 
Look! I did a thing! Here I go! I’m a Bee!!!” 
 
 She appeared to be keenly aware that with age, that these activities will look and feel 
drastically different,  
… at like 3rd grade or so, it starts to get a little bit more challenging, 
because they are more self-aware, [even in] 2nd grade they start to get a 




However, she explained how setting the right foundation early, and normalizing creative 
expression in her classroom in the younger grades helps students to feel more 
comfortable and confident when they reach that age of “self-awareness” and eventually 
the onset of external factors like, peer pressure. “[B]ut, what I try to do in Kindergarten 
and 1st grade is make it so like, effortless, like it’s not a big deal… but then praise the hell 
out of them when they do something bigger.” If students go above and beyond required 
participation in creative activities, she makes sure she draws positive attention to it, 
helping students know that not only is musical expression accepted and expected, but 
something to strive for.  
I have little paper bracelets that say “I sang a solo in music today”, and I 
like make a big deal of [by] scatting this ridiculous song as I come over to 
put on the bracelet, they get super excited and I say “you're so brave and 
wonderful, I’m so glad you tried with us today.” 
 
This kind of positive reinforcement, Troi says, is key to keeping her students engaged in 
creative pursuits: 
 I kind of try to keep that positivity, especially as they get older… just 
transition it to different avenues so it's not all singing or playing small 
percussion instruments [but also] 3rd grade recorder improvisation, and 
[in] 4th and 5th grade I do a ton of xylophone and African drumming 
because they're much more reticent to sing by themselves. So, if they still 
continue to improvise and compose and like refine their ideas in a 
different way that isn't singing, I'm OK with that, you know? As long as 
they're still being creative 
 
Early creative experiences have been shown to set a foundation for future 
creativity and participation in improvisation and composition later in life (Flohr, 2010; 
Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008; Persellin & Flohr, 2011). This is thrown into no sharper relief 




aged students. Both survey and interview data seemed to support Flohr and Trevarthen’s 
(2008) assertion that of all musical experiences, creative experiences such as musical 
play, exploration, improvisation, and composition, “…are the most often forgotten in 
classrooms” (p. 86). It is here, where we may see an unsettling, self-perpetuating cycle in 
music education begin to emerge.  
Students’ willingness to take part in improvisation and composition activities may 
be impacted by teachers’ willingness to offer improvisation and composition activities, 
which in turn may have been impacted by their experiences as students, and so on. If 
creative opportunities are not afforded to students—particularly those in compulsory 
music education such as general music classes—we risk the future music teachers that are 
growing-up in those classrooms being left at best, without a personal frame of reference 
to look back, or at worse, thinking that creative musical experiences are unimportant or 
unachievable for early grade levels. Donna summed this up well: “Teacher comfort and 
experience is essential, if the teacher feels comfortable allowing students to create, then 
they will…regardless of grade level.” 
Teacher’s Impact on Practice 
 Throughout the interview process it became clear that, in this way, classroom 
practices and therefore student experiences were uniquely tied to who they had for a 
music teacher. Likewise, it was apparent how highly personal talking about one’s own 
teaching can be. Most interviewees were quite candid and even eager to share the goings-
on in their classroom, seemingly proud of their work, especially when discussing lesson 




to “just talk” about their teaching (without being evaluated or any other expectations) and 
share experiences with someone who “understands” and was similarly passionate. Others 
were much more formal, even cautious about their descriptions. These few gave short, 
terse, almost formulaic answers when describing some of their practices. These 
individual differences I experienced during the interview process, and the results deriving 
therefrom could very well mirror the impact similar individual differences have in 
teaching and what occurs in the classroom.  
 Practices described by participants varied widely, as did their perceived 
definitions for some of the facets in the conceptual framework. Two unanticipated themes 
emerged that could possibly shed some light as to why this might be, these were: 
teachers’ musical upbringing (where they described how and what they were taught as 
young musicians) and teacher education and experience (where they described how and 
what they were taught as aspiring educators, as well as the professional development 
they sought, and experiences they gleaned once in the classroom). 
Musical Upbringing 
 Interviews revealed that educators’ musical background may play an important 
role in how they teach, and how comfortable they felt offering different types of musical 
opportunities to their students. Several interviewees commented on the effect this may 
have on creative opportunities. “I'd like to see more of a focus on it,” said Andy, when 
discussing the importance of creative experiences, specifically improvisation. Recalling 
his answers to the survey questions, he said “I'm surprised that I don't do that as much as 




his own practice and his own musical experience, he said, 
I know for myself, that it was an area that I never quite felt comfortable with, not 
even in college. That improvisation component, with the ability to take a given set 
of like variables and turn them into a solo, a little miniature piece, it's not 
something I ever felt that confident in and honestly, that may be influencing my 
opinion just a little bit. 
 
 Jim also mentioned how he felt these creative experiences were valuable, but 
when he taught elementary school, it seemed like he was the only one who felt that way. 
“So, it was only important to me…” Jim sighed, before adding, 
…nowhere did it show up in the curriculum, even the older one that I 
found from like 1972 that was like 45 pages long. Didn’t show up 
anywhere… [Now] it shows up in the national standards, so I'm like, well 
it's got to be in there, but none of my colleagues ever talk about it. 
 
 Anne likewise remarked how the new national standards (National Core Arts 
Standards, 2014) try to encourage more creative and divergent thinking, but fall short of 
supporting that kind of change in the classroom:  
I also think the new standards were supposedly built to foster creativity in 
your lesson planning, but I feel like it's somehow fallen back into the nine 
“you have to do this” [referring to the 1994 National Standards for Arts 
Education] because people just don't know how to implement those new 
standards and add [creative opportunities] into their lesson planning…I 
think that that's something that we may need more professional 
development on. 
 
 This type of self-reflection happened in a few interviews, where they reflected on 
their own music education as children and young adults. Some spoke about how—as Troi 
described earlier—as students themselves, creative experiences in their music classes 
tended to take a back seat to re-creative ones. Others spoke about how their choice of 
instrument and/or ensemble as students impacted how likely they were to be offered solo 




orchestra would probably be less likely to have improvisatory or solo opportunities than a 
saxophonist in a jazz band or a soprano in an a cappella group). This was said to have led 
to an overall lack of emphasis on music creation in their formative years which, now as 
educators, makes teaching it intimidating.  
 When asked about how often she offers creative experiences to her students, Jan, 
like others, reflected on how her perceptions of herself impacted her practice. “So, this is 
one of the areas I do not feel as strong in. I am naturally a very ‘in the box’ thinker…” 
she continued:  
The music teacher that I used to teach with was very much more gifted 
than I am at composition and improvisation…If she didn’t have something 
she wanted, she could also just come up with something… [original songs, 
original lesson plans]…she [even] wrote some of her own [performance] 
programs, it was just a natural area of giftedness.” 
 
When comparing herself to her colleague, Jan said that recognizing this perceived 
shortcoming was important in helping her overcome it in her teaching, especially when 
teaching lower grades.  
So, some of the creative activities I do with my younger grades, I don’t 
know if I would have done on my own…she gave me her long-range plan, 
so when I started, I already had a guide. I think that really helped 
me…because, again this is not a strong point for me, but these are 
happening in lower grades because she was doing them. 
 
 Conversely, Kelly explained, 
I lucked out with my jazz vocal background because improv, I'm pretty 
comfortable with it, I really enjoy it… [But] a lot of people are hesitant 
about it, like how do you properly take the kids step by step where they 
feel successful? 
 
She goes on to describe how this jazz background impacted her likelihood to utilize 




I'm more comfortable [improvising with children] because I've 
experienced with it, but like, a classical vocalist who didn’t have a lot of 
improv opportunities might feel a little bit more hesitant. Like “how do I 
introduce this if I may have not learned it myself.” So, I think that might 
add to that hesitation. 
 
Teacher Education  
 I began each interview with what I initially saw as a warm-up question, one that 
would be easy to answer, and help participants feel comfortable talking about themselves, 
their experiences, and their teaching practices. However, questions surrounding an 
individual’s teacher education and professional development provided unexpectedly 
helpful insights into their classroom practices. Answers ranged from having had no 
experience with different music education approaches in their initial teacher education 
and undergraduate studies, to those whose college programs were highly focused on just 
one or two approaches. Most described how they completed their licensure programs 
with at least some knowledge of common approaches, but were left to acquire workable, 
practical experience and (where applicable) certification in these approaches well after 
graduation, and at their own expense. Since there is evidence that an individual teacher’s 
effectiveness in the classroom is influenced by the variety of strategies they have to reach 
students (Flohr, 2010), and because many of the precepts of common music education 
pedagogies run parallel with recommendations from neuroscience (Flohr & Trevarthen, 
2008) it was interesting to hear if, where, when, and how teachers learned these 
strategies.  
 When describing her thoughts on the matter, Meredith explained, “Depending on 




department is, you know, you might find very different ideas about what elementary 
music looks like.” Indeed, the impact of and disparities in undergraduate experiences, 
appeared to ring true with many interviewees. At one end of the spectrum, both Jim and 
Holly described having had no formal training in any particular methodology. Jim 
explained,  
So, at [college] we just were given a little touch of everything. We didn't 
even dive into you know “this is Kodaly, I teach this…” so we just got a 
little touch of everything. We weren’t formally trained in any kind of 
method at all. 
 
 When asked how he felt this impacted his teaching he said simply,  
Well, there was stuff I just didn't know… I would watch some other 
teachers teach and I'm like “Wow that's the coolest thing I've ever seen” 
but I have no idea what it was. So, that was the bad thing, but the good 
thing was I wasn't stuck with one methodology. I could like kind of feel 
my way around whatever works for me, works. 
 
 Holly had a similar experience; she described herself as being Orff-certified but 
not strictly adherent to it, saying, “I would have loved to [have] been exposed [during her 
undergraduate program] to other styles of teaching prior to going out and learning what I 
wanted to do on my own in my own classroom, but that wasn't the case.” She says 
professional development opportunities led her to experience other styles, “but, I do feel 
like it would have been beneficial to have been exposed to that earlier on when I was 
younger.”  
 Others completed undergraduate or graduate programs that gave more 
comprehensive overviews of methods and approaches, but in some cases even these left 
some interviewees wanting. Some described being taught about a wide breadth of 




 Meredith commented, “I think now a lot of college methods classes are touching 
upon all of those things, [but] my elementary methods class was awful…there was a 
Kodaly unit and we had to play something with one hand on the piano and do [Curwen 
Hand Signs] with the other, it was like …how is this even relevant?”  
 Erin described her experience similarly: “[M]y undergrad talked mostly about 
Orff and a little bit of Kodaly,” adding, 
We learned about like music and movement and everything, but those 
were the two main ones that everyone talked about. So, basically, I had 
one class in college they talked about both of them and that's about it, 
you're on your own… 
 
 Jan lamented how she had not had more experience with common music 
education approaches until she took a graduate-level course that provided a good 
explanation of these methods: 
I had a class [in graduate school] that was on special methods in music 
ed…[with] a different professor for each of them…who, at some level, it 
was a specialty for them as opposed to just one professor teaching all of 
them. It was a good class I really enjoyed it a lot and learned some good 
things. 
 
Jan went on to explain that, as valuable as this class was, it did not yield certification in 
any of the methods covered, and it was here where she hit a paywall. “I don’t have any 
certification, I’ve looked at it and it’s just so expensive, and there’s nothing close by, so 
it’s not just the expense of getting the training but [paying] for lodging and all of that.”  
 This was concerning to a few of the interviewees including Holly, who added how 
she felt that not having comprehensive, working knowledge of these methods prior to 
licensure left her and many other music educators on their own: “I would say more times 




professional development, otherwise they won't get what they need. So, I definitely think 
that's a huge problem.”  
 On the other side of the spectrum, Anne described her undergraduate experience 
as limiting in an entirely different way: “I feel that…universities seem to pigeonhole you 
into one of those methodologies, at least in my college experience, both undergrad and 
graduate school. I feel that that's something that the universities need to fix.” Anne also 
felt that their college’s focus on the Gordon approach hindered her: 
…because not having experience in Orff and Kodaly…[or] how to 
implement some of the Orff techniques and using the Orff instruments in 
my classroom—I have a ton because the teacher before me was an Orff 
teacher—but I don’t have the experience on how to use those effectively 
in my classroom. 
 
Like others described, Anne looked to other approaches on her own, specifically John 
Feierabend and Conversational Solfege (Feierabend, 2000a, 2000b), but she says, 
“There’s even things in the Feierabend approach, with Conversational Solfege, that I still 
don't feel comfortable implementing in my classroom and I've taken two summer 
professional development sessions on that…” Anne summed up her feelings about 
different methodological approaches:  
 [It] seems like you're always fighting an uphill battle with implementing 
everything in one style, so I think that having more broad knowledge 
across [different approaches] before you enter the field would be 
something, [and] that would be invaluable for teachers even 12 years in. 
 
 Jan was more optimistic about having broad versus in-depth knowledge of these 
approaches however, saying that while she knows some music educators end up strictly 
following one of these approaches, “I think that the best is if you can kind of give the 




 Taken together, it seems that the educators who were interviewed—whether 
coming across these different approaches earlier or later in their careers—all seemed 
interested and invested in continuing their own learning and actively sought to better their 
teaching practices. However, much in the same way that actively engaging with material 
is effective for students, interviewees regarded teaching experience as having perhaps an 
even greater impact than formal teacher education or even professional development.  
Classroom Experience 
 Both new and veteran teachers saw their level of teaching experience as an asset. 
Even April who, at the time of the interview was entering her second year teaching, saw 
her relatively small amount of experience as an asset. “I think just in general, I’m not 
stuck in my ways so I can navigate and adapt to challenges…I think like my limited 
number of years aids in the ability to do that.” 
 Interviewees with more experience in the classroom described their years of 
teaching like a whetstone, with them now wielding a well-honed tool. “I feel like I'm able 
to gauge when students are understanding a concept better now than when I was 
starting,” says Troi, “I also feel like I tried many different approaches and found things 
that I feel comfortable teaching and I feel like are working for my school's population.” 
Moreover, she said she understood individual students better as the years passed:  
I feel like [I’m] better able to understand what kids need. Like, are you the 
kid that needs me to spell this out? Or, are you the kid that needs me to 
give you a prompt and let you run? I feel like I'm better able to understand 
that kind of stuff. 
 




I feel like the older I get, the more I understand what children struggle 
with, and I can help them better. Because I can see patterns of what they 
don't get, I'm better able to kind of figure out how to help them now. 
 
Bruce also reflected on whether or not his years in the classroom impacted his 
teaching, and how he gears his teaching differently now than he did when he first started: 
Definitely yes, the more you're in front of the classroom, the more you 
pick up on best practices and how to connect with your students of a 
specific age group, so the longer I do it, I think, the better I get at it. 
 
 Kelly described how her years in the classroom helped broaden her vision of what 
teaching was, and how to reach those students who need her most: 
 A lot of what I learned has been hands-on; and the experiences that I've 
had with different kids, kids who have faced trauma, who have struggled 
with social-emotional learning, who are on the autism spectrum…just 
having those interactions with the different kids, I think helps me learn 
more. I learn a lot from them. So, I do think that [the] number of years 
absolutely plays a factor into it. 
 
 Similarly, Troi remarked,  
 I will say though, I know all these [teaching strategies, techniques, etc.] 
not necessarily from my own education and not necessarily from my 
school environment, but from trial and error, which is troubling because I 
…[pause] … 
 I feel guilty for my first couple years of teaching where I was just 
throwing spaghetti at the wall and seeing what sticks and a majority of it 
was just sliding right back down 'cause it was like “oh, that was dumb I 
shouldn't have done that, that was dumb”.  
 
 And Jan said simply but poignantly, “Thankful, I think I enjoy it more now than I 
did at the beginning.” 
Lack of Curriculum 




comprehensive and connected curriculum designed for all students” (p. 15); and although 
it hasn’t always been the case, general music is unique, as it “…differs from other types 
of music education in that it is not exclusively focused on a singular music activity, role, 
or type of music” (p. 10). Because of the broad aims of the subject, and the unique 
teaching role required for it, educators’ experience, training, or knowledge of different 
music education approaches may have a more notable impact on their teaching. This is 
perhaps compounded by, as Hanley and Montgomery (2002) explain, “the field of 
curriculum study has not historically received a high priority in North American music 
education” (p. 113). Most interviewees described working without a set, unified, and/or 
enforced curriculum in their district. Charged not only with the day-to-day lesson 
creation for their classroom, these teachers are also responsible for a curricular vision and 
trajectory for their students.  
 “We get to decide what we do with our students and when we do it with our 
students more or less” said Bruce,  
…as long as we are using the state standards—the old ones [1994 National 
Standards] and now the new ones [Common Core Art Standards]—as long 
as we’re somehow connecting with them, we have kind of free reign of 
what we're doing. 
 
 The 1994 National Standards in Music Education—later adopted and adapted at 
the state level—outlined concrete music behaviors meant to frame curriculum, and 
included: singing, improvising/ composing/ arranging, reading/ notating, listening/ 
analyzing/ evaluating, and understanding music in regard to society, culture, history, and 
other disciplines. The most recent National Core Arts Standards (2014) condense these 




(Abril & Gault, 2016). Adherence to either of these broad sets of standards clearly allows 
for variety within the district (or even as described earlier, within a school). Reimer even 
goes so far as to describe general music as “rudderless…[with] deep uncertainty of what 
the program should consist of” (Reimer, 2003, as cited in April & Gault, 2016, p. 6,).  
 Although often mentioned flippantly in interviews, some went into detail 
describing how they felt —especially as new teachers—without a curriculum to 
reference. Interviewees described being left to their own devices and relying on their 
personal experience. This ranged widely, depending on a myriad of factors. Common 
among these were their own music education, highly variable undergraduate experience, 
and inequitable access to professional development and certification after graduation. 
Beyond personal experience, interviewees also mentioned looking to other resources such 
as: colleagues, teacher websites and blogs, social media, and peer lesson plan sharing 
websites (e.g., teacherspayteachers.com or similar) to choose activities, lessons, or whole 
units that they felt worked best in their classrooms. 
 Troi described her first few years in the classroom: 
 
 I feel like everything from classroom management through lesson 
planning, to unit planning, I was like making it up on the fly and I think 
it's troubling to me how much of these topics that we're talking about 
[facets of the conceptual framework] are completely from just running on 
intuition… I worry about a lot of beginning teachers who go into music 
education not knowing what music education is. Going into it to be like 
“This is what I learned when I was in elementary school” but the world 
has changed…” 
 
 This runs the risk of creating a wide disparity of student experiences in the music 
education, between those students whose teacher has access to, knowledge about, and 




school and my district unfortunately don’t have really good benchmarks, what we're 
looking for at each grade level, or at each grade level span. So, I have kind of created my 
own to some extent…” Troi explained, “It's nice to have benchmarks from a curriculum, 
so I look at what is recommended in like ‘First Steps in Music’ and Conversational 
Solfege…” 
This sentiment was echoed by many throughout the interview process. It may 
very well be, as Hanley and Montgomery (2002) contend, that “[w]hile music teachers 
are sometimes happy to be left alone, we are also eager to jump on the latest educational 
bandwagon so that music education is perceived to be an integral part of the whole 
educational enterprise” (pp. 115-116). It is notable that although some, like Troi, are able 
to regularly attend professional conferences and learn about new, innovative approaches 
and research, others like Erin and Holly were left to either purchase their own “ready-
made” curriculum, like the one Erin described. 
 Holly described her particular situation in detail. “[It’s] all something I've just 
kind of slapped together. Unfortunately, I'm the only [elementary general music] person 
here.” With all of her other colleagues teaching ensembles in her district, Holly is left to 
devise her own curriculum without much support, which she described as quite 
disheartening “…so it's really hard to collaborate a lot of the times, because everybody's 
just kind of …[only] worried about band and strings…” She went on to explain how her 
district’s collective focus on selective ensembles left resources and support for 
compulsory music classes wanting in many ways. She described the curriculum that 




has always been very vague… like it says ‘[Students] will experience rhythm,’ OK what 
kind of rhythm? What kind of patterns? So, you know, I've broken that down.”  
Holly sighed and said that this was unfortunately not new to her, and that she had 
also encountered this in her previous district as well. “…[After] I left [previous district] 
they called me…” She then had to explain that what was left in the classroom for the next 
teacher really was what had greeted her when she first started there: “I'm like ‘No…it 
was just the three books that you saw in the instrument [closet], some of those I 
purchased, and you can keep them.’ and then [the teacher that replaced her] was like ‘I 
don't know what I’m doing.’” To which she had to reply, “Well, I don't know what to tell 
you, I guess you’ll have to do what did, you figure it out, 'cause that's all I had.” Holly 
also mentioned that teachers in less affluent districts—such as those she worked in—are 
constantly in a state of “total survival mode” because they did not have a curriculum and 
were less likely to help pay for (especially music-specific) professional development or 
certification courses like Orff or Kodaly programs. 
 Troi—acknowledging that not every teacher she knows feels the same way—
summarized how useful a unified curriculum or benchmarks can be. “I would say, if you 
have a curriculum that you feel comfortable with… you're not spending all of your 
brainpower on figuring out what you should teach…” and instead she says, you can 
devote your energy to how it is taught.  
You can have an idea of what you should teach, given to you by the 
district, by the state, by the country, and then you can say, “OK, if this is 
what I'm going to teach, this is the environment it needs to be in, this is the 
way students are going to learn it.” 
 




said “which is always the double-edged sword in music education. In music [education] 
it's bad because no one cares what we do, but it's also great because no one cares what we 
do!” Bruce described how this can sometimes work in a teacher’s favor, allowing them to 
use their professional judgment:  
We have that freedom to teach what we are knowledgeable about, what 
we're passionate about and what our students are passionate about. We can 
make those decisions to get the most engagement possible. We don't have 
a standard [text]book, we don't have a book telling us exactly what song 
[to teach], we can borrow from several sources, we can bring in our own 
personal experiences, we can see what the students are latching on to and 
grab onto that to build the best curricula possible. 
 
Although examining this disparity in depth was beyond the scope of this study, it 
was a relevant line of inquiry as it appeared to impact classroom practices, choices, and 
student experiences in these elementary music classrooms. Abril (2006) acknowledged 
this uncertainty as “…compounded and possibly explained by the wide range of 
pedagogical approaches, with diverse principles and beliefs about music, teaching, and 
learning, as well as minimal oversight of and accountability for student learning” (p. 6). It 
appears from interviews that the efficacy of unified curricula (whether at the school, 
district, state, or national level) would be a contested issue. However, there does seem to 
be agreement that the lack of one creates difficulties for teachers as well as 
inconsistencies and inequities for students.  
The emergent themes outlined in this section provide a backdrop upon which 
neuroscientific research and recommendations will enter music classrooms, likewise 
presenting both challenges and opportunities. An understanding of neurodidactics may 




or refute those practices which may be found to be less effective. Knowing the state of 
elementary music education as it stands, will help teachers and researchers understand the 
hurdles that any new recommendations would face in being incorporated into elementary 





PART IV: SUMMATION 
CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Discussion  
 This study was designed to explore teaching practices in elementary general 
music classrooms in the United States to see if and how these practices correspond with 
current recommendations for education from the field of neuroscience, specifically 
neurodidactics. Throughout this study, it became clear that participants were eager to 
learn what neuroscience had to say about music education. One interviewee noted 
however, that none of what we had discussed seemed particularly “groundbreaking.” 
Indeed, as Hodges (2010) writes, 
 Many, if not all, of these are old ideas. In fact, experienced and effective 
teachers are already using them…we are now better able to confirm the 
efficacy of these practices though peer-reviewed scientific research. In 
moving from an opinion-based profession to an evidence-based one, a 
critical first step is confirming best practices. (p. 4) 
 
It was my hope that this study would shed light on the state of music education 
specifically, as well as contribute to the growing literature of neuroeducation in 
elementary education more broadly. Although these “old ideas” may as first glance 
appear to be standard practice to many educators, both survey and interview data revealed 
that this is the case for all teachers and for all students. Neuroscientific data can help lend 
additional support to already established effective practices in the field, grounding them 
in additional peer-reviewed objective research. On the other hand, while promoting 
effective practices, this new research may also help root out potentially ineffective ones. 




classroom knowing that they are backed by evidence in brain research, while new 
teachers may be able to begin utilizing these practices at the beginning of their careers 
instead of learning them through experience. 
Overview of Results 
 Using the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) database, 10,000 
member educators from across the United States were invited to participate in the survey 
and take part in the quantitative phase of this study. Of those, 370 took part in the survey, 
representing a 3.7% return rate. All participants were either current or former certified 
(K–5) elementary music educators. The self-report survey asked participants about their 
own teaching practices. This included questions regarding their attitudes toward specific 
recommendations from neuroscience, how often they used these recommendations, and 
with which grade level span (delineated as: Lower Grades: K–1st; Middle Grades: 2nd–3rd; 
and Upper Grades: 4th–5th). In order to elucidate these findings, 40 survey participants 
were randomly selected and invited to participate in the qualitative phase. Ultimately, 14 
educators agreed to take part in the interview process which took place via Zoom, an 
online video conferencing platform.  
 In order to answer the three research questions, an explanatory mixed-methods 
research design was used in this study which combined data from a survey design 
measure with that of semi-structured interviews and discussions. The intent of this design 
choice was to allow the personal narratives provided by the interview participants to 
expound upon the quantitative data derived from the survey. It is through this method that 




as well as speculation about other teachers’ choices and opinions about music education 
as a whole. In keeping with the essence of an explanatory mixed-method design 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018), I will summarize the quantitative results to the three 
research questions first, then summarize the qualitative findings, using the latter to 
explain upon the former. 
 The first research question— What is the perceived importance of 
recommendations from neuroscience amongst educators in elementary school music 
settings?—yielded results were different depending on the facet of the conceptual 
framework (Chart 20).  
Chart 20. 
 
The second research question—To what degree are the recommendations 
reportedly used in elementary general music classrooms?—yielded results that likewise 
differed depending on the facets of the conceptual framework. This was not unexpected, 





























illustrated clearly, with each bar representing the percentage of teachers reporting to use 
that facet either Always or Most of the time in their teaching. With the exception of 
Creative Opportunities, at least three quarters of those educators surveyed reported using 
these facets all or most of the time.  
Chart 21. 
  
 Interestingly, the degree of self-reported usage of each facet does not neatly align 
with its self-reported importance. Specifically, the importance of Environment (Env.), 
Active Engagement (AE), Movement (M), Imitation & Repetition (I&R), and Creative 
Opportunities (CO) do not appear to align with their use. Active Engagement (AE), 
Movement (M), and Creative Opportunities (CO) were used less when compared to their 
proposed importance, while Environment (Env.) and Imitation & Repetition (I&R) were 
used more often relative to their perceived importance.  
 The answer to the third research question—Does a teacher’s use of these 































overall, yes. Chart 22 illustrates how grade level grouping affects the teachers’ self-
reported use of different facets of the conceptual framework. Each bar represents the 
percentage of teachers who reported frequent use of each facet with a given grade level. 
Table 33 displays the results of these tests with the null hypothesis being that grade level 
selection would occur with equal probability and a significance level set at p = .05.  
Chart 22. 
 
Table 33. Chi-Square Results 
Facet of Conceptual 
Framework Expected N p = 𝒙
𝟐 Significance 
ENV 245.3 0.125 4.16 Retain Null 
ARE. 1 231 0.06 5.63 Retain Null 
ARE. 2 214.7 0.00 19.33 Reject Null 
I&R 185.3 0.00 89.42 Reject Null 
AE 245.7 0.898 0.214 Retain Null 
ME 202 0.00 32.86 Reject Null 
MOV 192.7 0.00 89.5 Reject Null 

















































































































































































































































































 This was noteworthy, as I had not found anything in the literature to indicate a 
decline or increase in the efficacy of these recommendations as students age. Apart from 
a focus on the importance of early childhood experiences, there is nothing to indicate that 
the overall benefits of utilizing these recommendations for learning would change 
throughout childhood or even into adulthood. My motivation for including this research 
question initially, however, was an entirely practical one. Anecdotal evidence based on 
my own experience in elementary music education—either teaching, observing, or 
through conversations with my colleagues—led me to suspect that: use of these 
recommendations would likely vary depending on grade levels. I was especially aware, 
based on informal conversations with colleagues, that Movement was a particularly 
contentious issue as students moved up in grade level. However, other notable differences 
were more unexpected, particularly, Creative Opportunities, where the survey data 
sometimes conflicted with statements from interviewees; and Imitation & Repetition and 
Multisensory Experiences which tended to heavily favor Lower Grade throughout data 
collection.  
 I found the explanatory mixed-method design beneficial in a number of ways. 
Having interviewees who were able to give voice to these more calculated results was 
very enlightening. The insight they provided offered a rich picture of elementary music 
classrooms: of how similar they can be, and also where the practices therein can greatly 
diverge. Specifically, the first three facets, which I described as Teacher Behaviors, 
(Env., ARE., & I&R) seemed to be the most universal in terms of importance and/or 




have more variety in terms of importance and usage, as well as when and how they 
manifested in the classrooms of interviewees.  
 The first facet, Environment (Env.) prompted in-depth, detailed, and lengthy 
responses from participants who described a warm and welcoming environment as 
crucial to their music classroom. They described the benefits of making personal 
connections with students, either by letting elements of their own personalities come out 
in their lessons, relating to students’ interests, engaging with students’ innate “silliness,” 
or otherwise showing interest in, and compassion for, the lives students led outside the 
four walls of their classroom.  
 Additionally, interviewees took it as a given that music class was a place that can 
be intimidating to students both personally and socially. They regarded this facet as 
particularly important in combatting student self-consciousness that might be prohibitive 
to music learning. Ensuring that music class was a place where students felt confident 
enough to take risks and where they knew it was safe enough to make mistakes was 
remarked upon in some form in most interviews. Strategies with which to achieve this 
differed among these educators. However, most agreed that creating a positive, 
supportive classroom culture was key. Having clear, concise rules and expectations 
(which provide a description of acceptable behaviors regarding student participation and 
their acceptance of others’ participation) and modelling these behaviors for the students 
was viewed as paramount.  
 Overall, there was consensus that Environment was of particular importance at the 




ensuring musical learning, but also the responsibility for fostering a lasting love and 
appreciation for music in the lives of their students. Often described as a kind of guiding 
mission, these educators explained how they felt elementary music—even while 
sometimes not regarded highly by their peers or by their district (when compared with 
secondary ensembles, for instance)— had an indelible impact on students’ likelihood to 
participate in musical activities, either formally or informally, beyond the elementary 
years. There was a definite sense among these educators that this belief in the importance 
of creating early positive associations with music was with them from the first moment 
they were introduced to a student in Kindergarten, acting as a compass throughout their 
elementary school years.  
 The second facet Attention, Relevance, & Engagement (further subdivided into 
ARE.1, developmentally appropriate practice, and ARE.2, connecting with students’ prior 
knowledge and experience) prompted a wider variety of responses compared to the first 
facet. The question of using developmentally appropriate practices prompted all but one 
interviewee to begin discussing curriculum, or more specifically, their district’s lack of 
one.  
 Some interviewees described how they felt the added burden of developing a 
curriculum for their students while designing day-to-day lesson objectives. Especially for 
new teachers, this was seen as akin to “learning to fly the plane while it was still being 
built”. Descriptions usually fell into one of three categories, where these educators had to 





• take a scant framework and fill it in,  
• work from a woefully out-of-date or vague set of directives and modifying it to 
suit their specific needs, or  
• enter a new job where they had little or no curricular guides.  
 In each case, this left these educators to either purchase a curriculum (sometimes 
at their own expense) or create their own and rely on their experience, 
undergraduate/graduate studies, professional development (if any), or other resources to 
create a scope and sequence for their school. Many regarded this as a detriment 
(especially with the struggle it incurred in their earlier years, and the discrepancies it can 
produce among music classrooms). However, most—if only in hindsight—also saw the 
positive side of this. Several interviewees explained how this allowed them the freedom 
to create tailor-made music experiences for their students. Not having a set curriculum 
enabled them to draw upon their individual strengths as educators and musicians, as well 
as the unique interests, needs, and motivations of their student body.  
 Interestingly, interviews seemed to corroborate the survey data indicating that 
developmentally appropriate practices (ARE.1), although regarded as generally important, 
were perhaps considered to be more so in the lower grades. Interviewees discussed this 
difference, explaining that a considerable amount of thought and effort was usually 
needed to break down complex musical concepts so that they could be understood by 
their youngest students. This was seen as a vital skill, setting the foundation for building 
skills and understanding throughout the elementary years and beyond.  




experience, either in school or out of school (ARE.2), interviewees almost exclusively 
described how they did so with older students. They talked about how they used popular 
music to engage them, draw upon prior in-school knowledge as a way of teaching new 
concepts, or relate to out-of-school learning and experiences. All of these strategies 
described by interviewees were geared toward middle and upper grade levels, with none 
of the interviewees explicitly mentioning how they did so with Kindergarten or 1st Grade 
students.  
 Looking back on the survey data, we see the same trend, perhaps indicating less 
value or thought given to the experience and knowledge that young students bring to the 
classroom. As was often remarked upon in interviews, Kindergarteners and 1st graders are 
generally enthusiastic about music class and enjoy most engaging musical activities; 
however, it is important to remember that they are not coming to school as a musical 
tabula rasa either. These students are, as the literature emphasizes, creative beings in 
their own right, having had musical experiences and a musical life since birth (Børkvold, 
1989; Flohr & Trevarthen, 2008; Flohr, 2010). 
 Results regarding the last of Teacher Behavior facet were thought-provoking. The 
survey data suggests that although Imitation & Repetition is relegated to the bottom 
position in terms of importance, it holds a substantial position in terms of usage, 
particularly when it comes to the lowest grade levels (Chart 20, 21, and 22). Most 
interviewees confirmed the importance of this facet in terms of how songs and musical 
pieces are taught, specifically when faced with students who cannot read (music and/or 




 Some regarded this facet as a steppingstone to musical literacy more often than 
not, to be disregarded once these skills developed. Others thought of it more as a 
crutch—an unfortunate necessity—one that, if used too often could hinder their perceived 
musical development. Although this idea has some support in the literature, which 
contends that rote memorization and rote imitation is unlikely to suffice as students grow 
into mature artists (Lehmann & Ericsson, 1997); whether or not the difference in maturity 
within the elementary years (roughly 5–11-year-olds) —with which this study is 
concerned— is enough to justify this perceived lack of utility in the upper grades, is yet 
to be determined.  
 One might wonder if Imitation & Repetition and what could be likened to a 
musical weaning process (where students are pushed away from imitation toward greater 
musical “independence” and notation rather than being reliant on a teacher’s aural/oral 
model) might directly connect with what was observed in another facet: Creative 
Opportunities. For example, is this “weaning” purely a reflection of the Western roots of 
American music education and its emphasis on notation? Could this also help explain 
some of the reluctance observed (in both teachers and students) in terms of improvisation 
and composition in the classroom?  
 Flohr and Trevarthen (2008) invoke the image of a chasm that exists between 
making music orally and learning notation for both students and educators alike. “Music 
teachers who are familiar with creativity [and] spontaneous musicality can perceive the 
bridge that must be crossed by the budding musician” (p. 67). On one side of this bridge 




notation and tradition. However, Flohr and Trevarthen (2008) reassure educators that 
overcoming this chasm can be made easier with the guidance of a supportive and 
understanding teacher, writing “The way is easier and the learning more sure if the 
teacher strives to be a companion in the enjoyment of moving with the subtleties of 
children’s musical invention and celebration” (p. 67). 
 Might prematurely weaning children away from their natural, primary way of 
learning (Flohr & Persellin, 2011) to more notation-based (“independent”) learning—in 
an effort to prepare them for the ‘re-creative’ experiences we find in such abundance in 
music education—be to the detriment of their more expressive ‘creative’ impulses? 
Indeed, Børkvold (1989) contends,  
A child who is asked to play a printed score must turn his attention from 
the primary experience of making music, to a kind of secondary music-
making in accordance with the notes on the page. For many children, the 
result is that their ability to make music in the primary sense withers and 
dies…Their oral musical competence…can be irrevocably lost as a result 
of premature preoccupation with written music (p.188). 
 
 Additionally, if in the process of this “weaning” it manifests the potentially 
damaging dichotomies of “right/wrong” or “proper/improper” or “good/bad” in music, is 
it any wonder that students are reticent to participate in and share their creations? And if 
that is indeed the case, it is not easy to see how some teachers (who were of course, once 
student musicians themselves) may be similarly reticent to teach it?  
 Comparing the survey data of the two, the use of Imitation & Repetition is 
favored in the lowest grades, whereas the use of Creative Opportunities is favored in the 
highest. They appear to be direct mirror images of each other, which on the surface may 




same thing?  
 The types of Creative Opportunities offered to different grade levels as described 
by interviewees may support this idea. When asked about what types of creative 
experiences they offered their students, the overwhelming majority described 
improvisation activities for their younger grades and written composition exercises in the 
upper grades. It appears that when the use of Imitation & Repetition is more present, it 
also happens to be around the same time that many teachers are offering improvisation 
activities. As students age, and presumably gain more proficiency (with both music 
notation and written language) these creative experiences seem to similarly move away 
from improvisation to written composition, in much the same way students were 
“weaned” away from oral/aural learning. Furthermore, this was even explicitly stated by 
two of the interviewees as their goal: for their students to move away from aural/oral 
expression and be able to use written notation as their primary means of musical 
expression. 
 Conversely, at first I was puzzled as to why some of the educators interviewed 
described being more likely to offer Creative Opportunities—specifically improvisation-
—in the K–1st grade (as this seemed to directly contradict the survey data). Moreover, 
many said their students seemed enjoy them more at this level. But it is simply that these 
younger students are still allowed to “play” and be their “muse-ical” selves (Børkvold, 
1989) in these grades. Students may have retained some their unabashed musical 





 This could also be compounded by what Erik Erikson (1993) described in his 
theory of psychosocial development: during their elementary years students enter into 
their “school-age’ or Industry versus Inferiority period, during which time they either 
find competence or inertia. Younger students are less likely to feel internal or external 
pressure for competence at a given skill, whereas it is likely that older students will 
slowly begin to feel either real or perceived social and societal pressure to achieve. “The 
child’s danger, at this stage, lies in the sense of inadequacy and inferiority…this is 
socially a most decisive stage” (Erikson, 1993, p. 260). 
 It is here that I began to see the potential that some other facets of the conceptual 
framework could be similarly linked. Many interviewees described “hitting a wall” with 
both Creative Opportunities (CO) and Movement (Mov.), usually around 3rd grade, while 
others explained in detail the Sisyphean feat of overcoming this obstacle year after year. 
Part of this harkened back to Environment (Env.), where interviewees described how they 
actively sought to create a classroom culture in which their students felt safe taking risks 
which, as the years pass, include social risks in music class.  
 The interviewees who also had experience teaching middle school explained how 
this growing inertia is palpable and how it becomes increasingly difficult to not only offer 
students Movement (Mov.) or Creative Opportunities (CO) but also to keep them Actively 
Engaged (AE) in music making (and even “engaged” more generally). This perception 
may speak to what O’Neill (2017) noted, that while participation in musical activities 
continued to support aspects of adolescents’ burgeoning identity (with a marked increase 




tends to decline.  
 Upon initial discussion of Active Engagement, a notable number of interviewees 
thought that this line of questioning was regarding participation versus apathy. However, 
once it was explained that it was in fact referring to actively making music, interviewees 
were all too happy to describe the myriad of ways that they not only keep students 
engaged, but musically engaged. There was, however, a caveat that several interviewees 
mentioned. Although they felt that active engagement in music making was central to 
music class, other more passive experiences were not only important but necessary. They 
explained that there is a time for making music, but that there is also a time for 
experiencing music in a less direct sense as well, either through direct instruction of 
musical topics or concepts, listening, or through Multisensory Experiences.  
 This facet was greeted with some trepidation, and was often discussed as if it 
were synonymous with Movement (Mov.). Most of the interviewees saw Multisensory 
Experiences (ME) as at least worth remarking upon. But nearly all educators mentioned 
movement as the primary way that they incorporated it into their classroom. Whether as a 
way to “embody” more abstract musical concepts or elements, or in more expressive 
ways, most teachers incorporated movement in some way in their teaching. Additionally, 
it is notable that some teachers saw the use of movement not so much as a technique for 
teaching, but as a “brain break” from learning. Given the vital link between music and 
movement from a neuroscience perspective, it may be beneficial to promote using 
movement as a tool for learning, rather than a “break” from it. The research is abundantly 




“break” for the brain. 
 Beyond Movement, many teachers confessed to wishing they could offer a wider 
variety of multisensory experiences, but that logistical concerns prohibited it. These 
concerns included: 
• the amount of materials that would likely be required for multisensory 
experiences (especially considering the amount of students taught within a school 
day);  
• time constraints (the time it would take to distribute materials to students within  
relatively short classes, with little or no transition time between them for 
cleaning-up and packing-up of said materials), and  
• whether or not there was a dedicated classroom space for music instruction (i.e., 
music in a music classroom, music in a general education classroom, or traveling 
on a cart either within one school building and/or between different schools.) 
 Of those interviewed who used multisensory experiences in their teaching, they 
eagerly described their favorite activities and the perceived benefits. Using multisensory 
techniques as a way of reaching diverse learners was the crux of their rationale. Some 
even went so far as to say that they attempted to teach key concepts through as many 
different senses as possible. These interviewees often took pride in describing activities 
and lessons that they had created themselves to meet the needs of their students, 
especially because multisensory teaching in music classes was rarely something broached 
in professional development. 




to different learning styles, this did not seem to hinder their appreciation for the utility of 
different senses in the music classroom. Most of the teachers interviewed mentioned 
working with diverse student populations. These were often diverse in multiple ways 
(socio-economically, culturally, racially, as well as working with students with high- and 
special needs) and these educators viewed Multisensory Experiences as a way to teach 
musical concepts multiple times in multiple ways, helping to ensure they reach as many 
students as possible in a short amount of time.  
 Taken together, the results from the quantitative and qualitative phases of this 
study seem to support the notion that recommendations from neuroscientific research —
as outlined in the facets of the Conceptual Framework for Neurodidactics in Music 
Education as designed for this study—were overall familiar to participants. However, 
their use of these recommendations in their own classrooms depended on many varied 
factors. The reasonings given for whether a teacher utilized these recommendations 
ranged from the practical to the personal, and even the philosophical. One thing was clear 
above all: the indelible impact individual elementary music educators have on shaping 
the experiences and musical lives of young children. 
Limitations and Delimitations 
 The culmination of both quantitative and qualitative data in this study helped to 
paint a picture of elementary music classrooms in the United States and displayed the 
wide breadth of curricular practices, philosophies, and beliefs present therein. It is my 
hope that this initial exploration provides a springboard for future studies into 




in this study. However, although the current study was primarily descriptive in nature, 
with no attempt made to derive definitive, causal relationships between variables, 
limitations to the present study should be noted, including the generalizability of findings 
and research design.  
 All participants were teachers in the United States, and no attempt was made to 
elicit responses from outside the US. Additionally, most participants were likely current 
members of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME). I contend that 
NAfME membership may have had an unforeseen impact on the results of this study. 
Voluntary membership in this professional organization may indicate that these 
participants are more likely to have an interest in or an ability to keep abreast of the most 
current research in the field. Additionally, although links to the online survey were 
initially distributed through the Association’s database, there remains a chance that this 
link could have been passed on to other educators outside the membership by word of 
mouth. 
Findings from this study should be further tempered by discrepancies present in 
the survey tool. Results pertaining to research question three (Does the grade level of 
students influence educators’ use of recommendations from neuroscience?) as derived 
from Part Three of the survey should be regarded with caution due to discrepancies with 
how this set of survey items was worded and how participants responded. Although 
survey participants were given the option to choose multiple grade levels when answering 
this set of questions, the wording of the questions did not make that entirely clear. 




conceptual framework the most, and while participants were given boxes to check (which 
commonly indicates multiple options are allowed) rather than circles (which commonly 
indicates that only one answer is permissible), there was no written indication (e.g., check 
all that apply) that participants were allowed to select more than one option. It should be 
noted then that 50 respondents selected only one choice for these questions, whereas the 
remaining respondents offered more than one choice to one or more questions in this set. 
This is important to keep in mind as responses—particularly those given by participants 
who only selected one answer—may have been different if given more explicit 
instructions. Due to this discrepancy, results should not be viewed as having wide 
generalizability outside of the given sample and should be interpreted with appropriate 
caution. However, qualitative findings helped elucidate these results with interviewees 
readily providing comments pertinent to this question, often corroborating survey 
findings. In some cases, interviewees extrapolated their own experience to those of others 
as well; these comments were entirely their own and likewise care should be taken to not 
generalize these findings.  
 Additionally, the facets of the conceptual framework were only briefly 
summarized for survey participants, potentially leaving much up to the teachers’ own 
interpretations. This became clear during the interview process when interviewees 
discussed their teaching practices. Occasionally, what these educators assumed these 
facets were referring to varied from what they were intending to describe. Although these 
misinterpretations could be corrected during the interview process, it leaves open the 




without the opportunity for clarification.  
Avenues for Future Research 
 One benefit of the interview process was the explanations that were given about 
different facets of the conceptual framework. Hearing participants describe how some of 
the recommendations were used in their classrooms made it clear that future research or 
teacher education derived from neurodidactics should refine and clarify definitions for 
these recommendations. As the connection between neuroscience and direct, workable 
classroom application is still in its infancy; it has been and will likely continue to be 
impeded by misunderstandings, over-generalizations, and over-simplifications for the 
sake of “sound-bites” (Flohr & Hodges, 2002a).  
 Because the facets of the Conceptual Framework for Neurodidactics in 
Elementary Music (APPENDIX A) used in this study were only briefly summarized for 
survey participants, much was left up to teachers’ interpretations. This became apparent 
during the interview process, where it was made clear that what these recommendations 
were meant to refer to sometimes differed drastically from what teachers assumed 
(questions pertaining to the Student Experiences section of the conceptual framework, in 
particular). Great care had to be taken during the interviews process to correct 
interviewees’ assumptions and misinterpretations regarding what was meant by the 
following:   
1. Active Engagement (often thought of simply as participation, meeting 





2. Multisensory Experience, (which many interpreted as referencing or being akin to 
the concept of teaching to ‘learning styles’). 
3. Movement (which some took as either meaning “brain breaks” where students are 
given opportunities for movement simply as a way of expelling “excess” energy 
before the “real work” of music class began; or, as any movement throughout the 
course of music class, such as walking to another seat); and 
4. Creative Opportunities (which consisted of a wide array of interpretations).  
This demonstrated that if any progress is to be made in encouraging the application of 
neuroscience in the music classroom, educators will need to be provided with concise, 
clear explanations and real-world examples of neurodidactic recommendations.  
 It is worth noting that while some interviewees misinterpreted some 
recommendations, the majority of them understood most, if not all of them. These 
misinterpretations could be corrected during the interview process by refining the 
questions. However, it is possible that survey participants may have had similarly varied 
interpretations. This notable discrepancy in teachers’ understandings may be attributed to 
(as was often remarked on in interviews) the variety of experiences teachers bring to the 
classroom (e.g., undergraduate experiences, the availability and accessibility of 
professional development and methods courses, etc.)  
 To this end, it may be beneficial for future research to investigate what, if any, 
correlation exists between teachers’ musical upbringings/teacher education and their 
practice and likelihood to use these recommendations from neuroscience. This could be 




(e.g., whether or not choice of instrument/ensemble and thereby exposure to 
improvisation and composition) impacts their confidence in incorporating such activities 
into their classrooms. Another area of interest might be exploring whether formal training 
and certification in a particular approach influences the use of recommendations from 
neuroscience, as well as an inquiry into new educators’ familiarity with neuroeducation 
and/or whether courses covering neuroscientific research in education are present in 
music education preparatory programs.  
 Additionally, the line of inquiry explored in this study would benefit from further 
research using more qualitative methods, perhaps case studies. Facets of the conceptual 
framework could then be observed in classrooms, and discussions regarding them could 
take place with individual educators soon afterwards. This would have the potential to 
yield highly specific results and examples of how these facets are used in actual 
classroom settings. Although these results might have limited generalizability, it would 
allow for the analysis of teachers’ opinions and usage of these recommendations from 
neuroscience in a different but equally valuable way.  
 It would also be of interest for a future study to branch out into other realms of 
music education in K–12 schooling. Although there is quite an emphasis on childhood in 
the literature—perhaps due to more marked changes in brain structure and function 
seeming to correlate with learning at younger ages (which may include the existence of a 
sensitive period for aspects musical development in early childhood)—the potential for 
brain plasticity is not limited to childhood, nor does it appear to limit the applicability and 




Weiss, 2017). There is evidence that as musical experiences change with age, this likely 
has an impact on music processing. With the systematic exposure and instruction that 
occurs in formal music education comes culture-specific knowledge gains to the 
detriment of sensitivity to foreign musical structure (Trehub & Weiss, 2017). Examining 
and documenting any age-related changes in musical perception, representation and 
musical processing would be a valuable avenue for neurodidactic research. Additionally, 
it seems that many of the elementary music education approaches (Orff-Schulwerk, 
Kodaly, Dalcroze, Gordon, and Conversational Solfege, etc…) already emphasize many 
of the same strategies found in the conceptual framework. This seemed to bear out in 
interviews, where interviewees described their training having prepared them to use some 
of these strategies, with or without the knowledge that they were further supported by 
neuroscience. This could imply that, because these approaches are so popular among 
elementary music educators, many of them have at least a cursory knowledge of these 
concepts, and a passing acceptance of their utility and value in the classroom. However, 
this may not be the case for those music educators who have not taught elementary 
music. Music educators who have not taught elementary music may be less familiar with 
these approaches and are may therefore, also be less familiar with the neurodidactic 
strategies embedded in them. It very well may be that even if secondary music educators 
have heard of these approaches, they likely have not sought out in-depth training or 
certification in them.  
 This would be understandable because—as one interviewee mentioned—even 




music education, the courses and certification for them focus almost entirely on 
elementary grades. He recounted his own disappointing experience where he had been 
teaching elementary music when he signed up for an Orff-Schulwerk summer 
certification program; however, by the end of the year he had been reassigned to teach 
middle school general music. As the summer wore on, he described how he became 
thoroughly disheartened that there was little to no discussion of how to use the Orff 
methodology outside of the elementary years, and if there was, there was an assumption 
that students had been taught by an Orff teacher throughout elementary school. My own 
experience corroborates this, and many of these approaches might initially seem of little 
value to secondary general music or ensemble teachers, who therefore might seek 
professional development elsewhere.  
 A pertinent future study then, might be to explore to following:  
• whether there is knowledge and usage of these neurodidactic recommendations at 
the upper grade levels;  
• where this knowledge comes from; and/or  
• teachers’ opinions about them.  
Research into the musical lives and development of children suggests that the role of 
music changes as children approach adolescence. “[M]usic shapes the way young people 
orient, construct, negotiate, and understand themselves and the social world they 
inhabit…” (O’Neill, 2017, p. 449). Especially in the transitional, often tumultuous years 
of adolescence, music increasingly serves as a vital form self-expression and reflection, 




developments may be an intriguing aspect of future inquiry. Future studies could include 
secondary ensembles classes where participating students may have a more dedicated 
interest in their musical development or middle school or high school general music 
electives, where students are drawn from the general school population (perhaps 
exploring the assumed or observed efficacy of these recommendations with a wider, 
potentially more diverse student sample).  
 Another interesting avenue of research may lie in two interviewees’ references to 
their building’s visual art teacher, as either an inspiration for offering more creative 
opportunities for students or as a model for doing so. These interviewees described how, 
after working closely with them, they felt emboldened to offer more creative experiences 
rather than “re-creative” ones in their classrooms. Often combined, and termed “creative 
arts” classes, visual art and music are sometimes conflated with each other in elementary 
education. Although the content is obviously different, there may be something to be 
gleaned from our visual art peers. Thinking of the structure of an elementary visual art 
class, are students given more Creative Opportunities compared to their music classes? If 
so, why? And what can we learn from this? This piqued my interest and I would venture 
to say that it would be of value to not only explore how teachers foster creativity in visual 
arts classes, but also to compare them to how music educators think about, encourage, 
and structure opportunities for creative expression. It would be of interest to see the 
similarities and differences in creativity in the “creative arts.” 
 Lastly, no attempt was made within the confines of the current study to explore 




atypical students. Regarding the former, much of the neurodidactic research I 
encountered came out of Germany. This may indicate that neurodidactic strategies may 
be more familiar to music educators in Germany specifically, or even Europe more 
generally. Exploration into programs outside of the United States would be of value as a 
way to describe, or even compare the state of applying neuroscience in music classrooms 
worldwide. The latter idea may be of great interest to music educators, specifically those 
who teach compulsory music classes, because they are charged with educating their 
diverse student body in its entirety.  
 To the latter point, nearly all of the interviewees remarked upon how one or more 
of the ideas in the conceptual framework had helped them in some way to “reach all 
students.” This catch-all phrase is familiar to educators, the implication being that not 
only are they responsible for educating those students who are ready, willing, and capable 
of learning in a given way, but that it is incumbent upon them to educate students who 
find classroom activities to be challenging for myriad reasons. This is particularly true for 
elementary general music educators who are often required to teach every student in their 
school populations and, due to the age of the students, are often doing so before 
necessary interventions have been put into place to help those students succeed or even 
before testing for said interventions is completed.  
 Some interviewees remarked how teaching concepts multiple times in multiple 
ways helped to ensure that they were doing everything they could to teach to a variety of 
needs, especially if the nature of those specific needs was unknown. One interviewee 




assumption that at least one student in the room would have any number of challenges. 
For example, she assumed that there would be a student on the autism spectrum, that 
another would be struggling with undiagnosed attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD), while another one in the same class might have a challenging home life, and 
still another might be learning English as a second language. A single elementary school 
classroom containing students with all of these needs (and more) is not uncommon, as 
attested to by interviewees, and these inclusionary policies ensure that music is a 
component in the education of all children (Altenmüller, 2008). Under these 
circumstances, educators referred to using a “toolbox” of different strategies—especially 
until they were familiar with the more specific needs of their students—as crucial to their 
teaching. It is still possible and beneficial for individuals with disabilities, regardless of 
degree, to have meaningful musical experiences (Gruhn & Rauscher, 2002).  
 Moreover, Gruhn and Rauscher (2002) contend that since it has been found that 
musical abilities develop independently from other domains, that each person forms their 
own unique intelligence profile, and that music education should seek to help “develop 
the individual’s unique musical aptitude to its highest possible level” (p. 62). Some of the 
strategies for doing so aligned with or were similar to those outlined in the conceptual 
framework. Likewise, many of the facets in the conceptual framework coincide with 
research of teaching students with cognitive and developmental disabilities. Sousa (2016) 
emphasizes that neuroscience can empower educators. By keeping abreast of new 
knowledge about how the brain works, teachers can gain insight into how to “help 




emphasizing meaning (ARE), the value of both rote and elaborate rehearsal (I&R), the 
importance of developing motor skills (Mov), reducing stress associated with learning 
tasks and establishing a positive classroom environment (Env), and others have all been 
associated with benefiting neuro-atypical, high-needs, and at-risk students as well as their 
mainstream peers. Furthermore, knowledge of and understanding dysfunction in the MNS 
may help educators conceptualize empathy and learning deficits in children, particularly 
those on the autism spectrum (Ramachandran & Oberman, 2008; Altenmüller, 2008; 
Hamilton, 2012).  
 With this in mind, it would be of value for a future study investigating 
neurodidactic strategies to have a particular focus on these students both as a part of and 
separate from the wider school population. It would be of interest to see if any of the 
facets of the conceptual framework were found to be either a particular benefit (or even 
detriment) to the musical learning of neuro-atypical students.  
Significance of this Study 
 Neuroscience and the field of neurodidactics have the potential to inform 
educators about how the developing brain learns, grows, and processes new information. 
This research can shed light on how to develop curricula and classroom practices which 
align with brain science and help learning to take place more effectively and efficiently. 
This knowledge may either confirm or refute established practices that are taking place in 
music classrooms. Educators who have gained this understanding will be better equipped 
to reflect on their current practices and think critically when incorporating new ones.  




new strategies to further improve their teaching. This is not surprising, as many of these 
teachers felt a personal investment in the curriculum and lessons they designed for their 
students. This makes me believe that if more professional development opportunities 
were provided to teachers to learn about neuroscience and its connection to education, 
that these programs would find many eager participants.  
Additionally, teacher education programs and their graduates may very 
well benefit from the incorporation of neuroscience classes in their curricula. 
These programs may be the last unifying factor among music educators, after 
which, professional specialization occurs depending on a myriad of other personal 
factors (such as where they are employed, what level they are teaching, and what 
types of professional development and certification they have access to, or interest 
in acquiring). Research into neuroscience education for teachers supports the 
comments made by these interviewees and demonstrates the value of teaching 
educators about neuroscience. Indeed, Dubinsky (2010) writes, “Since teachers 
are apt to teach in the same manner in which they themselves learned the 
material…teaching neuroscience to future educators provides an opportunity to 
examine what aspects of the field are most applicable to their professions” (p. 
8058). 
 Just as many teachers seem eager to learn about neuroscience and how it can 
improve classroom practice, some neuroscientists feel that it is now their obligation to 
share their new knowledge with educators. “…Forging intra-institutional partnerships 




priority” (Dubinski, 2010, p. 8059). It therefore may be of immense value to expose new 
teachers to neuroscience and its recommendations for education while they are still a 
“captive audience” in their undergraduate years, prior to licensure.  
 I began this study driven by what I saw as its potential significance both 
personally and professionally. The years devoted to this study and the events that took 
place within them only strengthened my resolve. I found that my own curiosity about 
educational neuroscience and my passion for contributing to the music education of 
young people was met in equal measure by many of the participants of this work. It 
brought me great hope to see the enthusiasm of these educators and the compulsion many 
of them felt to keep learning, improving their teaching, and bringing new ideas to their 
students. It is my wish that this study—in its attempt to pull back the curtain on 
elementary music classrooms and see the potential that neuroscience has to offer them—
is as enlightening to others as it was to me. I feel that this study’s significance hinges 
upon individual educators’ willingness to continuously and unabashedly reflect on their 
practices, voraciously seek out new knowledge to enrich their teaching, and undauntedly 







INFOGRAPHIC:  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR NEURODIDACTICS IN  
















1. How many years have you been working in music education? 
 (<5) (6–10) (11–20) (21–30) (30+) 
 
2. How many years have you taught Elementary General Music (Kindergarten–5th 
Grade) 
 (<5) (6–10) (11–20) (21–30) (30+) 
 
3. Are you currently teaching Elementary General Music? 
 (yes) (no) 
 
4. Have you received formal training in any of the music teaching methodologies 
listed below? 
 Circle all that apply:  (Orff-Schulwerk) (Kodaly)  
    (Gordon) (Dalcroze)  
    (Other) (None) 
 




5. Which methodology would you consider your teaching most influenced by 
 Circle one:   (Orff-Schulwerk) (Kodaly)  
    (Gordon) (Dalcroze)  
    (Other) (None)       
       









Please reflect on, and answer honestly about your own teaching practices. 
Rate the following questions on a scale of 1-5, based on how important you feel each 
item is to your teaching: 1 being “Not Important”, 5 being “Very Important”,  
and 3 being “Moderately Important”. 
 
1) How important is it that musical experiences and musical learning are associated with 
warmth and joy? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
2a) How important is it that musical experiences and musical learning are 
developmentally appropriate? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
2b) How important is it that musical experiences and musical learning build upon and 
making meaningful connections with student’s prior knowledge and experience? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
3) How important is it that musical experiences and musical learning involve imitation 
and repetition? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
4) How important is it for students to be actively engaged in music making? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
5) How important are multisensory experiences in music class? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
6) How important is movement in music class? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 
          (Moderately Important)  
 
7) How important are creative opportunities (improvisation and/or composition) in music 
class? 
(Not at all Important) 1 2 3 4 5 (Extremely Important) 







Please reflect on, and answer honestly about your own teaching practices  
Rate the following questions on a scale of 1-5, based on how often they occur in your 
teaching: 1 being “Never”, and 5 being “Always”. 
 
1) How often did you make efforts to create an enjoyable music learning environment? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
2a) How often did you make efforts to use developmentally-appropriate practice? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
2b) How often did you make efforts to build upon and making meaningful connections 
with student’s prior knowledge and/or experience? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
3) How often did you make efforts to use imitation and repetition? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
4) How often did you make efforts to create a learning environment in which students are 
actively engaged in music making? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
5) How often did you make efforts to create a music learning environment in which 
students learn through multisensory experiences? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
6) How often did you make efforts to incorporate movement into your music class? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 
            (About half the time)  
 
7) How often did students engage in creative opportunities (improvisation and/or 
composition) in music class? 
  (Never) 1 2 3 4 5 (Always) 








Please reflect on, and answer honestly about your own teaching practices  
Check the box(es) for which grade levels you use the following practices with: 
 “Lower Grades” (Kindergarten-1st) “Middle Grades” (2nd -3rd Grade), “Upper 
Grades” (4th -5th Grade) 
 
1) I made an effort to create a positive and inviting music learning environment most 
with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
2a) I used developmentally-appropriate practice most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
2b) I built upon and made an effort to create meaningful connections with student’s prior 
knowledge and experience most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
3) I used imitation and repetition most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades  
 
 
4) I sought to create a learning environment in which students are actively engaged in  
music-making most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
5) I created a music learning environment in which students learn through multisensory 
experiences most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
6) I incorporated movement most with:  
    Lower Grades   Middle Grades   Upper Grades 
 
 
7) I incorporated creative opportunities (improvisation and/or composition) most with:  
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To Whom It May Concern: 
 
My name is Sarah Leahy, I am a doctoral candidate in the School of Music at 
Boston University. For my dissertation I am conducting research into current elementary 
music classroom practices. The current title of my dissertation is “Neurodidactics in 
Elementary Music Classrooms: A Descriptive Study.” Abstract: Recent technological 
developments in the field of neuroscience have led to increased knowledge about how the 
brain develops and learns in childhood. Understanding how music is processed in the 
brains of young children may provide educators with insights about how to teach more 
efficiently and effectively. This study seeks to reveal whether current classroom practices 
correspond with the latest understandings of the developing brain and to what degree 
music educators utilize recommendations from neuroscience.  
I am hoping to recruit current music educators teaching Kindergarten-5th Grade in 
the United States to take a 10–15 minute online survey through Qualtrics.com, and I was 
hoping that they could be recruited through the use of your email database. Please let me 
know if you would be willing to distribute this survey to your membership or if you 
would like to know more about myself or this research. 
 
















You are invited to participate in a web-based online survey describing your current 
elementary general music classroom practices. This is a research project being conducted 
by Sarah Leahy, a doctoral candidate in the School of Music at Boston University. It 
should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. The survey will begin immediately 
following your consent to participate. If you elect to participate in a follow-up interview, 
you will be asked to submit your email address and consent to be contacted individually 
by the investigator.  
 
• The current title of this study is “Neurodidactics in Elementary Music 
Classrooms: A Descriptive Study.” 
• Abstract: Recent technological developments in the field of neuroscience have led 
to increased knowledge about how the brain develops and learns in childhood. 
Understanding how music is processed in the brains of young children may 
provide educators with insights about how to teach more efficiently and 
effectively. This study seeks to reveal whether current classroom practices 
correspond with the latest understandings of the developing brain and to what 
degree music educators utilize recommendations from neuroscience.  
 
PARTICIPATION 
We are looking for current music educators teaching Kindergarten-5th Grade in the 
United States.  
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may refuse to take part in the research 
or may withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. You are free to decline 
to answer any particular question you do not wish to answer for any reason. 
 
CONTACT 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact my 
research supervisor, Dr. Gareth Dylan Smith via email at gdsmith@bu.edu. 
If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or that 
your rights as a participant in research have not been honored during the course of this 
project, or you have any questions, concerns, or complaints that you wish to address to 
someone other than the investigator, you may contact the Boston University Institutional 







SURVEY CONSENT FORM 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
You are invited to participate in a web-based online survey describing your current 
elementary general music classroom practices. This is a research project being conducted 
by Sarah Leahy, a doctoral student in the School of Music at Boston University. It should 
take approximately 10 minutes to complete. The survey will begin immediately following 
your consent to participate. If you elect to participate in a follow-up interview, you will 




Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may refuse to take part in the research 
or may withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. You are free to decline 
to answer any particular question you do not wish to answer for any reason. 
 
BENEFITS 
You will receive no direct benefits from participating in this research study. However, 
your responses may lead to a greater understanding about current classroom practices in 
elementary general music. 
 
RISKS 
There are very minimal risks involved in participating in this study. Participation in this 
study includes the potential risk of loss of confidentiality. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
Your survey answers will be sent to a link at Qualtrics.com where data will be stored in a 
password protected, encrypted electronic format. Qualtrics does not collect identifying 
information such as your name, email address, or IP address. Therefore, your responses 
will remain anonymous. No one will be able to identify you or your answers, and no one 
will know whether or not you participated in the study. 
 
At the end of the survey you will be asked if you are interested in participating in an 
additional follow-up interview. If you choose to provide contact information such as your 
email address, your survey responses may no longer be anonymous to the researcher. 
However, no names or identifying information would be included in any publications or 
presentations based on these data, and your responses to this survey will remain 
confidential. All identifiable data and survey responses will be stored in a password 
protected, encrypted electronic database through Qualtrics.com. The identifiable data, 




stored on a fingerprint ID/password protected hard drive. This hard drive will only be 
accessible to, and used by the PI. 
 
CONTACT 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact my 
research supervisor, Dr. Gareth Dylan Smith via email at gdsmith@bu.edu. 
If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or that 
your rights as a participant in research have not been honored during the course of this 
project, or you have any questions, concerns, or complaints that you wish to address to 
someone other than the investigator, you may contact the Boston University Institutional 
Review Board at 25 Buick St, Room 157, Boston, MA or email irb@bu.edu 
 
ELECTRONIC CONSENT: Please select your choice below. You may print a copy of 
this consent form for your records. Clicking on the “Agree” button indicates that 
• You have read the above information 
• You voluntarily agree to participate 
• You are 18 years of age or older 
• You are currently teaching General Music in grades Kindergarten-5th Grade 
 
¨  Agree 









Specific choice of questions asked during the interview will be dependent upon the 
participant’s answers to specific questions on the previous survey. Some of the following 
may be omitted if irrelevant to a particular participant, but will be limited to the 
following: 
 
1. In your survey, you stated that you have been teaching for (insert number of years 
teaching music). How do you feel you level of experience impacts your teaching 
practices? 
  
2. In your survey, you had stated that you have formal training in/are influenced by 
(insert music teaching methodology). How do you feel that this training has 
impacted your teaching? 
 
3. In your classroom, how do you make an effort to ensure musical experiences and 
musical learning are associated with warmth and joy in children? 
 
4. How do you determine whether or not particular musical experiences and musical 
learning are developmentally appropriate? 
 
5. What strategies do you use to ensure that musical experiences and musical 
learning build upon and making meaningful connections with student’s prior 
knowledge and experience? 
 
6. How important or how common is imitation and repetition in your teaching? 
 
7. You stated that your students are (often/occasionally/rarely) actively engaged in 
music making in your classroom, what is your reasoning behind this? 
  
8. You stated that you (often/occasionally/rarely) offer multisensory experiences in 
your classroom. Can you give me some examples of what this looks like, or what 
these activities might entail? 
 
9. Why do you feel that multi-sensory experiences are important/unimportant? Can 
you provide examples? 
 
10. How important is movement in music class? 
 
11. You stated that students (often/occasionally/rarely) engage in creative 




give me some examples of what this looks like, or what these activities might 
entail?  
 







INTERVIEW CONSENT SCRIPT  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
INTERVIEW (online or in-person) CONSENT SCRIPT 
Researcher: Hello, _____________. My name is Sarah Leahy and I’m a doctoral 
student in the School of Music at Boston University. Thank you for being willing 
to participate in this follow-up interview as part of the research study for my 
dissertation. This interview will take approximately between 30 and 60 minutes. 
The following questions will be in regard to your teaching practices and your 
opinions about those practices. Please know that your participation in this 
interview is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to take part in the research or may 
withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. You are free to decline 
to answer any particular question you do not wish to answer for any reason and 
you are free to terminate at this interview at anytime. 
 
 You will receive no direct benefits from participating in this interview. However, 
your responses may lead to a greater understanding about current classroom 
practices in elementary general music. 
 
 Additionally, I would like to record this interview. These recordings will help 
with the data collection process and ensure accuracy. Please be aware, that by 
consenting to be audio recorded, you understand that it will be possible to identify 
you in the recording. Files containing these audio recordings will be encrypted for 
added security using a fingerprint ID/password protected hard drive which only I 
will have access to. There is a very minimal risk that this may lead to a loss of 
confidentiality but I need make you aware of this possibility. However, no names 
or identifying information would be included in any publications or presentations 
based on these data, and your responses to this survey will remain confidential.  
 Before we begin, may I record this interview? By responding ‘yes’ you are 
verbally consenting to be audio recorded. 
 
Researcher: Wait for response.  
  If ‘yes’ commence with recording; if ‘no’ see below… 
Researcher:  Ok, would you mind if I take written notes about our conversation today? 
Researcher: Wait for response.  
 If ‘yes’ proceed with interview, using hand-written notes; if ‘no’ see 
below… 
Researcher:  Ok, do you still wish to proceed with our conversation today? 
Researcher: Wait for response.  
  If ‘yes’ proceed with interview, if ‘no’ see below… 
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